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This report is a supplement to reference 1 and describes the usage 
of a computer program implementing an improved aerodynamic panel method 
described in reference 1. The method is applicable to cambered wings 
exhibiting edge-separated vortex flow at subsonic and supersonic speeds. 
The or1ginal method of the suction analogy (ref. 2) has been improved 
by determining the appropriate position and hence orientation of vortex 
force on cambered wings, as well as utilizing an effective angle of 
attack in supersonic flow. 
In the following, the program capabilities, input format and out-
put format are described. Then, input data of three sample test cases 
and the corresponding output, as well as the program listing are given. 
PROGRAM CAPABILITIES 
This program has the following main features: 
(1) It is applicable to nonplanar wing configurations in subsonic and 
supersonic flow, such as wing-w1nglet, wing-vertical fin combina-
tions, etc. For a wing ~vith dihedral, it may be represented by 
up to five (5) contiguous spanwise panels with different dihedral 
angles. 
(2) Arbitrary camber shapes may be defined at ten (10) or less spanwise 
stations. Option for exactly defining leading-edge flap geometry is 
also provided. 
(3) The distribution of wing twist can be prescribed in a general way. 
(4) The vortex-lift effect is calculated through the use of Polhamus' 
suction analogy. 
INPUT DATA FORMAT 
Group 1 Format (13A6), 1 card 
TITLE (I) A descriptive phrase describing the case to be run. 
Group 2 Format 8(6X, 14), 1 card 
NC Number of spanwise sections on the right wing (bounded by points of 
discontinuities in geometry, such as change in sweep, edges of flap 
segments, panels with different dihedral angles, etc.) Limited to 5. 
(See Sketch 1). 
M1(I), 1=1, NC Number of spanwise strips in each spanwise section. 
There are NC numbers. Maximum total number of strips is 48. (See 
Sketch 1). 
IWING = Last wing spanwise strip number, cumulative from center line, 
and used for a wing in combination with a tail. wing1et or vertical 
fin. For a wing alone, set = O. 
NWING = The numerical value of last wing spanwise section, i. e., its 
most outboard section. 
IWGLT = 1 if a wing1et is present. = 2 if a vertical fin is present 













Group 3 Format 8(6X, 14), 1 card 
NFP Number of traillng-edge flap segments. Limited to 5. 
NJW(I), I=l,NFP Numerical value of the spanwise section in which the trailing-
edge flap segment is contained. For either clean or full-span flap 
configurations, set NFP = I and NJW(l) = 1.(See sketch 2). 
NVRTX The spanwise strip number at which and outboard of which the leading-
edge vortex lift effect is not included. Full vortex lift effect is 
assumed if this value is set to zero. 
Group 4 Format 4(6X, 14), 1 card 
NW(l)l Numbers of chordwise aerodynamic panels in chordwise sections 
NW(2)j (See Sketch 2). The chordwise section may be bounded along 
trailing-edge flap hinge line or winglet leading edge. NW(2) 0 
for clean configurations. NW(l) + NW(2) is limited to 20. 
I CAM o for non-cambered airfoils. 
= 1 if camber ordinates are to be read in. 
= 2 if camber slopes are defined analytically in subroutine ZCDX. 
= 3 if there are flat leading-edge flaps attached to a non-cambered 
wing. 
1ST Number of y stations at which camber ordinates are read in. Limited 
to 10. If ICAl! = 3, 1ST is the number of leading-edge flap segments; 
for example, 1ST would be I for a simple flat leading-edge flap. 
If IClU[ = 1, at least two y stations are needed, one being at the 
root and the other being at the tip. 
Note: If a tail, winglet or vertical fin is present and has camber, only 
one camber shape is permitted. The last y station is used to 
describe that shape. 
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Omit Groups 5, 6, and 7 if ICAM I 1. Repeat Groups 5, 6, 7 1ST times. 
Group 5 Format 4FlO.6 
YT(I) y-station at which camber ordinates are read in. 
XNUM number of camber ordinates to be read in. Limited to 21. 
CURV(I) = O. if camber is to be formed by connecting straight segments, with 
first segment being regarded as flat leading-edge flap. 
1. if cubic spline interpolat1on is used. 
= 2. if cubic spline interpolation is used, with first segment 
being flat leading-edge flap. 
CHND(I) Chord length at YT(I) station. 
Group 6 Format 8FlO.6 
XT(I,J) x/c-values at which camber ordinates are read in for YT(I) station. 
Group 7 Format 8FlO.6 
CA(J) z/c-values of camber ordinates at the corresponding XT(I,J)-locations. 
Omit Groups 8, 9 and 10 if ICAM I 3. Repeat 1ST times. 
Group 8 Format 2FlO.6 
YLEF (1,1) Extreme inboard y-coordinate of Ith flat leading-edge flap segment. 
YLEF (1,2) Extreme outboard y-coordinate of Ith flat leading-edge flap segment. 
Group 9 Format 6FlO.6 
XLF(I,l)} First corner point coordinates of Ith flat leading-edge flap segment. 
YLF(I,l) See sketch 3. 
Zl 
XLF(I, 2)} Second 
YLF(I,2) 
Z2 
corner point coordinates of Ith flat leading-edge flap segment. 
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Group 10 Format 6FlO.6 
XLF(I,3)} Third corner 
XLF(I,3) 




corner point coordinates of Ith flat leading-edge flap segment. 
Z4 The flat flap must be inside the 




Group 11 Format 8FlO.6 
AM Freestream Mach number 
HALFSW Half of reference wing area, same units as (CREF) squared. 
CREF Reference chord length 
ALPCON = 1. if CL and Cm are to be computed. For this case, set T.E. flap 
a a 
angles to zero. Otherwise, set ALPCON = O. 
DF(1), 1=1, NFP Trailing-edge flap angles in degrees, inboard trailing-edge 
flap segment first. 
Group 12 Format 4FlO.6, 1 card 
FALP number of angles of attack to be processed. 
ALP1 Initial angle of attack in degrees to be processed. 
ALPIN incremental angl~of attack in degrees to be processed. 
PTION = 1. if detailed aerodynamic loading is to be printed. 
= O. if only overall aerodynamic characteristics are to be printed. 
SUP =1. if effective angles of attack in supersonic flow are to be used. 
Use this option only if the leading edge is subsonic. 
=0. otherwise. 
Note: Set FALP, ALPI, and ALPIN to O. if ALPCON = 1.0. 
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Group 13 Format 8FlO.6 
Corner-point coordinates of a spanwise section. See aketch 4a. 
z 
XXL(l) L. E. X-coordinate of the inboard chord. 
XXT(l) T. E. X-coordinate of the inboard chord. 
YL(l) Y-coordinate of the inboard chord. 
XXL(2) L. E. X-coordinate of the outboard chord. 
XXT(2) T. E. X-coordinate of the outboard chord. 
YL(2) Y-Coordinate of the outboard chord. 
ZS elevation of the spanwise section. 
DlHED dihedral angle in degrees for the section. 
(XXT(l),YL(l» 
Y 
Looking Upstream (XXT(2),YL(2» 
Numbers ins lode 
input order. 





(Section 1 should have 
uniform dlohedral angle) 









Group 14 Format 3F10.6 
FCN = 1. if control point locations are to be calculated for this section 
based on 2-D theory. 
O. if control point locations calculated for a preceding spanwise 
section are to be used. (For the aft most chordwise section, FCN 
should be the same as the corresponding leading chordwise section) 
SWK Leading edge sweep angle of spanwise section projected on the X-Y plane, 
in degrees. 
E = Hinge1ine location in fraction of local chord. (true also for non-flapped 
spanwise sections in a partial-span trailing-edge flap configuration) 
= 1. for a configuration without trailing-edge flap segments. 
TR Taper ratio for the section (i.e. tip chord/root chord of the tip section). I 
Note. Groups 13 and 14 are to be repeated NC times. With trailing-edge flaps or 
wing1et, another NC cards are needed to describe the flap and the 
associated regions. The order of input is illustrated in Sketch 4. Panels 
with dihedral must be rotated to X-Y plane for geometric description. 
Group 15 should be omitted if ALPCON - 1.0 
Group 15 Format 2F10.6, 1 card 
TWIST1 = O. if there is no wing twist 
1. if there is wing twist 
RINC Root chord incidence in degrees 
Groups 16, 17, and 18 should be omitted if TWISTI = O. 
Group 16 Format 2FlO.6, 1 card 
YNUM Number of y- stations to be used to describe twist distribution. 
TCURV = O.if the twist distribution is assumed to have piecewise linear 
variation. 
= l.if cubic spline interpolation is used. 
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Group 17 Format 8FlO.6 
YTS(I) Nondimensional (based on semispan) y coordinates at which twist 
angles are defined. YNUM numbers. Limited to 21. 
Group 18 Format 8FlO.6 
CA(I) Twist angles in degrees at the corresponding y-stations. Negative 
for washout (Le., leading-edge down) . 
Group 19 should be omitted if IWING = O. 
Group 19 Format 4FlO.6, 1 card 
TINC Tail incidence angle in degrees 
HALFSH Tail half area. If the tail is to represent the winglet at 
the tip, put HALFSH = HALFSW. If the tail is a vertical fin 
inboard of wing tip, set HALFSH = fin area. 
POS Winglet position indicator. The number, or key value, used 
for the configuration is dependent on whether the winglet is 
attached to the wing first or second chordwise section, 
respectively. Key values are indicated in sketch 5. If 
there is no winglet, it should be O. 
CAMT 0, if the tail is not cambered. 
= 1, otherwise. 
8 
pas = 10. 
pas = o. 
Sketch 5. 
To run additional cases at the same time, repeat groups 1-19. 
Remarks: 
20. 
(1) With the existing dimensions for the arrays DQ(140, 140) and 
GAMMA (19600), a total of 140 panels can be used. The minimum 
memory for execution is 58K (decimal). If the dimension for 
these two arrays is increased, up to 200 panels can be accepted. 
(2) Three working disk files are needed in execution. They are 
designated as (01), (02), and (03). 
(3) If the number of panels is to be increased, the following statements 




DQ(N,N), N being the number of panels. 
GAMMA(M) , M being at least (N+l)**2/4. 
IQ = N. 
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OUTPUT FORMAT 
(1) First, all input data will be printed. 
HALFSW half of reference wing area 
CREF = reference chord 
(2) Panel endpoint coordinates and edge slopes: 
(Xl, Yl) coordinates of the inboard endpoint of a panel edge 
(X2, Y2) coordinates of the corresponding outboard endpoint of a panel edge 
BP tangent of sweep angle of a panel edge. The first BP is for 
the upstream edge and the second BP is for the downstream 
edge of a panel. 
(3) Control point coordinates 
One set of (XCP, YCP, ZCP) defines a control point location. 
(4) Pressure distribution in attached flow 
xv nondimensional chordw1se location (referred to local chord) 
YV nondimensional spanwise location (referred to wing semispan) 
CP = ~C p 
(5) Sectional characteristics 
Y/S nondimensional y-station, referred to wing semispan. 
CL sectional lift coefficient 
CM sectional pitching moment coefficient about the y axis. 
CDr sectional induced drag coefficient. 
CS*C sectional suct10n coefficient mult1plied by local chord. 
CAV sectional axial (along x-axis) force coefficient due to leading 
edge vortex 
(6) The next group of output variables is the overall aerodynamic characteristics 
in attached potential flow. If AIPCON = 1.0, the lift and pitching moment 
coefficients will be CL 
a 
and SM • 
a 
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(7) If ALPCON = 1.0, the factors, K ,K 1 and K etc. to be used in p v, e v, se, 
the method of suction analogy for a noncambered wing will be printed next. 
They are used in the following formulas: 
2 2 C = K sinacos a + (K ft + K )h1n acosa L p v, Jt,e v, be 
x x x 
-L . 2 ~ + K . 2 se C = K sin~cosa C + K " S1n a S1n a 
m P ref v, .. e Cref v,se Cref 
(8) The bending moment distribution and the bending moment coefficient at 
the root chord will be printed next (attached-flow results only). 
(9) Finally, overall aerodynamic characteristics for attached flow and 
vortex-separated flow will be summarized. Most variables are self-
explanatory. In the attached flow results, CB is the root chord bending 
moment coefficient. In the separated flow results, CAV is the total 
axial force coefficient due to leading-edge vortex. 
11 
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1 • 16. 
-5.08 5.08 
1 • 71.107 
3.433 4.445 
1 • 71.107 
O. o. 
SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT 
2 0 2 0 
0 
3 1 
O. -2.5026 .8821 .... 067-, 
-.254 4.445 2.7312 o. 
6.773 O. o. 
o. 1 • 
O. 3.433 5.08 2.9135 
1. O. 
2.9135 4.445 L~. 445 3.2597 





















2 12 2 0 2 0 
1 1 0 
10 0 3 1 
.728300 3.259700 
-2.540000 .728300 0.000000 -2.502600 .882100 -.067700 
4.445000 3.259700 -.254000 4.445000 2.731200 0.000000 
.200000 15.196800 6.7 73000 0.000000 0.000000 
1.000000 16.000000 0.000000 1.0 0 0000 0.000000 
-5.0POOOO 5.080000 0.000000 3.433000 5.080000 2.913500 0.000000 0.000000 
1.000000 71.107000 1.000000 0.000000 
3.433000 4.445000 2.913500 4.445000 4.445000 3.259700 0.000000 0.000000 
1.000000 71.107000 1.000000 0.000000 
0.000000 0.000000 
HALF 5W= .1'il Q7E+02 CRfF= .67730E+Ol 
PANEL ENDPOINT COORDINATES AND EDGE SLOPE~ = 
Xl X2 VI V2 8P 8P 
-5.08000 -4.80340 0.00000 .09467 2.92192 2.85041 
-4.83137 -4.56153 0.00000 .09467 2.85041 2.64290 
-4.10981 -3.85962 0.00000 .09467 2.64290 2.31969 
-2.98595 -2.76636 0.00000 .09467 2.31969 1.91242 
-1.56981 -1.38877 0.00000 .09467 1. 9 1242 1.460Q6 
-.00000 .13830 0.00000 .09467 1.46096 1.00950 
1.56981 1.66537 0.00000 .09467 1.00950 .60223 
2.98595 3.04296 0.00000 .09467 .~0223 .27902 
4.10981 4.13622 0.00000 .OQ467 .27902 .07150 
4.83137 4.83814 0.00000 .09467 .07150 .00000 
-4.80340 -4.32653 .OQ467 .25787 2.Q2192 2.85041 
-4.56153 -4.09634 .09467 .25787 2.85041 2.64290 
-3.85962 -3.42829 .09467 .25787 2.64290 2.31969 
-2.76636 -2.38118 .09461 .25787 2.31969 1.91242 
-1.38877 -1.07665 .09467 .25787 1.91242 1.46096 
.13830 .37673 .09467 .25787 1.46096 1.00950 
1.66537 1.83012 .09467 .25787 1.00950 .60223 
3.04296 3.14124 .09467 .25787 .60223 .27902 
4.13622 4.18116 .09467 .25787 .27902 .07150 
4.83814 4.84981 .09467 .25787 .07150 .00000 
-4.32653 -3.64608 .25787 .49075 2.92192 2.85041 
-4.09634 -3.43254 .25787 .49075 2.85041 2.64290 
-3.42829 -2.81281 .25787 .49 015 2.f,4290 2.31969 
-2.38778 -1.84157 .25787 .49015 2.31969 1.91242 
13 
-1.07665 -.63129 .25787 .49075 1.91242 1.46096 
.37673 .71696 .25787 .49075 1.4609~ 1.00950 
1. 8 3012 2.06521 .25787 .49075 1.00950 .60223 
3.14124 3.28149 .25787 • 49 075 .~0223 .27902 
4.18176 4.24673 .257A1 .49015 .27902 .07150 
4.84981 4.86646 .25787 .49 075 .07150 .00000 
-3.64608 -2.80159 .49075 .77976 2.92192 2.85041 
-3.43254 -2.60872 .49075 .77976 2.R5041 2.64290 
-2.81281 -2.04897 .49075 .77976 2.642qO 2.31969 
-1.84757 -1.17714 .49075 .77976 2.31969 1.91242 
-.63129 -.07857 .49075 .77976 l.q1242 1.46096 
.71696 1.13920 .49075 .77976 1.46096 1.00950 
2.06521 2.35698 .49 075 .77976 1.00950 .60223 
3.28149 3.45555 .49075 .77976 .60223 .27902 
4.24673 4.32737 .49075 .77976 .27902 .07150 
4.86646 4.88712 .49075 .77976 .07150 .00000 
-2.80159 -1.P4215 .77976 1.10A13 2.Q2192 2.85041 
-2.60812 -1.67275 .17976 1.1 0813 2.R5041 2.64290 
-2.04897 -1.18114 .77976 1.10813 2.64290 2.31969 
-1.17714 -.41544 .77976 1.10R13 2.31969 1.91242 
-.07857 .54940 .77976 1.10813 1.91242 1.46096 
1.13920 1.61893 .77976 1.10A13 1.46096 1.00950 
2.35698 2.68846 .77976 1.10813 1.00950 .60223 
3.45555 3.65329 .77976 1.1 0813 .60223 .27902 
4.32737 4.41899 .17976 1.10813 .27902 .07150 
4.88712 4.91060 .77976 1.10A13 .07150 .00000 
-1.84215 -.82350 1.10813 1.45675 2.92192 2.R5041 
-1.67275 -.67903 1.10813 1.45675 2.P5041 2.64290 
-1.18114 -.25977 1.10813 1.4~675 2.~4290 2.31969 
-.41544 .39325 1.10813 1.45675 2.31969 1.91242 
.54940 1.21611 1.10813 1.45675 I.Q1242 1.46096 
1.61893 2.12825 1.10813 1.45 675 1.46096 1.00950 
2.68846 3.04039 1.10813 1.45675 1.00950 .60223 
3.65329 3.86325 1.10813 1.45675 .60223 .21902 
4.41899 4.51627 1.10813 1.4567~ .27902 .07150 
4.91060 4.93553 1.10813 1.4567~ .07150 .00000 
-.82350 .19515 1.4C;675 1.80';37 2.92192 2.85041 
-.67Q03 .31469 1.45675 1.8 0537 2.A'i041 2.64290 
-.25977 .66161 1.45675 1.80537 2.64290 2.3196Q 
.39325 1.20195 1.45675 1.80531 2.31Q69 1.91242 
1.21611 1.88282 1.45675 1.80537 1.91242 1.46096 
2.12825 2.63757 1.45675 1.80537 1.46096 1.00950 
3.04039 3.39232 1.45675 1.80537 1.00950 .60223 
3.86325 4.07320 1.45615 1.80537 .60223 .27902 
4.51627 4.61354 1.45675 1.80537 .27902 .07150 
4.93553 4.96046 1.45675 1.80537 .07150 .00000 
.19515 1.15459 1.80537 2.13374 2.92192 2.85041 
.31469 1.25066 1.80537 2.13374 2.85041 2.64290 
.66161 1.52944 1.80537 2.13374 2.64290 2.31969 
1.20195 1.96365 1.80537 2.13374 2.31969 1.91242 
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1.88282 2.51079 1.80537 2.13374 1.91242 1.46096 
2.63757 3.11730 1.80537 2.13374 1.46096 1.00950 
3.39232 3.72381 1.80537 2.13374 1.00950 .60223 
4.07320 4.27094 1.80537 2.13374 .60223 .27902 
4.61354 4.70516 1.80537 2.13374 .27902 .07150 
4.96046 4.98394 1.80537 2.13374 .07150 .00000 
1.15459 1.99908 2.13374 2.42275 2.92192 2.85041 
1.25066 2.07448 2.13374 2.42275 2.A5041 2.64290 
1.52944 2.29328 2.13374 2.42275 2.64290 2.31969 
1. 96365 2.63408 2.13374 2.42275 2.31969 1.91242 
2.51079 3.06351 2.13374 2.42275 1.91242 1.46096 
3.11730 3.53954 2.13374 2.42275 1.46096 1.00950 
3.72381 4.01557 2.13374 2.42275 1.00950 .60223 
4.27094 4.44500 2.13374 2.42275 .60223 .27902 
4.70516 4.78580 2.13374 2.42275 .?7902 .07150 
4.98394 5.00460 2.13374 2.42275 .07150 .00000 
1.99908 2.67953 2.42275 2.65563 2.92192 2.85041 
2.07448 ?73827 2.42275 2.65563 2.85041 2.64290 
2.29328 2.90876 2.42275 2.65563 2.64290 2.31969 
2.63408 3.17429 2.42275 2.65563 2.31969 1.91242 
3.06351 3.50887 2.42275 2.65563 1.91242 1.46096 
3.53954 3.87977 2.42275 2.6~563 1.46096 1.00950 
4.01557 4.25066 2.42275 2.65563 1.00950 .60223 
4.44500 4.58525 2.42275 2.65563 .60223 .27902 
4.7A5AO 4.85078 2.42275 2.65563 .27902 .07150 
5.00460 5.02126 2.42275 2.65563 .07150 .00000 
2.67953 3.15640 2.65563 2.81883 ?92192 2.85041 
2.73827 3.20347 2.65563 2.81883 2.135041 2.64290 
2.90876 3.34008 2.65563 2.81883 2.64290 2.31969 
3.17429 3.55287 2.65563 2.81883 2.31969 1.91242 
3.50887 3.82099 2.65563 2.81883 1.91242 1.46096 
3.87977 4.11820 2.65563 2.81883 1.46096 1.00950 
4.25066 4.41541 2.65563 2.81~83 1.00950 .60223 
4.58525 4.68353 2.65563 2.81883 .60~23 .27902 
4.85078 4.89631 2.65563 2.818A3 .27902 .07150 
5.02126 5.03293 2.65563 2.81~83 .07150 .00000 
3.15640 3.43300 2.81883 2.91350 2.92192 2.8~041 
3.20347 3.47330 2.81883 2.91350 2.A5041 2.64290 
3.34008 3.59027 2.81883 2. 9 1350 2.64290 2.31969 
3.55287 3.77246 2.81883 2.91350 2.31969 1.91242 
3.82099 4.00202 2.81883 2.91350 1.91242 1.46096 
4.11820 4.25650 2.81883 2.91350 1.46096 1.00950 
4.41541 4.51098 2.81883 2.91350 1.00950 .60223 
4.68353 4.74054 2.81883 2.91350 .60223 .27902 
4.89631 4.92273 2.81883 2. 9 1350 .27902 .07150 
5.03293 5.03970 2.81883 2.91350 .07150 .00000 
3.43300 3.93900 2.91350 3.08660 2.92317 2.85163 
3.45777 3.95138 2.91350 3.08660 2.85163 2.64403 
3.52964 3.98732 2.91350 3.08660 2.64403 2.32068 




3.78264 4.11382 2.91350 3.08660 1.91324 1.46158 
3.93900 4.19200 2.91350 3.08660 1.46158 1.00993 
4.09536 4.27018 2.91350 3.08660 1.00993 .60249 
4.23642 4.34071 2.91350 3.08660 .60249 .27914 
4.34836 4.39668 2.91350 3.08660 .27914 .07153 
4.42023 4.43262 2. 9 1350 3.08660 .07153 .00000 
3.93900 4.37721 3.08660 3.23651 2.92317 2.85163 
3.95138 4.37887 3.08660 3.23651 2.85163 2.64403 
3.9A732 4.3A368 3.0A660 3.23651 2.64403 1'.32068 
4.04329 4.39118 3.08660 3.23651 2.32068 1.91324 
4.11382 4.40063 3.0A660 3.23651 1.91324 1.46158 
4.19200 4.41110 3.08660 3.23651 1.46158 1.00993 
4.27018 4.42158 3.08660 3.23651 1.00993 .60249 
4.34071 4.43103 3.08660 3.23651 .6024Q .27914 
4.39668 4.43853 3.08660 3.23651 .27914 .07153 
4.43262 4.44334 3.08660 3.23651 .07153 .00000 
CONTROL POINT COORDINATES= 
XCP YCP ZCP xcp YCP ZCP 
-4.74658 .04233 0.00000 -4.09761 .()4233 0.00000 
-3.04204 .04233 0.00000 -1.68385 .04233 0.00000 
-.15508 .04233 0.00000 1.39576 .04233 0.00000 
2.81805 .04233 0.00000 3.97368 .04233 0.00000 
4.75050 .04233 0.00000 5.07315 .04233 0.00000 
-4.39031 .16686 0.00000 -3.76488 .16686 0.00000 
-2.74757 .16686 0.00000 -1.43863 .16686 0.00000 
.03472 .16686 0.00000 1.52933 .16686 0.00000 
2.90005 .16686 0.00000 4.01379 .16686 0.00000 
4.76244 .16686 0.00000 5.07340 .166A6 0.00000 
-3.81959 .36636 0.00000 -3.23 184 .36636 0.00000 
-2.27584 .36636 0.00000 -1.04578 .36636 0.00000 
.33877 .36636 0.00000 1.74 331 .36636 0.00000 
3.03143 .36636 0.00000 4.07804 .36636 0.00000 
4.78158 .36636 0.00000 5.07380 .36636 0.00000 
-3.06757 .62922 0.00000 -2.52949 .62922 0.00000 
-1.65427 .62922 0.00000 -.52815 .62922 0.00000 
.73941 .62922 0.00000 2.02526 .62922 0.00000 
3.20453 .62922 0.00000 4.16271 .62921' 0.00000 
4.80680 .629 22 0.00000 5.07431' .62922 0.00000 
-2.17797 .94018 0.00000 -1.69864 .94018 0.00000 
-.91898 .94018 0.00000 .08418 .94018 0.00000 
1.21334 .94018 0.00000 2.35880 .94018 0.00000 
3.40931 .94018 0.00000 4.26287 .94018 0.00000 
4.83663 .94018 0.00000 5.07494 .94018 0.00000 
-1.20247 1.28116 0.00000 -.78757 1.28116 0.00000 
-.11270 1.28116 0.00000 .75563 1.28116 0.00000 
1.73303 1.28116 0.00000 2.72454 1.28116 0.00000 
3.63385 1.28116 0.00000 4.37269 1.28116 0.00000 
4.86934 1.28116 0.00000 5.07562 1.28116 0.00000 
16 
-.19779 1.63234 0.00000 .15077 1.63234 0.00000 
.11111 1.63234 0.00000 1.4471~ 1.63234 0.00000 
2.26827 1.63234 0.00000 3.1 0 122 1.63234 0.00000 
3.86512 1.63234 0.00000 4.48580 1.63234 0.00000 
4.90303 1.63234 0.00000 5.01632 1.63234 0.00000 
.17770 1.91332 0.00000 1.06183 1.97332 0.00000 
1.52399 1.91332 0.00000 2.11863 1.91332 0.00000 
2.18796 1.91332 0.00000 3.46696 1.91332 0.00000 
4.08961 1.97332 0.00000 4.59563 1.97332 0.00000 
4.93514 1.97332 0.00000 5.07700 1.97332 0.00000 
1.66731 2.28428 0.00000 1.89269 2.2R428 0.00000 
?25928 2.28428 0.00000 2.13091 2.28428 0.00000 
3.26190 2.28428 0.00000 3.80049 2.28428 0.00000 
4.29444 2.28428 0.00000 4.69578 2.28428 0.00000 
4.96557 2.28428 0.00000 5.01162 2.28428 0.00000 
2.41932 2.54114 0.00000 2.59504 2.54714 0.00000 
2.88085 ?54114 0.00000 3.24860 2.54714 0.00000 
3.66253 2.54114 0.00000 4.08244 2.54714 0.00000 
4.46755 2.54114 0.00000 4.1 8 045 2.54114 0.00000 
4.99078 2.54114 0.00000 5.01~15 2.54714 0.00000 
2.99005 2.14664 0.00000 3.12801 2.74664 0.00000 
3.35258 2.14664 0.00000 3.64144 2.74664 0.00000 
3.96659 2.74664 0.00000 4.29642 2.74664 0.00000 
4.59892 2.74664 0.00000 4.84470 2.74664 0.00000 
5.00992 2.74664 0.00000 5.01854 2.14664 0.00000 
3.34632 2.87117 0.00000 3.46081 2.81117 0.00000 
3.64705 2.81117 0.00000 3.88667 2.87111 0.00000 
4.15639 2.87111 0.00000 4.43000 2.81117 0.00000 
4.68093 2.81117 0.00000 4.88481 2.87117 0.00000 
5.02187 2.81111 0.00000 5.07879 2.81111 0.00000 
3.1019(1 3.00005 0.00000 3.75 104 3.00005 0.00000 
3.83090 3.00005 0.00000 3.93363 3.00005 0.00000 
4.04923 3.00005 0.00000 4.1 b649 3.00005 0.00000 
4.27401 3.00005 0.00000 4.36137 3.00005 0.00000 
4.42009 3.00005 0.00000 4.4444A 3.00005 0.00000 
4.19130 3.17315 0.00000 4.21368 3.17315 0.00000 
4.24030 3.17315 0.00000 4.27454 3.17315 0.00000 
4.31308 3.11315 0.00000 4.35216 3.17315 0.00000 
4.38800 3.17315 0.00000 4.41712 3.11315 0.00000 
4.43670 3.17315 0.00000 4. 4 4483 3.17315 0.00000 
17 
ATTACHED POTENTIAL FLOW RESULTS 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 



























































































































































38 .85355 .19303 .15445 
39 .94550 .19303 .08607 
40 .99384 .19303 .02724 
41 .00616 .?8843 2.64608 
42 .05450 .28843 1.18747 
43 .14645 .28843 .51945 
44 .27300 .28843 .4?675 
45 .42178 .?P843 .35277 
46 .57822 .28843 .29050 
47 .72700 .28843 .22559 
48 .85355 .28843 .15359 
49 .94550 .2R843 .08522 
50 .99384 .2R843 .02698 
151 .00616 .39303 3.04059 
5? .05450 .39303 1.2?440 
53 .14645 .39303 .69636 
54 .?7300 .39303 .46840 
55 .42178 .39~03 .31245 
Cifi .131822 .39303 .30355 
51 .12700 .39303 .23157 
58 .85355 .39303 .1 556f~ 
59 .94550 .39303 .08556 
60 .Q9384 .39303 .02705 
61 .00616 .50076 3.65261 
62 .05450 .50076 1.43818 
63 .14645 .50016 1.06564 
64 .21300 .50016 .5081)2 
65 .4?118 .50016 .41366 
66 .57822 .50076 .32389 
67 .12700 .50016 .24493 
68 .853135 .50076 .16043 
69 .94550 .50016 .08693 
10 .99384 .50016 .02135 
11 .00616 .60531 4.249153 
12 .05450 .60531 1.63804 
73 .14645 .60537 1.05286 
74 .21300 .60531 .69044 
75 .42118 .60Ci37 .44861 
76 .57822 .60537 • 36€:87 
17 .12100 .60537 .26215 
18 .85355 .60531 .16155 
19 .94550 .60531 .08194 
80 .99384 .60531 .02156 
81 .00616 .10016 4.89899 
82 .05450 .10016 1.86541 
83 .14645 .70076 1.13154 
84 .?1300 .10016 .89038 
85 .42178 .70076 .64781 
A6 .57822 .70076 .39513 
87 .72100 .70076 .29512 
19 
A8 .~5355 .70076 .16920 
89 .94550 .70076 .08665 
90 .99384 .70076 .02679 
91 .00616 .78140 5.6257A 
q2 .05450 .7~140 2.12986 
93 .14645 .78140 1.31383 
94 .27300 .7~140 .95862 
q5 .42178 .78140 .80524 
q6 .57822 .78 140 .60432 
97 .7?700 .78140 .2P871 
98 .85355 .78140 .16970 
99 .94550 .7~140 .07528 
100 .q9384 .78140 .02376 
101 .00616 .84260 6.36386 
102 .05450 .84260 2.40666 
103 .14645 .84260 1.40394 
104 .27300 .A4260 1.10221 
105 .42178 .A4260 .84618 
106 .57822 .fl4260 .66364 
107 .72700 .A4260 .44785 
108 .85355 .84260 .10503 
109 .94550 .84260 .05611 
110 .99384 .R4260 .01788 
111 .00616 .8POAI 7.05461 
112 .05450 .~A081 2.71053 
113 .14645 .8AO~1 1.85270 
114 .27300 .~~081 1.08f140 
115 .42178 .fI~,081 .87316 
116 .57822 .F.!~OAI .61042 
117 .72700 .8AOA1 .31411 
118 .8';355 .8A081 .03870 
1 }C~ .94550 .AAOAI .0355A 
120 .99384 .8A081 .011?0 
121 .00616 .9?035 11.35646 
122 .05450 .9?035 4.28909 
123 .14645 .9?035 2.50178 
124 .?7300 .92035 1.76764 
125 .42178 .92035 1.402A6 
126 .57822 .92035 1.1541? 
127 .72700 .9?035 .91859 
128 .85355 .9?035 .70187 
129 .94550 .92035 .51242 
130 .99384 .9?035 .33517 
131 .00616 .97345 21.5704A 
132 .05450 .97345 8.07183 
133 .14645 .97345 4.58535 
134 .27300 .97345 3.05466 
135 .42178 .97345 2.16773 
136 .57822 .97345 1.58400 
137 .72700 .97345 1.16947 
138 .85355 .97345 .86824 
139 .94550 .97345 .64974 




VIS CL (RIGHT) CL(LE'FT) 
.01299 .285Al .28581 
.05119 .29605 .29605 
.11239 .31434 .31434 
.19303 .34056 .34056 
.28843 .39900 .39900 
.39303 .44264 .44264 
.50076 .52030 .52030 
.60537 .58536 .58536 
.70076 .68349 .6A349 
.78140 .78993 .78993 
.84260 .87743 .87743 
.88081 .92958 .92958 
.92035 1.63984 1.63984 
.97345 2.88017 2.A8017 
TOTAL LIFT COEFFICIENT = .C:;??31 
TOTAL INDUCE'D DRAG COEFFICIENT = .06396 
THF INDUCED DRAG PARAMETER = .23445 
TOTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT = 
-.07317 
FAR-FIFLD INDUCED DRAG= .06388 
FAR-FIELD INDUCED DRAG PARAMETFR= 
.23415 
CM COl CsoC CAV 
.04439 .07934 .07792 o.OOOno 
.04238 .07777 .20439 0.00000 
.03637 .07637 .37138 0.00000 
.02267 .07481 .56432 0.00000 
.00621 .07111 .53819 
-.00488 
-.03457 .06591 .77857 
-.00815 
-.08961 .05205 .93060 
-.01160 
-.16220 .05820 .A7781 
-.02474 
-.25356 .03006 1.06459 
-.03782 









-.26680 1.17173 0.00000 
-1.63990 
-1.39785 1.41122 o.ooono 
THE FOLLOWING BENDING MOMENT COEFFICIENT IS ~ASED ON Q~S~(B/2), 
WHERE 5 = 30.39360 AND P/~ = 3.25970 
Y/S 8~ (RIGHT) Ap.A (l EFT) 
.01299 .11302 .11302 
.05119 .10316 .10316 
.11239 .08836 .Ol\836 
.19303 .07066 .01066 
.28843 .05241 .05241 
.39303 .03576 .03576 
.50076 .0?221 .02:??1 
.60537 .01243 .01243 
.70076 .00621 .00621 
.78140 .00279 .00279 
.84260 .00121 .001cl 
.88081 .00061 .00061 
.92035 .00024 .00024 
.97345 .00001 .00001 
THE BENDING MOMENT COEFFICIENT BASED ON WING HALF SPAN AND WING AREA 
AT THE WING ROOT = .116410 (RIGHT), = .116410 (LEFT) 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxxxxxxx 
OVER-ALL AERODYNAp.AIC CHARACTERISTICS 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
ATTACHED FLOW 
ALPHA CL COl CM rA 
16.0000 .52231 .06396 -.07311 .11647 
SEPARATED FLOW 
ALPHA CLP CLV,LE CLV,SF CL 
16.0000 .51383 .15670 0.00000 .67053 
ALPHA COP CDV,LE CDV,5E COY CAV 
16.0000 .11145 .03210 o.Oooon .14955 -.01233 
ALPHA CMP CMV,LE CMV,SF CM 
16.0000 -.07311 -.01450 0.00000 -.08761 
22 
2. Second Sample Case 
Input Data 
ARC (,1-'-924, SQUIRE WING 7 
1 14 0 1 0 
1 1 0 
10 0 2 0 
• 09 ? 2.666667 o • O. 
2. 10. 10. 1. o. 
O. 4. O. Lt. Lj.. 1. o. o. 
1. 75.963757 1 • o. 
O. o. 
(0.,0.) 
A L- ."........----4 ~ A 






ARC CP-924, SQUIRE WHIG 7 
0000000000000000000000000000000000 000000 
INPUT DATA 
1 14 0 1 0 
1 1 0 
10 0 2 0 
.090000 2.000000 2.666667 0.000000 0.000000 
2.000000 10.000000 10.000000 1.0 0 0000 0.0(10000 
0.000000 4.000000 0.000000 4.000000 4.000000 1.000000 o.ooonoo o.ooooor 
1.000000 75.963757 1.000000 0.0 00000 
0.000000 0.000000 
HALF SW= .20000E+Ol CREF= .26667E+Ol 
PANEL ENDPOINT COORDINATES AND EDGE SLOPES = 
Xl X2 Yl Y2 BP RP 
0.00000 .09789 0.00000 .02447 4.00000 3.90211 
.09789 .19338 0.00000 .02447 3.90i?11 3.61803 
.38197 .47051 0.00000 .02447 3.61803 3.17557 
.82443 .90214 0.00000 .02447 3.17557 2.61803 
1.38197 1.44603 0.00000 .02447 2.fl1803 2.00000 
2.00000 2.04894 0.00000 .02447 i?1)0000 1.38197 
2.61803 2.65185 0.00000 .02447 1.3fl197 .A2443 
3.11557 3.19575 0.00000 .02447 .82443 .38197 
3.61803 3.62738 0.00000 .02447 .38197 .09789 
3.90211 3.90451 0.00000 .02447 .OQ78Q .00000 
.097A9 .26795 .02447 .06699 4.00000 3.90211 
.19338 .35928 .02447 .06699 3.90211 3.61803 
.470c;1 .62433 .02447 .06699 3.61803 3.17557 
.90214 1.03715 .02447 .06699 3.17557 2.61803 
1.44603 1.55134 .02441 .06699 2.61803 2.00000 
2.04894 2.13397 .02447 .0669Q i?OOOOO 1.38197 
?65185 2.11061 .02447 .06699 1.38197 .82443 
3.19575 3.23080 .0i?447 .06699 .8?443 .38197 
3.62738 3.64362 .02447 .06699 .38197 .09789 
3.90451 3.90861 .02447 .0669Q .09789 .00000 
.26795 .51311 .06699 .12843 4.00000 3.90211 
.35928 .59903 .06699 .12843 3.90211 3.61803 
.62433 .84662 .06699 .12843 3.61803 3.11551 
1.03115 1.23226 .06699 .12843 3.11557 2.61803 
1.55734 1.11819 .06699 .12843 2.61803 2.00000 
2.13391 2.25686 .06699 .12843 2.00000 1.38197 
2.11061 2.19552 .06699 .12843 1.38191 .82443 
3.23080 3.28145 .06699 .12843 .82443 .38197 
24 
3.64362 3.66109 .06699 .1284~ .3R191 .09189 
3.90861 3.91468 .06699 .12843 .097R9 .00000 
.51371 .82443 .12843 .20611 4.00000 3.90211 
.59CJ03 .90214 .12843 .20611 3.90211 3.61803 
.84662 1.12767 .12R43 .20611 3.61803 3.17557 
1.23226 1.47894 .12843 .20611 3.17557 2.61803 
1.11819 1.92156 .12843 .20611 2.61903 2.00000 
2.25666 2.41221 .12843 .20611 2.00000 1.38197 
2.79552 2.90287 .12843 .20611 1.38197 .82443 
3.28145 3.34549 .12843 .2 0 611 .82443 .38197 
3."6709 3.69676 .12843 .20611 .3~197 .09789 
3.91468 3.9?229 .12843 .20611 .OCJ789 .00000 
.82443 1.18653 .20611 .29663 4.00000 3.90211 
.90214 1.25538 .20611 .29663 3.90211 3.61803 
1.12767 1.45519 .20611 .29663 3.61803 3.17557 
1.47894 1.76640 .20611 .29663 3.17557 2.61803 
1.92156 2.15856 .20611 .29663 2.61803 2.00000 
2.41221 2.59326 .20611 .29663 2.00000 1.38197 
2.90287 3.02797 .20611 .29663 1.38197 .82443 
3.34549 3.42012 .20611 .29663 .82443 .38197 
3.69676 3.73134 .20611 .29663 .3R197 .09789 
3.92229 3.93115 .20611 .29663 .OCJ789 .00000 
1.18653 1.58418 .29663 .39604 4.00000 3.90211 
1.25538 1.64330 .29663 .39604 3.Q0211 3.61803 
1.45519 1.81487 .29663 .39 604 3.61803 3.17557 
1.76640 2.08210 .29663 .39604 3.17557 2.61803 
2.15856 2.41882 .29 663 .39604 2.61803 2.00000 
2.59326 2.79209 .29663 .39604 2.00000 1.38197 
3.02797 3.16535 .29 663 .39604 1.38197 .82443 
3.42012 3.50208 .29663 .39604 .62443 .38197 
3.73114 3.76931 .29663 .39604 .38197 .09789 
3.93115 3.94088 .29663 .39604 .09789 .00000 
1.58418 2.00000 .39604 .5 0000 4.00000 3.90211 
1.64330 2.04894 .39604 .5000(\ 3.90211 3.61803 
1.81487 2.19098 .39604 .50000 3.61803 3.17557 
2.08210 2.41221 .39604 .50000 3.175';7 2.61803 
2.41882 2.69098 .39604 .50000 2.61803 2.00000 
2.79209 3.00000 .39604 .5 0000 2.00000 1.38197 
3.16535 3.30902 .39604 • 50 000 1.38197 .82443 
3.50208 3.58779 .39604 .5000n .82443 .38197 
3.76931 3.80902 .39604 .5000n .3A197 .09789 
3.94088 3.95106 .39604 .50000 .09789 .00000 
2.00000 2.41582 .50000 .60396 4.00000 3.90211 
2.04R94 2.45459 .50000 .60396 3.90211 3.61803 
2.19098 2.56710 .500no .60396 3.61803 3.17557 
2.41221 2.74233 .50000 .60396 3.17557 2.61803 
2.69098 2.96314 .50000 .60396 2.61803 2.00000 
3.00000 3.20791 .50000 .60396 2.00000 1.38197 
3.30902 3.45268 .50000 .60396 1.38197 .82443 
3.58779 3.67349 .50000 .6 0396 .R2443 .38197 
25 
3.80902 3.84812 .50000 .60396 .38191 .09189 
3.95106 3.c}6123 .50000 .b03c}6 .OQ78C} .00000 
2.41582 2.81347 .603c}6 .10337 4.00000 3.90211 
2.45459 2.84251 .603c}6 • 10 337 3.C}0211 3.61803 
2.56710 2.92678 .60396 • 70 337 3.61803 3.17557 
2.74233 3.05803 .60396 .10337 3.175C;7 2.61803 
2.96314 3.22341 .60396 .10337 2.61803 2.00000 
3.207C}1 3.40614 .60396 .10331 2.00000 1.38197 
3.45268 3.59007 .60396 .10337 1.38197 .82443 
3.61349 3.75545 .60396 .70331 .82443 .38197 
3.84~72 3.88670 .60396 .70337 .'38197 .09789 
3. 96 123 3.97096 .60396 .7 0337 .09789 .00000 
2.81347 3.17557 .70331 .79389 4.00000 3.90211 
2.84~51 3.19575 .70331 .7Y38c} 3.90211 3.61803 
2. 9 2678 3.25430 .10337 .793~C} 3.61803 3.17557 
;.05~03 3.34549 .70337 .7938C} 3.17557 2.61803 
3.22341 3.46040 .70337 .79389 2.61803 2.00000 
3.40674 3.58719 .70337 .79389 2.00000 1.38197 
3.59 001 3.71511 .70337 .79389 1.38197 .82443 
3.75545 3.83008 .10337 .7938Q .82443 .3€1197 
3.88670 3.92127 .70337 .7938c} .3R197 .09789 
3.97096 3.97982 .70337 .79389 .09789 .00000 
3.11551 3.48629 .7938C} .87157 4.00000 3.C}0211 
3.19575 3.49886 .79389 .87157 3.90211 3.61803 
3.25430 3.53534 .79389 .87157 3.6180; 3.17557 
3.34549 3.59217 .79389 .87157 3.17557 2.61803 
3.4fi040 3.66377 .79389 .87151 ?fiI803 2.00000 
~.58779 3.74314 .79389 .87157 2.00000 1.38197 
~.71511 3.A2252 .7Q389 .87157 1.3A197 .82443 
3.83008 3.89412 .7938Q .871C;7 .82443 .38197 
3.9~127 3.95095 .79389 .87157 .3~197 .09789 
3.97982 3.98743 .79389 .87157 .09789 .00000 
3.486?9 3.73205 .87157 .93301 4.00000 3.90211 
3.49886 3.73861 .87157 .93301 3.90211 3.61803 
3.53534 3.75764 .871C;7 .93'301 3.6180'3 3.17557 
3.59 217 3.78728 .87157 • 93 301 3.17557 2.61803 
3.66'377 3.82462 .87157 .93301 2.61A03 2.00000 
3.74314 3.86603 .87157 .93301 2.00000 1.38197 
3.82252 3.90743 .87157 .93301 1.38197 .82443 
3. 89412 3.94477 .87157 .93301 .P?443 .38197 
3.95095 3.97441 .87157 .93301 .38197 .09789 
3.98743 3.99344 .87157 .93301 .09789 .00000 
3.73205 3.90211 .93301 .97553 4.00000 3.90211 
3.73861 3.90451 .93301 .97553 3.90211 3.61803 
3.75164 3.91146 .93301 .97553 3.61803 3.17557 
3.78728 3.92229 .93301 .97553 3.17551 2.61803 
3.82462 3.93593 .93301 .97553 2.61803 2.00000 
3.86603 3.95106 .93301 .97553 2.00000 1.38197 
3.90743 3.96618 .93301 .97553 1.38197 .82443 
3.94477 3.97982 .93301 .97553 .82443 .38197 
26 
3.97441 3.99065 .93301 .97553 .3~197 .09789 
3.99344 3.99760 .93301 .97553 .09789 .00000 
3.90211 3.98904 .97553 .99726 4.00000 3.90211 
3.90451 3.98931 .97553 .99726 3.90211 3.61803 
3.91146 3.99009 .97553 .99726 3.61803 3.17557 
3.92229 3.99130 .97553 .99726 3.17557 2.61803 
3.93593 3.99283 .97553 .99726 2.61803 2.00000 
3.95}06 3.99452 .97553 .99726 2.00000 1.38197 
3.96618 3.99621 .97553 .99726 1.3P197 .82443 
3.97982 3.99774 .97553 .99726 .82443 .38197 
3.99065 3.99895 .97553 .99726 .38197 .09789 
3.99760 3.99973 .97553 .99726 ."9789 .00000 
CONTROL POINT COORDINATES= 
XCP ycP 7CP xCP yep ZCP 
.12803 .01093 0.00000 .3B602 .01093 0.00000 
.80352 .01093 0.00000 1.33933 .01093 0.00000 
1.94154 .01093 0.00000 2.5~184 .01093 0.00000 
3.11115 .01093 0.00000 3.5653B .01093 0.00000 
3.87059 .01093 0.00000 3.99730 .01093 0.00000 
.25448 .04323 0.00000 .50405 .04323 0.00000 
.90791 .04323 0.00000 1.42622 .04323 0.00000 
2.00876 .04323 0.00000 2.59913 .04323 0.00000 
3.14018 .04323 n.ooooo 3.57957 .04323 0.00000 
3.87481 .04323 0.00000 3.99739 .04323 0.00000 
.4590A .09549 0.00000 .69502 .09549 0.00000 
1.07681 .09549 0.00000 1.56681 .09549 0.00000 
2.11753 .09549 0.00000 2.67565 .09549 0.00000 
3.18715 .09549 0.00000 3.60254 .09549 0.00000 
3.88165 .09549 0.00000 3.99753 .09549 0.00000 
.73289 .16543 0.00000 .9505B .16543 0.00000 
1.30286 .16543 0.00000 1.75496 .16543 0.00000 
2.26310 .16543 0.00000 2.77806 .16543 0.00000 
3.25001 .16543 o.onooo 3.6J327 .16543 0.00000 
3.89080 .16543 0.00000 3.99772 .16543 0.00000 
1.06394 .25000 0.00000 1.25958 .25000 0.00000 
1.57615 .25000 0.00000 1.98245 .2,000 0.00000 
2.43910 .25000 0.00000 2.9018P .25000 0.00000 
3.32600 .25000 0.00000 3.67043 .25000 0.00000 
3. 9 0187 .25000 0.00000 3.99795 .25000 0.00000 
1.43777 .34549 0.00000 1.60849 .34549 0.00000 
1.88476 .34549 0.00000 2.23933 .34549 0.00000 
2.63783 .34549 0.00000 3.04169 .34549 0.00000 
3.41182 .34549 0.00000 3.71239 .34549 0.00000 
3.91436 .34549 0.00000 3.99821 .34549 0.00000 
1.83803 .44774 0.00000 1.98208 .44774 0.00000 
2.21520 .44774 0.00000 2.51437 .44774 0.00000 
2.85063 .44774 0.00000 3.19140 .44774 0.00000 
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3.50370 .44774 0.00000 3.75 73? .44774 0.00000 
3.92774 .44774 0.00000 3.99A49 .44774 0.00000 
2.24723 .55226 0.00000 2.36402 .55226 0.00000 
2.55301 .55226 0.00000 2.79556 .55?26 0.00000 
3.06817 .55226 0.00000 3.34444 .55226 0.00000 
3.59764 .55226 0.00000 3.80325 .55226 0.00000 
3.94142 .55226 0.00000 3.9987R .55226 0.00000 
2.64749 .65451 0.00000 2.73761 .65451 0.00000 
2.88344 .65451 0.00000 3.07061 .6c)451 0.00000 
3.28096 .65451 0.00000 3.49414 .6c)451 0.00000 
3.68952 .65451 0.00000 3.84818 .65451 0.00000 
3.954AO .65451 0.00000 3.99906 .65451 0.00000 
3.02131 .75000 0.00000 3.08653 .75000 0.00000 
3.19205 .7=000 0.00000 3.32748 .75000 0.00000 
3.47970 .75000 0.00000 3.63396 .75000 0.00000 
3.77533 .75000 0.00000 3.89014 .75000 0.00000 
3. 9 6729 .75000 0.00000 3.99932 .75000 0.00000 
3.35237 .P3457 0.00000 3.39552 .83457 0.00000 
3.46535 .83457 0.00000 3.55497 .83457 0.00000 
3.65570 .83457 0.00000 3.7577A .A3457 0.00000 
3.85133 .83457 0.00000 3.92730 .A3457 0.00000 
3.97835 .83457 0.00000 3.99955 .R3457 0.00000 
3.62617 .90451 0.00000 3.65108 .90451 0.00000 
3.69139 .90451 0.00000 3.74312 .90451 0.00000 
3.80126 .90451 0.00000 3.86019 .90451 0.00000 
3. 9 1419 .90451 0.00000 3.95804 .c)0451 0.00000 
3.98751 .90451 0.00000 3.99974 .C)0451 0.00000 
3.83078 .95677 0.00000 3.84205 .C)5677 0.00000 
3.86030 .95677 0.00000 3.88372 .c)c)677 0.00000 
3. 9 1004 .95677 0.00000 3.93(-'71 .c)5677 0.00000 
3.96115 .C)5677 0.00000 3.98100 .95677 0.00000 
3.99434 .95677 0.00000 3.9998P .9C;677 0.00000 
3. 95723 .98907 0.00000 3.9600A .98907 0.00000 
3.96469 .9A907 0.00000 3.97061 .c)~907 0.00000 
3.97726 .98907 0.00000 3.9A400 .98C)07 0.00000 
3.99018 .989 07 0.00000 3.99520 .98907 0.00000 
3.99857 .98907 0.00000 3.99997 .C)8907 0.00000 
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~TTACHEn POTENTIAL FLOW RE~ULTS 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AT ALPHA = 10,000 OEG. 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
VORTEX XV YV CP 
1 .00616 ,01093 .28632 
2 .05450 .01093 .17430 
3 .14645 .01093 .16~64 
4 .?7300 .01093 .16220 
5 .42178 .01093 .1540$\ 
6 .57822 .01093 .14158 
7 .72700 .01093 .12113 
8 .A5355 .01093 .09015 
9 .94550 .01093 .05209 
10 .99384 .01093 .01622 
11 .00616 .04323 .53948 
12 .05450 .04323 .19716 
13 .14645 .04323 .17287 
14 .?7300 .04323 .1628A 
15 .42178 .04323 .15392 
16 .57822 .04323 .14082 
17 .72700 .04323 .11998 
18 .~5355 .04323 .08885 
19 .94550 .04323 .05114 
20 .99384 .04123 .01593 
21 .00616 .09549 .64086 
?2 .05450 .09549 .28450 
23 .14~45 .OQt:.49 .18641 
?4 .27300 .09549 .16755 
25 .42178 .09549 .15~21 
26 .57822 .09549 .14049 
27 .72700 .09549 .11867 
2F\ .85355 .OQt;49 .08721 
29 .04550 .09549 .05001 
30 .993P4 .09549 .01564 
31 .00616 .16543 .68370 
3? .05450 .16543 .41232 
33 .14645 .16543 .22357 
34 .27300 .16543 .17930 
35 .42178 .16543 .15977 
36 .57822 .16543 .14177 
37 .72700 .16543 .11820 
38 .85355 .16543 .08609 
39 .94550 .16543 .04922 
40 .99384 .16543 .01545 
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41 .00616 .?5000 .73408 
42 .05450 .25000 .51536 
43 .14645 .25000 .2960? 
44 .?7300 .25000 .204A3 
45 .42178 .251')00 .17037 
46 .57822 .25000 .14630 
47 .72700 .?C;OOO .11978 
48 .85355 .?C;OOO .08644 
49 .94550 .25000 .04934 
50 .99'384 .?C;OOO .01553 
51 .00616 .34c;49 .79272 
5? .05450 .34c;49 .57269 
53 .14645 .34549 .39145 
54 .27300 .34549 .25436 
55 .42178 .34549 .19278 
56 .57822 .34549 .15727 
57 .72700 .34'549 .1?546 
SA .A5355 .34549 .08963 
59 .Q4550 .34C;49 .0511A 
60 .99384 .34549 .01622 
61 .00616 .44774 .86037 
62 .05450 .44774 .59955 
63 .14645 .44774 .47739 
64 .?7300 .44774 .33045 
65 .42178 .44774 .23610 
66 .57822 .44774 .18114 
67 .72700 .44774 .13952 
68 .85355 .44774 .09857 
69 .94550 .44774 .05666 
70 .99384 .44774 .01864 
71 .00616 .55226 .93716 
72 .05450 .55226 .61077 
73 .14645 .5'5226 .53194 
74 .27300 .5c;226 .41613 
75 .42178 .55226 .30549 
76 .c;7822 .55226 .2?732 
77 .72700 .55226 .17004 
7R .PC;355 .55226 .11946 
79 .94550 .5c;2?6 .07055 
AO .99384 .5';226 .02619 
81 .00616 .65451 1.02390 
82 .05450 .65451 .61570 
83 .14645 .6,451 .55339 
84 .27300 .65451 .48299 
85 .42178 .65451 .38823 
86 .57822 .65451 .29979 
87 .72700 .65451 .22646 
88 .85355 .65451 .16231 
89 .94550 .65451 .10204 
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90 .99384 .654C;1 .04686 
91 .00616 .75000 1.12333 
92 .05450 .75000 .62039 
q3 .14645 .75000 .54944 
94 .27300 .75000 .51328 
95 .42178 .75000 .45384 
96 .57822 .75000 .38046 
97 .72700 .75000 .30541 
9~ .85355 .7C;000 .23204 
99 .94550 .75000 .15988 
100 .q9384 .75000 .09105 
101 .00616 .83457 1.24223 
102 .(15450 .A3457 .62993 
103 .14645 .~3457 .52933 
104 .27300 .R3457 .50475 
105 .4217~ .83457 .47639 
106 .57822 .B3457 .43127 
107 .72700 .83457 .37341 
108 .A5355 .83457 .30552 
109 .94550 .83457 .23029 
110 .99384 .83457 .15244 
111 .00616 .90451 1.39592 
112 .05450 .90451 .65152 
113 .14645 .90451 .50311 
114 .27300 .90451 .46579 
115 .42178 .90451 .44907 
116 .57822 .90451 .42493 
117 .72700 .90451 .3A724 
118 .85355 .90451 .33463 
119 .94550 .90451 .26817 
120 .99384 .90451 .19364 
121 .00616 .95677 1.64413 
122 .05450 .95677 .70924 
123 .14645 .95677 .4~886 
124 .27 300 .95677 .41496 
125 .42178 .95677 .38369 
126 .57822 .95677 .36310 
127 .72700 .q5677 .33470 
12R .85355 .95677 .2q385 
129 .94550 .95677 .242r;1 
130 .99384 .95677 .IB495 
131 .00616 .98907 2.49276 
132 .05450 .98907 1.00211 
133 .14645 .98907 .60414 
134 .27300 .9A907 .43810 
135 .42178 .98907 .34729 
136 .57822 .98907 .28943 
137 .72700 .98907 .24663 
138 .85355 .98907 .20974 
139 .94550 .98907 .17597 




VIS Cl (RIC,HT) Cl (lE'FT) 
.01093 .13551 .13551 
.04323 .13971 .13911 
.09549 .14693 .14693 
.16543 .15946 .15946 
.25000 .11479 .11419 
.34549 .19405 .19405 
.44714 .21139 .?1139 
.55226 .24381 .24381 
.65451 .26933 .?('933 
.75000 .28421 .?8421 
.P3457 .21560 .27560 
.90451 .24274 .?4274 
.95677 .20181 .?0181 
.98901 .19240 .19240 
TOTAL LIFT COEFFICIENT = .19333 
TOTAL INDUCED ORAG COEFFICIENT = .01438 
THE INDUCED DRAG P~~AME'TER = • 3A 461 
TOTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIFNT = 
-.11865 
FAR-FIELD INDUCED DRAG= .01343 
FAR-FIELD INDUCED DRAG PARAMETER= .35918 
CM COl CS*C CAY 
-.08116 .02328 .00931 
-.00023 
-.09105 .0?185 .01814 
-.00070 
-.09923 .02182 .01611 -.00071 
-.11383 .02180 .01331 
-.00073 
-.13615 .02069 .01436 -.ooo~e 
-.16801 .01880 .01671 -.0011A 
-.21062 .01568 .01866 
-.00157 
-.26214 .01061 .01957 
-.00204 
-.31180 .00236 .01921 
-.00260 
-.35882 -.01049 .01159 -.00330 
-.36303 -.0?711 .01482 -.00422 
-.32712 -.04209 .01111 -.00552 
-.21511 -.05104 .00720 -.007RF' 
-.?6859 -.06Q26 .00427 
-.01853 
THF FOLLOWING BENDING MO~ENT COEFFICIENT IS RASED ON O~S~(B/2). 
WHERE S = 4.00000 AND P/2 = 1.00000 
Y/S R~ (RIGHT) B~(LFFT) 
.01093 .0361~ .03618 
.04323 .03317 .03317 
.09549 .02860 .02R60 
.16543 .02306 .02306 
.25000 .01724 .01724 
.34549 .01180 .011~0 
.44774 .00725 .00725 
.55226 .00390 .00390 
.65451 .00176 .00176 
.75000 .00063 .00063 
.83457 .00017 .00017 
.90451 .00003 .00003 
.95677 .00000 .00000 
.. 9890 7 -.00000 _-_ .. 00000 
THE BENDING MOMENT COEFFICIENT BASED ON WING HALF SPAN AND WING AREA 
AT THE WING ROOT = .037c33 (RIGHT), = .037233 (LFFT) 
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ATTACHED POTENTIAL FLOW RESULTS 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
PRFSSURE DISTRIBUTION AT ALPHA = ?O.OOO DEG. 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
VORTEX XV YV CP 
1 .00616 .01093 .59386 
'2 .05450 .01093 .34685 
3 .14645 .01093 .33325 
4 .?7300 .01093 .32151 
5 .42178 .01093 .30662 
6 .1:\7822 .01093 .28287 
7 .72700 .01093 .24338 
A .85355 .01093 .18233 
9 .94550 .01093 .10610 
10 .99384 .01093 .03325 
11 .00616 .0L..123 1.44996 
12 .05450 .04323 .38908 
13 .14645 .04323 .34042 
14 .?7300 .04323 .32285 
15 .42178 .04323 .306~4 
16 .57822 .04323 .28139 
17 .72700 .04323 .2411 0 
18 .A5355 .04323 .17973 
19 .94550 .04'323 .10418 
?O .q9384 .04323 .03265 
21 .00616 .09549 2.04141 
2? .05450 .09549 .57556 
23 .14645 .091349 .36644 
24 .27300 .09549 .33124 
25 .42178 .09549 .30844 
'26 .57822 .09549 .28057 
~7 .72700 .09,49 .23840 
28 .85355 .09549 .17636 
29 .94550 .09549 .10182 
30 .99384 .(19549 .03203 
31 .00616 .16543 2.51579 
32 .05450 .16543 .93169 
33 .14645 .16543 .44266 
34 .27300 .16543 .35301 
35 .42178 .16543 .31645 
36 .57822 .16543 .28253 
37 .72700 .16543 .23710 
38 .85355 .16543 .17385 
39 .94550 .16543 .10006 
40 .99384 .16543 .03160 




42 .05450 .25000 1.30903 
43 .14645 .25000 .61351 
44 .27300 .25000 .40460 
45 .42178 .?5000 .33602 
46 .57822 .?5000 .29037 
47 .72700 .25000 .23941 
48 .85355 .21)000 .17391 
49 .q4550 .25000 .09QQO 
50 .99384 .25000 .03166 
51 .00616 .34549 3.58378 
52 .05450 .34549 1.630Q8 
53 .14645 .34549 .87844 
54 .27300 .34549 .51779 
55 .42178 .34549 .38187 
56 .57822 .34549 .31114 
57 .72700 .34549 .24948 
58 .85355 .34549 .17924 
59 .94550 .34549 .10294 
60 .q9384 .341)49 .03300 
61 .00616 .44774 4.23073 
62 .05450 .44774 1.92271 
63 .14645 .44774 1.17179 
64 .27300 .44774 .71630 
65 .42178 .44774 .48166 
66 .57822 .44774 .36166 
67 .72700 .44774 .2774q 
68 .~5355 .44774 .19630 
69 .94550 .44774 .11346 
70 .99384 .44774 .03855 
71 .00616 .55226 4.99534 
72 .05450 .55226 2.22406 
73 .14645 .55226 1.44491 
74 .27300 .55226 .98024 
75 .42178 .55226 .66332 
76 .57822 .55226 .47220 
77 .72700 .55226 .34605 
7P .85355 .5Ci226 .241J4 
79 .94550 .!'5226 .14371 
80 .99384 .55226 .05809 
81 .00616 .f-5451 5.93640 
A2 .05450 .654151 2.57306 
83 .14645 .65451 1.6Q781 
84 .27300 .65451 1.25499 
85 .42178 .65451 .91698 
86 .57822 .65451 .66923 
A7 .72700 .65451 .48936 
AA .85355 .65451 .34594 
89 .94550 .65451 .22135 
90 .993A4 .65451 .11625 
91 .00616 .75000 7.16A95 
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92 .05450 .71:)000 3.02610 
93 .14645 .75000 1.97039 
94 .?7300 .715000 1.51797 
95 .42178 .75000 1.19797 
96 .57822 .75000 .93827 
97 .72700 .75000 .72445 
98 .85355 .75000 .54167 
99 .94550 .715000 .3A284 
100 .99384 .71:)000 .25051 
101 .00616 .83457 8.93548 
102 .05450 .A3457 3.68002 
103 .14645 .83457 2.32576 
104 .27300 .A'3457 1.7879A 
105 .4217A .A'3457 1.47408 
106 .57822 .83457 1.222?4 
107 .72700 .8'3457 1.00758 
108 .~5355 .~3457 .A0751 
109 .94550 .83457 .62355 
110 .99384 .A3457 .46561 
111 .00616 .90451 11.84204 
112 .05450 .90451 4.77959 
113 .14645 .90451 2.91916 
114 .?7300 .90451 2.17439 
115 .42178 .90451 1.80316 
116 .57822 .90451 1.53342 
117 .72700 .90451 1.29 786 
118 .85355 .90451 1.0A012 
119 .94550 .90451 .87476 
120 .99384 .90451 .69604 
121 .00616 .95677 17.94619 
122 .05450 .9')677 7.11483 
123 .14645 .95677 4.18510 
124 .27300 .95677 2.96278 
125 .42178 .95677 2.34378 
126 .57822 .95677 2.00125 
127 .72700 .95fl77 1.69745 
12A .85355 .915677 1.40296 
129 .94550 .95677 1.15303 
130 .99384 .95677 .9~O19 
131 .00616 .98907 39.89844 
132 .05450 .98907 15.62324 
133 .14645 .98907 8.91139 
134 .27300 .98907 5.97402 
135 .42178 .98907 4.31347 
136 .57822 .98907 3.27890 
137 .72700 .98907 2.60836 
138 .85355 .98907 2.15858 
139 .94550 .98907 1.86314 




VIS CL (RIGHT) CL(LEFT) CM 
.01093 .25868 .?C;R6~ 
-.17453 
.04323 .27294 .27294 -.18266 
.09549 .29152 .?915? -.19995 
.16543 .32578 .3?C;7B 
-.23261 
.25000 .37076 .37076 -.2R546 
.34549 .42999 .4?q99 
-.36597 
.44774 .50722 .50722 -.48218 
.55226 .60592 .60592 -.64122 
.65451 .72486 .72486 -.84076 
.75000 .85445 .8C;44S 
-1.06001 
.83457 .97637 .97637 -1.26169 
.90451 1.12089 1.12089 -1.48260 
.95677 1.42314 1.42314 -1.92423 
.98907 2.53512 2.53512 -3.62788 
TOTAL LIFT COEFFICIENT = .46291 
TOTAL INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT = .07098 
THE INDUCED DRAG PARAMETER = .33123 
TOTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT = -.4413C; 
FAR-FIELD INDUCED DRAG= .07155 
FAR-FIELD INDUCED DRAG PARAMETFP= .33390 



































































-.07440 .42167 -.0861~ 
-.23862 .43089 0.0000('1 
-.63096 .44930 0.0000('1 
-3.03Q94 .56372 0.00000 
THf BfNDING MOMENT COEFFICIENT BASED ~N wINr, HALF SPAN AND WING AREA 
AT T~E WING ROOT = .10047~ (RIGHT), = .100475 (LEFT) 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxxxxxxx 
OVER-ALL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTtRISTICS 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
ATTACHED FLOW 
ALPHA CL CDI CM CR 
10.0000 .19333 .01438 -.17865 .03723 
?O.OOOO .46291 .07098 -.44135 .10048 
SEPARATED FLOW 
ALPHA CLP CLV,LE CLV,SF CL 
10.0000 .19376 .00383 0.00000 .19759 
20.0000 .46535 .11690 0.00000 .58225 
ALPHA COP COV,LE l..DV.Sf cor CAV 
10.0000 .01607 -.00078 0.00000 .O15?9 -.00143 
20.0000 .10396 .02752 0. 00000 .l314A -.01412 
ALPHA CMP , , CMV,LE CMV,SE CM 
10.0000 -.17865 --.00244 0.00000 -.18109 
20.0000 -.44135 -.11070 0.00000 -.5~205 
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3. Third Sample Case' 
Input Data 
NASA TN-D-8247--76-DEGREE-SWEEP, M::2.3 






.061787 • OfJ0189 
.021029 .016235 
.2154 lb. 




~~ .025 .4 
.013!O4 .(114129 
.OIOOll2 .007877 
• 6459 lb • 
~S .02'5 .4 
• 005911 .007320 
.(JOqll~8 .008162 
.ts6I1 16. 
o. • 025 
.35 .4 



































1 • 9.0731 
.05 .1 .15 
.5 6 7 
.057952 .052663 .04633'; 
.007329 .000507 -.I)03t1t~ 
1 d.~7d9 
.05 
• 1 .15 .. 
.6 .7 • :> 
.o.BOll .OH07,} .027975 
.004723 -.\J00797 -.004167 
1 • 1.3/i~'1 
.05 
• 1 .15 
.5 6 7 
.014955 .016024 .015956 
.003478 -.001137 .005359 
1. 0.5303 
.05 
• 1 .t5 
.5 6 .7 
.008637 .UI0076 .0107fl.t 
.004824 .001317 -.00?.374 
1 • 5.6563 
.05 .1 .15 
.5 .6 .7 
.007496 .009476 .OO'7q.76 
.009653 .007143 .00 q..933 
1 • 3.9134 
.05 
• 1 .15 
.5 .6 .7 
.034522 .03b541 .031'\(,11 
.044846 .045178 .n!t3~7C; 
1 • :3. I} 457 
.05 
• 1 .15 
.5 .6 • 7 
.063508 .066170 .068864 
.079377 .01'l93f, .0130198 
1 2.1671 
.05 
• 1 .15 
.5 .6 7 
• 1 1614-6 .119192 • 122376 
.1573IS .139495 .140R80 
1 • 1.2 q 59 
.0:;, 
• 1 .15 
.5 .6 • 7 
.c36978 .2~t)S28 .24~"~6 
.2bSf61 .27 C) lIb 8 .273 rJ15 
1 • .4348 
.o~ 
• 1 .15 
.5 .6 .7 
.825437 .830721 .f~3~~67 
.669365 .678SbS .886345 
6.058 O. o. 
10. 1 • 1 • 
O. 3.454';3 3.88633 
1. .048 
(3.45433,2.1395) 
(3.88633,0. )",--_....ur (3.88633,2.1395) 
.2 .?S .3 , ~ t • .O~97SS ~03277c' . .026287 
-.oot;07CJ -.Ov3S27 -.000452 
.2 .25 .j 
.8 9 1 • 
.02ti7?b .021~~6 .018070 




.014955 .01304-2 .01207 Z' 
-.009352 -.012817 -.01&701 
.2 .;?5 .3 
.8 .9 1 • 
.(111209 .o110Lll .010306 
-. (I l' 6 49 3 -.010581 -.014701 
.2 .25 .3 
.8 .9 , . 
.011280 .013118 
.000760 -.0031 4 7 " 
.013154-
-.OO705J~ 
.2 .25 .3 
.~ .q 1 • 
.OllO297 .041550 .O4?648 
.041856 .038ti67 .033424-
.2 .c5 .3 
~ • '"I 1 • 
.071098 .073266 .07S106 
• ('I 7 9 q.q.3 .0/7209 .0721t6 
.2 .ll5 .3 
.6 <I 1 • 
.125421 .1?c,~i3 .131143 
.141110 .1<!0c?80 .t36311 
.2 .2S • "3 
.8 .'1 1 • 
• ?~7319 .t!S1100 .?':l.!!572 
• 214t) 18 .~7LJtJlb .2708S4 
.2 .2<:> .3 
.8 .9 1 • 
• 8uOIS6 .t14St>lh .b':>OQ'J6 
.fl944-34 .911lI1~1~ .H9 9 U31.1 
2.1395 O. O. 
39 
Output 
0000000000000000000000000000000000 0 00000 
NASA TN-D-8247--76-0EGPEE-SWEEP, "'=2.3 
0000000000000000000000000000000000 00 0000 
INPUT DATA 
1 14 0 1 0 
1 1 0 
10 0 1 10 
0.000000 16.000000 1.000000 9.073100 
0.000000 .025000 .050000 .100000 .150000 .200000 .250000 .300000 
.350000 .400000 .500000 .600000 .700000 .800000 .900000 1.000000 
.061787 .060189 .057Q52 .052683 .046335 .03Q755 .032778 .0?6287 
.02102Q .016235 .007329 .0 00507 -.001615 -.005070 -.003527 -.00045? 
.215400 16.000000 1.000000 8.278900 
0.000000 .025000 .050000 .1 00 000 .150000 .200000 .250000 .300000 
.350000 .400000 .500000 .600000 .700000 .POOOOO .900000 1.000000 
.034920 .033990 .033012 .031079 .027975 .024726 .021476 .018070 
.014Q45 .011475 .004723 -.000797 -.004167 -.005979 -.00306fl .000858 
.430500 16.000000 1.000000 7.388 900 
0.000000 .025000 .050000 .100000 .150000 .200000 .250000 .300000 
.350000 .400000 .500000 .600000 .700000 .800000 .900000 1.000000 
.013304 .014129 .014955 .0 H>024 .015956 .014955 .013642 .01?07? 
.010042 .007877 .003478 -.001137 -.On5359 -.009352 -.012A17 -.016701 
.645900 16.000000 1.000000 6.530300 
0.000000 .025000 .050000 .100000 .1150000 .200000 .250000 .300000 
.350000 .400000 .500000 .6 00 000 .700000 .800000 .900000 ] .000000 
.005911 .007320 .008637 .010076 .010781 .011209 .011041 .010306 
.00944f1 .008162 .004824 .001317 -.007374 -.006493 -.0105Al -.014701 
.961100 16.000000 1.000000 5.656300 
0.000000 .025000 .OSOOOO .10 0 000 .150000 .200000 .250000 .300000 
.350000 .400000 .500000 .600000 .700000 .800000 .900000 1.000000 
.004579 .006206 .007496 .00Q476 .00Q476 .011280 .013]18 .013154 
.012712 .011810 .0096 53 .007143 .004933 .000760 -.003147 -.007054 
1.291800 16.000000 1.000000 3.913400 
0.000000 .025000 .050000 .100000 .150000 .200000 .250000 .300000 
.350000 .400000 .!SOOOOO .6 00 000 .700000 .POOOOO .900000 1.000000 
.031865 .033551 .034522 .036'541 .03Q611 .040297 .041550 .042648 
.043543 .044079 .044846 .045 178 .043875 .041856 .038867 .033424 
1.507000 16.000000 1.000000 3.043 700 
0.000000 .025000 .050000 .1 00 000 .150000 .200000 .250000 .300000 
.350000 .400000 .500000 .600000 .700000 .AOOOOO .900000 1.000000 
.060}57 .060326 .063508 .066 170 .068864 .071098 .073266 .075106 
.076617 .077702 .079377 .079936 .080198 .079443 .077209 .072116 
1.722400 16.000000 1.000000 2.167100 
0.000000 .025000 .050000 .100000 .150000 .200000 .250000 .300000 
.350000 .400000 .500000 .600000 .700000 .800000 .900000 1.000000 
40 
.112178 .11439 3 .116146 .119192 .122376 .125421 .1251513 .1311~ 
.131974 .134188 .137373 .139495 .140A80 .141110 .140?80 .1363l 
1.937800 16.000000 ].000000 1.295900 
0.000000 .025000 .050000 .100000 .151)000 .200000 .250000 .3000e 
.350000 .400000 .500000 .600000 .700000 .AOOOOO .900000 I.OOOOC 
.232040 .234586 .?36978 .240528 .243846 .247319 .251100 .2545; 
.257736 .260282 .265761 .270468 .273015 .27401A .274018 .27085 
2.139700 16.000000 1.000000 .434800 
0.000000 .025000 .050000 .100000 .150000 .200000 .250000 .30000 
.350000 .400000 .500000 .600000 .700000 .800000 .900000 1.00000 
.819687 .822447 .825437 .830727 .834867 .840156 .845216 .8~O04 
.853956 .858786 .869365 .878565 .886845 .894434 .900184 .89903 
2.300000 10.108070 6.058000 0.0 00000 0.000000 
2.000000 10.000000 10.000000 1.000000 1.000000 
-5.130670 3.886330 0.000000 3.454330 3.8A6330 2.139500 0.000000 0.00000 
1.000000 76.000000 1.000000 .048 000 
0.000000 0.000000 
HALF SW= .10108E+02 CPEF= .60C;POE+Ol 
PANEL E~OPOINT COORDINATES AND EDGE SLOPFS = 
Xl X2 Yl Y2 I3P BP 
-5.13067 -4.92058 0.00000 .0~236 4.01262 3.91442 
-4.91001 -4.70506 0.00000 .05236 3.9144? 3.62945 
-4.26962 -4.07960 0.00000 .05236 3.62945 3.18559 
-3.27220 -3.10541 0.00000 .05236 3.18559 2.62629 
-2.01537 -1.87787 0.00000 .05236 ?f,~629 2.00631 
-.62217 -.51713 0.00000 .05236 2.00631 1.38633 
.77103 .84362 0.00000 .05236 1.38633 .82703 
2.02786 7.07116 0.00000 .05 236 .82703 .38317 
3.02528 3.04534 0.00000 .05236 .38317 .09820 
3.66567 3.67081 0.00000 .05236 .09820 .00000 
-4.92058 -4.55558 .05236 .143'32 4.01262 3.91442 
-4.70506 -4.34900 .05236 .14332 ~.91442 3.62945 
-4.07960 -3.74945 .05236 .1 4332 3.62945 3.18559 
-3.10541 -2.81564 .05236 .14332 3.18559 2.62629 
-1.87787 -1.63897 .05236 .1 4 332 ?62629 2.00631 
-.51713 -.33463 .05236 .1 4 332 7.00631 1.38633 
.84362 .96972 .05236 .1433? 1.38633 .82703 
2.07116 2.14639 .05236 .14332 .82703 .38317 
3.04534 3.08020 .05236 .14332 .38317 .09820 
3.67081 3.67974 .05236 .14332 .09820 .00000 
-4.555c;a -4.02812 .14332 .27477 4.01262 3.91442 
-4.34900 -3.83444 .14332 .27477 3.91442 3.62945 
-3.74945 -3.27236 .14332 .27477 3.62945 3.18559 
-2.81564 -2.39689 .14332 .27477 3.18559 2.62629 
-1.63897 -1.29374 .14332 .27477 2.62629 2.00631 
-.33463 -.07089 .14332 .27477 2.00631 1.38633 
.96972 1.15196 .14332 .27477 1.38633 .82703 
2.14639 2.25510 .14332 .27477 .8?703 .38317 
41 
- -
3.08020 3.13057 .14332 .27477 .38317 .09820 
3.67974 3.69265 .14332 .27477 .09820 .00000 
-4.02BI2 -3.36124 .27471 .44091 4.01262 3.91442 
-3.83444 -3.18388 .21477 .440C)7 3.91442 3.62945 
-3.21236 -2.66916 .27477 .44091 3.62945 3.18559 
-?39689 -1.86746 .27471 .44097 3.1A5'39 2.62629 
-1.29374 -.85726 .27477 .44097 2.62629 2.00631 
-.07089 .26255 .27411 .44097 2.00631 1.38633 
1.15196 1.38236 .27477 .440C)7 1.38633 .82703 
?25510 2.39255 .27417 .44091 .82703 .38317 
3.13057 3.19425 .27477 .44097 .38317 .09820 
3.69265 3.70897 .27477 .44097 .09820 .00000 
-3.36 124 -2.58409 .44097 .63464 4.01262 3.91442 
-3.18388 -2.42574 .44097 .63464 3.91442 3.62945 
-2.66916 -1.96622 .44091 .63464 3.62945 3.18559 
-1.86746 -1.25049 .44097 .63464 3.18559 2.62629 
-.85726 -.34861 .44091 .63464 2.6?629 2.00631 
.26255 .6511? .44097 .63464 2.00631 1.38633 
1.38236 1.65086 .44097 .63464 1.38633 .82703 
2.39255 2.55213 .44091 .63464 .82703 .38317 
3.19425 1.26846 .44091 .63464 .38311 .09820 
3.708C)7 3.12199 .44091 .63464 .09820 .00000 
-2.58409 -1.13063 .63464 .84734 4.01262 3. Q 1442 
-2.42'314 -1.59311 .63464 .84134 3.91442 3.62945 
-1.96622 -1.19426 .63464 .84134 3.6?945 3.18559 
-1.25049 -.57293 .63464 .84734 3. P35SC) 2.62629 
-.34861 .20998 .63464 .ij4134 2.6?629 2.00631 
.65112 1.01785 .63464 .A4734 2.00631 1.38633 
1.65086 1.94512 .63464 .84134 1.38633 .82703 
2.55273 ?72863 .63464 .84734 .82703 .38317 
3.26846 3.34996 .63464 .84134 .38311 .09820 
3.72799 3.74887 .63464 .84734 .09820 .00000 
-1.73063 -.83817 .84734 1. 06915 4.01262 3.91442 
-1.59311 -.72255 .84134 1. 06915 3.91442 3.62945 
-1.1 9 426 -.3A702 .84734 1.06915 3.62945 3.18559 
-.57293 .13558 .84134 1.06975 3.18'359 ?62629 
.2099P .79410 .84734 1.0697!=i 2.6?62Q 2.00631 
1.01785 1.52408 .84134 1.0691!=i ?00631 1.38633 
1.94572 2.25406 .84134 1. 06 915 1.3A633 .82703 
2.12863 2.91258 .84134 1.06975 .82103 .38317 
3.34996 3.4351P .84734 1.06915 .3A317 .09820 
3.14881 3.71011 .84134 1.06975 .09820 .00000 
-.83811 .05429 1.06915 1.29216 4.01262 3.91442 
-.72255 .14807 1.06975 1.29216 3.91442 3.62945 
-.38702 .42022 1.06915 1.29216 3.62945 3.18559 
.13558 .84410 1.06915 1.29216 3.18559 2.62629 
.19410 1.37823 1.06975 1.29216 2.62629 2.00631 
1.52408 1.97031 1.06975 1.29216 2.00631 1.38633 
2.25406 2.56239 1.06915 1.29216 1.38633 .82703 
2.91258 3.09652 1.06915 1.29216 .82703 .38317 
42 
3.43518 3.52040 1.06915 1.29216 .38311 .09B20 
3.71071 3.79255 1.06975 1.29216 .09820 .00000 
.05429 .90115 1.29216 1.50486 4.01262 3.91442 
.14801 .98064 1.29216 1. 5 0486 3.9144? 3.62945 
.42022 1.19218 1.29216 1.50486 3.62945 3.18559 
.84410 1.52165 1.29216 1.50486 3.18559 2.62629 
1.31823 1.93682 1.29216 1.50486 ?62629 2.00631 
1.91031 2.39704 1.29216 1.50486 2.00631 1.38633 
2.56239 2.815725 1.29216 1.50486 1.38633 .82103 
3.09652 3.2124? 1.?9216 1. 50 486 .~2703 .38317 
3.52040 3.60190 1.29216 1.50486 .38317 .09820 
3.79255 3.81344 1.29216 1.5 0486 .09820 .00000 
.90775 1.68490 1.50486 1.69853 4.01262 3.91442 
.98064 1.73877 1.50486 1. 69853 3.91442 3.6294t; 
1.19218 1.89512 1.50486 1.69853 3.62945 3.1B559 
1.52165 2.13863 1.50486 1.69853 3.18'559 2.62629 
1.93682 2.44547 1.50486 1.69853 2.626?9 2.00631 
2.39704 ?78561 1.50486 1.69853 2.00631 1.38633 
2.85125 3.12575 1.50486 1.69853 1.38633 .82703 
3.27242 3.43260 1.50486 1. 69853 .8?703 .38311 
3.60190 3.67611 1.50486 1.69853 .38317 .09820 
3.81344 3.83246 1.50486 1.69853 .09820 .00000 
1.68490 2.35178 1.69853 1.86413 4.01262 3.91442 
1.13877 2.38933 1.69853 1.86413 3.91442 3.62945 
1.89512 ?49832 1.698153 1.86473 3.6?945 3.18559 
2.13863 2.66806 1.69853 1.86473 3.18559 2.62629 
2.44541 2.88195 1.69853 1.86413 2.6?629 2.00631 
2.78561 3.11905 1.69853 1. 8 6473 2.00631 1.38633 
3.12575 3.35616 1.69853 1.86473 1.38633 .82703 
3.43260 3.57005 1.69853 1.86473 .8?703 .38317 
3.67611 3.7397Q 1.69853 1.86473 .38317 .09820 
3.83246 3.84A78 1.69853 1.86473 .09820 .00000 
2.35178 2.87924 1. 86473 1.99618 4.01262 3.91442 
2.38933 2.90389 1.86473 1.9961f1 3. Q1442 3.62945 
?49832 2.97541 1.86473 1.99618 3.62945 3.1A559 
?66806 3.08681 1.86473 1.9961P 3.18559 2.62629 
2.88195 3.2271P 1.86473 1. 99618 ?62629 2.00631 
3.11905 3.3827Q 1.86473 1.99618 2.00631 1.38633 
3.35616 3.53839 1.86473 1.99618 1.38633 .82703 
3.57005 3.67876 1.86473 1.99618 .82703 .38317 
3.73979 3.79016 1.86473 1.99618 .38311 .09820 
3.84878 3.86168 1.86473 1.99618 .09820 .00000 
2.87924 3.24424 1.99618 2.08714 4.01262 3.91442 
2.90389 3.25995 1.99618 2.08714 3.91442 3.62945 
2.97541 3.30555 1.99618 2.08114 3.62945 3.18559 
3.08681 3.31658 1.99618 2.08714 3.18559 2.62629 
3.22118 3.46608 1.99618 2.08714 2.62629 2.00631 
3.38279 3.56529 1.99618 2.08714 2.00631 1.38633 
3.53839 3.66449 1.99618 2.08714 1.38633 .82703 
3.618.16 3..75399 1.99618 _ 2.08714 - .82703 .38311. 
43 
3.79016 3.82502 1.99618 2.08714 .38317 .09820 
3.861f,8 3.87062 1.99618 2.08714 .09820 .00000 
3.24424 3.43082 2.08714 2.13364 4.01262 3.91442 
3.25995 3.44196 £1.013714 2.1336A 3.9144£1 3.62945 
3.30S55 3.47431 2.08714 2.13364 3.62945 3.18559 
3.3765A 3.52470 2.08714 2.13364 3.18559 2.62629 
3.46608 3.58e19 2.08714 2.13364 2.6?f,29 2.00631 
3.56t;~9 3.65857 £1.08714 2.13364 2.00631 1.3P633 
3.66449 3.72895 2.08714 2.13364 1.38633 .82703 
3.75399 ,.79?45 2.0~714 2.13364 .82703 .38317 
3.82502 3.~4283 £1.08714 2.13364 .1A317 .09820 
3.87062 3.87518 £1.08714 2.13364 .OQ~20 .00000 
CONTROL POINT COORDINATES= 
XCP YCP 7CP xcp YCp ZCP 
-4.84011 .02338 0.00000 -4.24951 .02338 0.00000 
-3.30234 .02338 0.00000 .2.09219 .0£1338 0.00000 
-.73565 .02338 0.00000 .63669 .02338 0.00000 
1.892133 .0?338 0.00000 2.91201 .02338 0.00000 
3.59636 .0£1338 0.00000 3.88024 .02338 0.00000 
-4.56892 .09248 0.00000 -3.99668 .09248 0.00000 
-3.07894 .09248 0.00000 -1. 9 0639 .09248 0.00000 
-.59201 .09248 0.00000 .73768 .0°248 0.00000 
1.95478 .09248 0.00000 2.94229 .09248 0.00000 
3.60537 .09248 0.00000 3.88043 .09248 0.00000 
-4.13012 .20430 0.00000 -3.58758 .20430 n.ooooo 
-£1.71747 .20430 0.00000 -1.60577 .£10430 0.00000 
-.35960 .20430 0.00000 .90108 .20430 0.00000 
2.05502 .20430 0.00000 2.99128 .20430 0.00000 
3.61995 .20430 0.00000 3.88074 .20430 0.00000 
-3.54290 .35395 0.00000 -3.04010 .35395 0.00000 
-2.23373 .35395 0.00000 -1.20347 .3S395 0.00000 
-.048t;8 .3'1395 0.00000 1.11976 .35395 0.00000 
£1.18917 .3539'; 0.00000 3.0568t; .35395 0.00000 
3.63946 .35395 0.00000 3.88115 .35395 0.00000 
-2.83£19£1 .53487 0.00000 -2.37817 .53487 o.onooo 
-1.64886 .53487 0.00000 -.7170S .53487 0.00000 
.32746 .53487 0.00000 1.3B41~ .53487 0.00000 
£1.35136 .53487 n.ooooo 3.13612 .53487 0.00000 
3.66305 .53487 0.00000 3.88164 .53487 0.00000 
-2.03120 .73918 0.00000 -1.63071 .73918 0.00000 
-.98842 .73918 0.00000 -.16779 .73918 0.00000 
.75210 .73918 0.00000 1.68270 .73918 0.00000 
2.53451 .73918 0.00000 3.22563 .73918 0.00000 
3.68969 .73918 0.00000 3.88220 .73918 0.00000 
-1.17279 .95793 0.00000 -.83039 .95793 0.00000 
-.28127 .95793 0.00000 .42031 .95793 0.00000 
1.20676 .95793 0.00000 2.00237 .95793 0.00000 
2.73061 .95793 0.00000 3.32147 .95793 0.00000 
44 
3.71R22 .95793 0.00000 3.88280 .95793 0.00000 
-.29520 1.18157 0.00000 -.01220 1.18157 0.00000 
.44167 1.18157 0.00000 1.02155 1.PH57 0.00000 
1.67157 1.18157 0.00000 2.32917 1.18157 0.00000 
2.93109 1.18157 0.00000 3.41946 1.18157 0.00000 
3.74738 1.18157 0.00000 3.88341 1.1A157 0.00000 
.56321 1.40032 0.00000 .7881? 1.40032 0.00000 
1.14881 1.40032 0.00000 1.6096Cj 1.40032 0.00000 
2.12623 1.40032 0.00000 2.64884 1.40032 0.00000 
3.12719 1.40032 0.00000 3.51530 1.40032 0.00000 
3.77591 1.40032 0.00000 3.88401 1.40032 0.00000 
1.36493 1.60462 0.00000 1.53558 1.60462 0.00000 
1.80925 1.60462 0.00000 2.15R91 1.60462 0.00000 
?550R7 1.60462 0.00000 2.94739 1.60462 0.00000 
3.31033 1."0462 0.00000 3.6 U481 1.60462 0.00000 
3.80255 1.60462 0.00000 3.88457 1.60462 0.00000 
2.0749? 1.7855c; 0.00000 ?19751 1.7R555 0.00000 
2.39412 1.78555 0.00000 2. 6 4532 1.78555 0.00000 
2.92691 1.78555 0.00000 3.2117~ 1.78555 0.00000 
3.47?52 1.78555 0.00000 3.68408 1.7f1555 0.00000 
3.82614 1.78555 0.00000 3.88Cj07 1.7A555 0.00000 
2.66214 1.93520 0.00000 2.74499 1.93520 0.00000 
?87786 1.93520 0.00000 3.04763 1.93520 0.00000 
3.23793 1.93520 0.00000 3.43045 1.93520 0.00000 
3.60667 1.93520 0.00000 3.74965 1.93520 0.00000 
3.84565 1.93520 0.00000 3.88548 1.93520 0.00000 
3.10093 2.04702 0.00000 3.15409 ?04702 0.00000 
3.23933 2.04702 0.00000 3.34825 2.04702 0.00000 
3.47034 2.04702 0.00000 3.59386 2.04702 0.00000 
3.70691 2.04702 0.00000 3.79f164 2.(')4702 0.00000 
3.86023 2.04702 0.00000 3.88578 2.04702 0.00000 
3.37212 2.11612 0.00000 3.40692 2.11612 0.00000 
3.462.74 2.11612 0.00000 3.~3404 2.11612 0.00000 
3.61398 ?11612 0.00000 3.69484 2.11612 0.00000 
3.76886 2.11612 0.00000 3.82892 2.11612 0.00000 
3.86924 2.11612 0.00000 3.R8597 2.11612 0.00000 
45 
ATTACHED POTENTIAL FLOW RESULTS 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AT ALPHA = 10.000 DEG. 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
VORTEX XV YV CP 
1 .00616 .01093 .38162 
'C .05450 .01093 .250A6 
3 .14645 .01093 .2159R 
4 .27300 .01093 .16603 
5 .4217ft .01093 .16383 
6 .'i7822 .01093 .1294R 
7 .72700 .01093 .11334 
8 .P5355 .01093 .08014 
9 .94550 .01093 .09354 
10 .99384 .01093 .1'C971 
11 .00616 .04323 .56351 
12 .05450 .04323 .28598 
13 .14645 .04323 .23212 
14 .27300 .04323 .16462 
15 .42178 .04123 .15310 
16 .57822 .04323 .121R4 
17 .72700 .04323 .10640 
18 .P5355 .04123 .07438 
19 .94550 .04323 .096'C'i 
'CO .Cl93P4 .04123 .1'C9AO 
21 .00616 .09549 .74839 
?'C .054130 .09549 .34130 
'C3 .14645 .09549 .25239 
?4 .27300 .09549 .1834r; 
'C5 .42178 .09549 .164r;A 
'C6 .57822 .09549 .1?58R 
27 .12700 .09'i49 .1138? 
28 .85355 .09'i49 .072R6 
29 .94550 .09549 .10992 
30 .99384 .09549 .13389 
31 .00616 .16543 .80597 
32 .05450 .16543 .37474 
33 .14645 .16543 .26340 
34 .27300 .16543 .19221 
35 .42178 .16543 .16563 
36 .57822 .16543 .13345 
37 .72700 .16543 .12408 
38 .85355 .16543 .09501 
39 .94550 .16543 .11721 
40 .99384 .16543 .13200 
41 .00616 .?r;OOO .85006 




43 .14645 .2';000 .28561 
44 .27300 .25000 .21051 
45 .4217A ~2c)OOO .18266 
46 .C)7822 .25000 .lS041 
47 .72700 .25000 .13796 
48 .85355 .25000 .12438 
49 .94550 .25000 .13219 
50 .99384 .25000 .13960 
51 .00616 .34549 .88152 
52 .05450 .34549 .4152C) 
53 .14645 .34549 .25612 
54 .27300 .34549 .21694 
55 .42178 .34549 .19263 
56 .r:,7822 .34549 .14q 96 
57 .72700 .34549 .15120 
58 .P5355 .34549 .13A42 
59 .94550 • 34r:,49 .13520 
60 .q93A4 .34549 .14352 
61 .00616 .44774 .96889 
62 .05450 .44774 .42761 
63 .14645 .44774 .24673 
64 .27300 .44774 .24905 
65 .42178 .44774 .19974 
66 .57822 .44774 .153C)O 
f,7 .72700 .44774 .17437 
68 .R5355 .44774 .14816 
69 .94550 .44774 .160A3 
70 .99384 .44774 .17064 
71 .00616 .5C;226 1.11440 
72 .05450 .5c)226 .45898 
73 .14645 .55226 .?9403 
74 .27300 .5c)226 .26286 
75 .42178 .5r:,226 .20998 
76 .C;7822 .C;5?26 .180c)7 
77 .72700 .55226 .le591 
78 .A1:5355 .55226 .17577 
7q .94550 .C:S5226 .19647 
AO .993e4 .55226 .21164 
Al .00616 .6C;451 1.14674 
82 .05450 .6C)451 .62044 
A3 .14645 .65451 .37049 
84 .27300 .6C;451 .29863 
A5 .42178 .65451 .250C)S 
Sf, .57822 .65451 .21453 
87 .72700 .65451 .20634 
88 .A5355 .65451 .21623 
89 .94550 .65451 .24148 
90 .99384 .65451 .25732 
91 .00616 .75000 1.20151 
92 .05450 .75000 .69360 
47 
93 .14645 .7'i000 .4134c) 
94 .27300 .75000 .35234 
95 .42178 .7'i000 .25463 
96 .57822 .75000 .20977 
97 .72700 .75000 .21121 
98 .85355 .75000 .22680 
99 .94550 .75000 .26675 
100 .99384 .75000 .28958 
101 .00616 .83457 t?386A6 
102 .05450 .83457 1.022A1 
103 .14645 .81457 .64907 
104 .27300 .81457 .536t?4 
105 .42178 .83457 .35091 
106 .57822 .83457 .30252 
107 .72700 .83457 .30940 
108 .R5355 .83457 .31887 
109 .94550 .83457 .35134 
110 .993A4 .81457 .36953 
111 .00616 .90451 2.22840 
112 .05450 .90451 .94662 
113 .14645 .90451 .53834 
114 .t?7300 .90451 .39350 
115 .42178 .90451 .32105 
116 .57822 .90451 .29690 
117 .72700 .90451 .26202 
118 • 853r:;1j .90451 .21426 
119 .94550 .90451 .19799 
120 .99384 .90451 .188t?6 
121 .00('16 .95677 1.48892 
1t?2 .054r:;0 .9'5677 .67354 
1?3 .14645 .9r:;677 .39357 
124 .27300 .95677 .29601 
1?5 .42178 .95677 .180S5 
1?6 .'i782? .95677 .05 ROl 
127 .7?700 .95('77 -.13793 
l?R .R5355 .95('77 -.20291 
129 .94550 .95677 -.14939 
130 .99384 .9'5677 -.1046A 
131 .0061(, .9A907 6.554r:;0 
132 .05450 .98907 2.93 7 30 
133 .14645 .98907 1.75209 
134 .27300 .98907 .98096 
135 .42178 .98907 .65517 
136 .57822 .98907 .85096 
137 .72700 .98907 .88151 
138 .85355 .98907 .89186 
139 .94550 .98907 .98837 




VIS _ CL (RIGHT) CLCLEFT) C~ 
.01093 .12638 .12638 .03018 
.04323 .14075 .14075 .03175 
.09549 .15672 .1C;672 .03060 
.16543 .17553 .17C;53 .02484 
.25000 .1990? .19902 .01186 
.34549 .20'i33 .?0533 -.00439 
.44774 .21847 .?1A47 -.02532 
.55226 .24397 .24397 -.05154 
.65451 .29648 .?9648 -.08912 
.75000 .31337 .31337 -.11839 
.83457 .48272 .48?72 -.2181A 
.90451 .38871 .3AR71 -.19610 
.95677 .10303 .10303 -.05010 
.c)8907 .22602 .2?602 -.12934 
TOTAL LIFT COEFFICIENT = .?1433 
TOTAL INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT = .03139 
THE INDUCED DRAG PARAMETER = .68331 
TOTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT = 
-.0194? 
THE FOLLOWING BENDING MOMENT COEFFICIF.NT IS RASfD ON Q*S*(R/2), 





























































THE BENDING MOMENT COFFFICIENT AASED ON WING HALF SPAN AND WING AREA 


























ATTACHED POTENTIAL FLOW RESULTS 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
PPESSURE DI5TPIBUTION l!.T ALPHA = 20.000 DEG. 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
VORTEX XV YV CP 
1 .00616 .01093 .76710 
2 .05450 .01093 .4?5?4 
3 .14645 .01093 .35045 
4 .?7300 .01093 .2f\513 
5 .42178 .01093 .2890t; 
6 .C;7822 .01093 .250[,0 
7 .72700 .01093 .?4565 
f\ .85355 .01093 .21769 
9 .94550 .01093 .23049 
10 .99384 .01093 .278R7 
11 .00616 .04123 1.15886 
12 .05450 .04323 .51719 
13 .14645 .043?3 .3A52? 
14 .27300 .04323 .27410 
15 .42178 .04323 .25223 
16 .57822 .04123 .22475 
17 .72700 .04323 .21314 
18 .f\5355 .04323 .18440 
19 .94550 .04323 .19659 
20 .99384 .04123 .23296 
?1 .00616 .09549 1.58442 
22 .05450 .09549 .67001 
23 .14645 .0954Q .43984 
24 .?7300 .09549 .31524 
25 .42178 .09C;49 .27566 
26 .C;7822 .09549 .23531 
27 .72700 .09549 .22764 
?8 .f\535S .0 9549 .19422 
29 .94550 .09549 .22714 
30 .99384 .09549 .24765 
~1 .00(;16 .1[,c;43 1.75764 
32 .05450 .16543 .75355 
33 .14645 .1(;543 .458Rt; 
34 .27300 .16543 .32143 
35 .42178 .16543 .26933 
36 .57822 .16543 .23444 
37 .72700 .16543 .23226 
38 .85355 .16543 .21328 
39 .94550 .16543 .23265 
40 .99384 .16543 .24583 
41 .00616 .25000 1.88760 
42 .05450 .25000 .82947 
43 .14645 .25000 .515A4 
44 .27300 .25000 .35451 
45 .42178 .25000 .29264 
46 .57822 .25000 .25377 
47 .72700 .25000 .24115 
48 .85355 .2c;oOO .23384 
50 
49 .94550 .75000 .243A3 
5(1 .99384 .25000 .25009 
51 .00616 .341549 1.84034 
52 .05450 .34549 .7888~ 
53 .14645 .34549 .44603 
54 .27300 .34C;49 .32876 
55 .42178 .34549 .28046 
56 .57822 .34549 .23417 
57 .72700 .34C:;49 .23103 
5~ .A5355 .341549 .22715 
5q .94550 .34549 .226?7 
60 .99384 .3454q .23702 
61 .00616 .44774 1.9159R 
62 .015450 .44774 .77177 
63 .14645 .44774 .39991 
64 .27300 .44774 .35662 
6C; .42178 .44774 .27624 
f,f, .57822 .44774 .22332 
67 .72700 .44774 .23912 
6~ .85355 .44774 .21889 
69 .94550 .44774 .23677 
70 .99384 .44774 .24924 
71 .00616 .55226 2.15532 
72 .05450 .55226 .77473 
73 .14645 .55226 .45892 
74 .27300 .55226 .37656 
75 .4217P .55226 .28631 
76 .57822 .55726 .24971 
77 .72700 .55226 .24433 
7P. .P5355 .5S226 .23311 
79 .94550 .55226 .256015 
80 .99384 .SC;226 .27331 
Al .00616 .65451 1.88506 
A2 .05450 .6S451 1.16313 
83 .14645 .6C:;451 .63885 
A4 .27300 .6C;451 .46741 
A5 .4217P .65451 .3623A 
A6 .57872 .6C;451 .30629 
87 .72700 .flC:;451 .28114 
A8 .A5355 .6S451 .28476 
R9 .Q4550 .65451 .30400 
90 .99384 .6S451 .31806 
91 .00616 .75000 1.52908 
92 .05450 .75000 1.18598 
93 .14645 .75000 .64420 
94 .27300 .75000 .54977 
95 .42178 .75000 .34014 
96 .57822 .75000 .26561 
97 .72700 .7!:'OOO .25530 
9A .R51C:;S .7linnO .?SR71 
51 
-C)g 
.94550 .7C;00o .28923 
100 .99384 .75000 .30954 
101 .00616 .A3457 5.29916 
102 .05450 .83457 ?10768 
103 .14645 .834';7 1.29269 
104 .27300 .83457 1.07333 
105 .42178 .A3457 .66865 
106 .5782? .83457 .5302A 
107 .72700 .83457 .499 33 
lOA .853C;5 .83457 .48844 
109 .94550 .83457 .49260 
110 .99384 .83457 .49465 
111 .00616 .90451 3.66705 
112 .05450 .90451 1.39483 
113 .14645 .90451 .72995 
114 .27300 .90451 .5?498 
115 .42178 .90451 .41146 
116 .57822 .90451 .34035 
117 .72700 .90451 .24722 
118 .~5355 .90451 .12419 
119 .94550 .90451 .02497 
120 .99384 .90451 -.03396 
1?1 .00616 .9';677 -.53347 
I?? .05450 .95677 -.18246 
1?3 .14645 .95fl77 -.11f184 
1?4 .27300 .95677 -.08309 
125 .42178 .95677 -.20897 
1?6 .C;7822 .95677 -.47873 
1?7 .72700 .95677 -.87548 
l?A .P';3C;5 .95677 -1.10607 
129 .94550 .95677 -1.13077 
130 .99384 .95677 -1.10542 
131 .0061€- .9A907 18.15734 
132 .0';450 .9A907 8.18461 
133 .14645 .98907 5.02490 
134 .?7300 .98907 3.01498 
135 .42178 .98907 2.53814 
136 .C;7822 .9A907 3.01019 
137 .72700 .9R907 3.13394 
13R .85355 .98907 3.04458 
139 .94550 .98907 3.10342 




VIS CL (PIGHT) CLtLFFT) 
.01093 .22547 .??547 
.04323 .24316 .?4316 
.09549 .?~141 .?AI41 
.16543 .30955 .30955 
.25000 .34640 .34640 
.34549 .33141 .33141 
.44774 .33038 .33038 
.55226 .35592 .351:592 
.65451 .45220 .45?20 
.75000 .44279 .44?79 
.83457 .90141 .90141 
.90451 .50820 .50A20 
.95677 -.19923 
-.19923 
.98907 .77158 .77158 
TOTAL LIFT COEFFICIENT = .14672 
TOTAL INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT = .OqO~l 
THE INDUCED DRAG PARAMETER = .82779 
TOTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIfNT = 
-.02220 
CM COl CS"C CAY 
.04503 .09R92 .0398~ .000i?3 
.05143 .10184 .10557 .000';4 
.05283 .11012 .18634 .00094 
.04567 .11357 .23942 
-.00024 
.02709 .11954 .290715 -.0017~ 
.00003 .10572 .35138 
-.0021:53 
-.03130 .09604 .4294fl 
-.00311 
-.06823 .09220 .52314 
-.00363 
-.128~1 .10Q32 .59709 
-.00672 
-.15955 .07301 .69041 
-.02078 






-.35970 .9424A 0.00000 
-.40821 
-.23R29 .94781 o.oooon 
T~E FOLLOWING BENDING ~OMENT COEFFICIfNT IS RASfO ON Q0 5 0 (R/2), 














































THF BFNDING MOMENT COEFFICIENT BAScO ON WING HALF SPAN ANn WING AQfA 
AT THE WING ROOT = .073P9R (RIGHT). = .07389P (LEFT) 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
ovER-ALL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTrC~ 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
ATTACHED FLOW 
ALPHA CL cor CM CR 
10.0000 .21433 .03139 -.01942 .045C;7 
20.0000 .34672 .09951 -.02220 .07390 
SfPAPATED FLOW 
ALPHA CLP CLV,Lf CLv,Sf CL 
10.0000 .21349 .02781 .00691 .24822 
?o.oooo .33934 .09979 .02572 .46485 
ALPHA CDP CDV,LE CDv,SE cor CAV 
10.0000 .03809 .00331 .000f,9 .04209 -.00157 
20.0000 .12372 .03278 .00720 .16370 -.00333 
ALPHA CMP CMV,LE CMV,SE CM 
10.0000 -.01942 -.00104 -.00422 -.02468 
20.0000 -.02220 -.00702 -.01621 -.04543 
54 
FORTRAN PROGRAM LISTING 
This program was written in Fortran IV language and is operational 
on CDC Cyber 175 computer system at Langley Research Center. For other 
computer systems, the library subroutine for matrix inversion may have 
to be changed. It is located in subroutines CONTRL and SOLUTN. 
The following table is an index to the program listing. 
Program or subroutine Main Purpose 
SSCAMSU executive routine, and to compute total forces 
and moments 
PMWAVE solve Prandtl-Meyer function 
CONTRL find control point locations 
SOLUTN solve simultaneous equations 
OUPT print summary of forces and moments 
ZCDX define analytical camber slopes 
TWST determine twist angles 
ZCR determine camber slopes numerically 
PNLEF determine control point location within or 
without a flat L.E. flap. 
ZCAM cubic spline interpolation of camber slopes 
BENDIN compute bending moment distribution 
ADICMX compute influence coefficient matrix 
F double precision calculation in ADICMX 
PANEL paneling of lifting surfaces 
DRAG compute far-field induced drag 
VMSEQN vector method for solving simultaneous 
equations 
GAMAX compute side-edge suction 
































THIS LIFTING-SURFACE PROGRA~ IS BASED ON IMPPOVED WOODWARD'S 
PANEL METHOD FOR SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC FLOwS. 
GAMMA ~UST 8E DI~ENSIONED TO HAVE AT LEAST (N+I)0"2/4 ELE~ENTS, 
WHERE N IS THE SIZE OF THE ~ATRIX 
DIMENSION DQ(140.140) 
DI~ENSION GAMMA(IQ600), ZAV(200), ZBDXV(200). Z8DYV(200) 
DIMENSION TP(20,2), W5T(200,4), VST(200,4), CTDS(20.2) 
DIMENSION Cp(200), AW(20S), CA(20S), SVP(20,IO), D7nYTC20,2) 
DIMENSION XXL(2). YL(2), XXT(2), CPCWL(21), CP~WLC3l), YBREAK(IO) 
DIMENSION ALPHCSO). SNALP(SO), CLS(SO), DCOS(S), DSIN(S), CLY(SO) 
DIMENSION 8REAK(lO), SWP(20.l0), CHORDT(4), TFLP(S), CTP(2) 
DIMENSION 8MR(SO), BML(50), DF(S), TITLE(13), CSU(SO). YCN(6) 
DI~ENSION PERCT(20), F(S,20). Z8DX(200), Z8(200), DUM(200), CAVS(S 
10) 
EQUIVALENCE (DO(I.l).GAMMA(l» 
EQUIVALENCE (VST(I,l).GAMMA(lOOO», (WST(I.l),GAMMA(I» 
COMMON ISCHEMEI C(2) ... X(2l,41) ,Y(21,41) .SLOPE(2U ,XL(2.21) ,XTT(41). 
lXLL(41) 
COMMON IGEOMI HALFSW,XCP(200),YCP(200),ZCP(200),XLE(100),YLE(100), 
lXTE(lOO) ,PSI (30) ,CHOOO) ,XV(200) ,YV(200) .SN(20.2) ,XN(200,4) ,YN(l'OO 
2,4),RPPIM(200.4).WIDTH(7),YCON(5l),SWEEP(lOO).HALFB,SJC3l.7) 
3.ZN(200,4) 
COMMON IAEROI AM,8,CL(SO),CT(SO),CD(SO),CM(SO) 
COMMON ICONSTI NCS,NCW,MI(7),MJwl(2,S),MJW2(2,S),~JW(~),NFP,NW(~) 
COM~ON leAMPI IeAM.I~(10).XT(10.21).AAM(lo.20'.BBM(lO,20), 
ICeM(lo.20) ,DD~ClO,20) ,YTelO) ,CURVeIO) ,eHNO(lO) 
CO~MON ITWSTll NYM,YT~(21).AY(I,20),8yel'20),eeY(1,20).DYel,20) 
COMMON ILEFLPI YLEFel0.2),XNF(10),YNF(10),Z~F(IO),XLF(10,4),YLF(10 
1.4),SLPl(10) 












































































fORMAT Cl H1) 
CASE TITLE 000 
READC5,150) (TITLECI) ,1=1,13) 
IF(EOFC5»139,Q99 
CONTINUE 
WRITE C6, 144) 
WRITE C6, 150) CTITLE(I),I=1.13) 
WPITE (6, 144) 
NCS=O 
IPANEL=1 
DO 2 1=1,5 
OF (I) = o. 
TFLP(I) = O. 
WRITE (6. 145) 
NC = TOTAL NU~RER OF SPANWISE SECTIONS 
M1(I) = NUMBER OF SPANWISE STRIPS IN EACH SECTION 
IWING = LAST WING VORTEX STRIP NUMBER IF A TAIL IS PRF~ENT 
= 0 OTHERWISE 
NWING = THE NU~ERICAL ORDER OF LAST WING SPANWISE SECTION 
IWGLT = 1 IF A WINGLET TO BE REPRESENTED Ry A TAIL IS PRESENT 
= 2 IF THE WINGLET IS AT A LOCATION AWAY FROM THE WING TIP 
READ C5, 141) NC,(M1CI),I=1,NC),IWING,NWING,I~GLT 
WRITE C6, 141) NC.C~1CI),I=1,NC),IWING,NWING.I~GLT 
DO 3 I = 1.Ne 
~lCI) = MUI) + 1 
NFP = NUMBER OF FLAp SPANS, LI~ITED TO FIVE. 
NJw(I) = THE NUMERICAL ORDERS Of FLAP SPANS 
FOP A CLEAN OP FULL-SPAN FLAP CONFIGURATION, PUT NFP = NJW(1) = 1 
NVRTX = VORTEX STRIP NUMBER ATEND OUTBOARD OF WHICH THE L.E. VORTE 
X LIFT EFFECT IS NOT INCLUDED. IF IT IS ZERO, TOTAL V~RTEX LIFT 
EFFECT IS ASSU~EO. 
READ C5. 141) NFP,(NJW(I),I=1,NFP),NVRTX 
WRITE C6. 141> NFPdNJWn"I=t.NFP"NVRTX 
NW(I) = NUMAER OF CHORDWISE VORTEX ELEMENTS IN eHORDWISE SECTIONS. 
NWC?) = 0 FOR CLEAN CONFIGURATIONS. 
ICAM = CAMBER CODE 






































































= 1 FOR CAMR.ER ORDINATES TO BE READ IN 
= 2 IF CA~BER FUNCTION IS DEFINED ANALYTICALLY IN SUAROUTINE 
ZtDX 
= 3 IF THERE ARE PLANE L.E. FLAPS ATTACHED Tn A PLANE WING. 
IN THIS CASE, 1ST IS T~E NU~BER OF L.E. FLAPS. 
1ST = NUMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS AT WHICH eA~BER ORDINATES ARE 
READ IN. LI~ITED TO 10. 
NOTE : IF THE TAIL HAS CAMBER, USE THE LAST STATION ( =IST ) TO 
DESCRIAE IT. ONLY CUBIC SPLINE IS USED TO CALCULATE THE CA~BER 
SLOpE. *** 
READ (5. 141) (NW(I) ,1=1,2) ,ICAM,IST 
WRITE c6, 141) CNW(I)tI=1.2).ICAM.IST 
IF ICA~ = 1, READ IN THE x-COORDINATES AND THE CA~RER ORDINATES 
YT = Y STATION AT WHICH CAMBER ORDINATES ARE TO BE READ IN. 
XNU~ = NU~BER OF CAMBER ORDINATES TO BE READ IN, LIMITED TO 21. 
CURV = o. IF CA~RER IS FORMED By CONNECTING STRAIGHT SEGMENTS. 
WITH FIRST SEGMENT BEING LEADING EDGE FLAP. 
= 1. IF CUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION Is USeD 
= 2. IF CURIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION IS USED, WITH FIRST 
SEGMENT BEING LEADING EDGE FLAP 
CHND = CHORD LE~GTH AT YT STATION 
XT = NONDI~ENSIONAL X COORDINATES 
CA = NONDI~ENSIONAL CAMBER ORDINATES 
IF CHND = 0., USE ACTUAL DI~ENSIONAL CA~8ER ORDINATE 
IF CICA~ .NE. 1) GO TO 9 
00 8 I=1,I5T 
JJ = I 
READ (5, 140) YTCI),XNUM.CtJRV(I),CHND(I) 
WRITE (6. 140) YTCI),XNUM,CURVCI),CHND(I) 
IM(I) = xNUM 
Ip = IM(I) 
ICV = CURV(I) 
READ (5, 140) (XTCI,J).J=I,IP) 
READ (5, 140) (CA(J),J = 1,IP) 
WRITE (6. 140) (XT(I,J) ,J = I,IP) 
WRITE (6, 140) (CA(J), J = 1,IP) 
DO 4 K = I,IP 
AW(lO = xT(I,K) 




































































































CALL SPLINE (IP.AW,CA,AAM,88M,CCM,DDM,JJ,10) 
GO TO 8 
00 7 J = 2.IP 
AAM ( 1 ,J- U = O. 
88p.4(I,J-U = O. 
IF CA~SCAW(J)-AW(J-l» .LE. 1.E-20) GO TO 6 
eeM(I,J-U = (CAeJ) - CA(J-l» I (AWeJ) - AW(J-l» 




IF (ICA~ .NE. 3) GO TO 11 
YLEF(I,l) = EXTRE~E IN80APD Y-COORDINATE OF A L.E. FLAP. 
YLEF(I,2) = EXTRF.MF OUTBOARn Y-COORDINATF OF A L.E. FLAP. 
X1,Y1.Z1, ETC. ARE CORNEP POINT COORDINATES OF A L.E. FLAP, INPUT 
IN CLoe~~'ISE ORDER, FIRST FRO~ THE MOST INBOARD POINT. 
DO 10 I=I,IST 
READ e~. 140) (VLEF(I,K) ,1(=1,2) 
WRITE (6, 140) (YLEF(I.K),I(=l,2) 
READ eS, 140) XLF(I,1),YLF(I,1),Zl,XLF(I,2),YLF(I.2),Z2 
READ e5, 140) vLFeI,3),YLF(I,3),Z3.xLFeI,4),YLFeI,4),Z4 
WPITE e6, 140) ~LFeI,l),YLF(I,1),Zl,XLFeI,2).YLF(I,2).z2 
WRITE e6. lAO) XLFeI.3).YLF(I,3),Z3,XLF(I,4),YLF(I.4),Z4 
IF (A~S(XLFeI,4)-xLF(I.1».GT.l.E-18) SLPI(I)=eYLFcI.4)-YLFeI,I»1 
I eXLF(I.4)-XLFCI.l» 












IF CICAM .EQ. 0) IST=l 











































































































A~ = ~ACH NU~AER 
HALFSW = REFERE~CE HALF WING AREA 
CREF = REFERENCE CHORD 
ALP CON = CO~TROL INPUT FOR LARGE ALPHA COMPUTATION 
= 1. IF ALPHA = 1. RADIAN (IN THIS CASE, PUT DFcI) = 0.) 
= o. OTt-IERWISE 
DFCI) = FLAp ANGLfS IN DEGREES 
READ (~, 14 0) AM,HALFSW.CREF,ALPCON,(DF(I),I=I.NFP) 
WRITE (6, 140) AM,HALFSW,CREF,ALPCON,cOF(I),I=I,NFP) 
DO 12 I=I,NFP 
DF(I) = nF(I)oPI/180. 
TFLP(I) = -DF(I) 
FALP = ~UMBER OF ALPHA TO BE EVALUATED 
ALPI = SMALLEST ALPH~ IN DEGREES 
ALPIN = INCRE~ENTAL ALPHA TN DEGREES 
PTION = 1. IF PRESSURf DISTRIBUTION, SPAN LOADING AND PENDING 
MOMENT DISTRI8tJTION ARE TO BE PRINTFD nUT 
= o. OTt-IERWrSE 
SUP = 1. IF AN EFFECTIVE ANGLE OF ATTACK IN SUPERSONIC FLOW IS TO 
BE USE!,). 
= o. OTHER\olISE 
READ(5,140) FALP,ALPI,ALPIN,PTION,SUP 
WRITE(6.1 40 )FALP,ALPI,ALPIN,PTION,SUP 
NALP = FALP 
IF (NALP.EQ.O) NALP=l 
ALPI = ALPI 0 PI I lAO. 
ALPIN = ALPIN 0 PI I 180. 
IPT = PTION 
ISUP = SUP 











































































































N1 = NCW - 1 
CPCWL (1) = o. 
LL=1 
FN=NCW 
00 14 I=l,NCW 
FI=I 
CPCWLCI+l) = .5 0 Cl. - COSCFI 0 PI I FN» 0 100. 
SNCI,l) = SINC(2. 0 FI - 1.) 0 PI I c2. 0 FN» 
XP =.r:; 0 ct. - COScc2. 0 FI - 1.) 0 PI 1(2. 0 FN») 0 100. 
PERCT(I) = (XP-CPCWLCI»/cCPcwLeI+l)-CPCWLeI» 
CPCWLeNCW+l) = 100. 
KZ=O 
DO 27 KK = 1,NC 
COORDINATES OF 8REAK CHORDS BOUNDING SPANWISE sECTIONS, 
FROM ROOT TO TIP ON THE RIGHT WING 
DIHED = THE DIHEDRAL ANGLE IN DEGPEES FOP THE SECTION 
REAn (5, 140) e eXXLCI) ,XXTCI) ,YLCI) ,1=1.2) ,ZS,DIHEO) 
WRITE e6, 140) C (XXLeI) ,XXTCI) ,YLeI) ,1=1,2) .2's.DIHFO) 
FCN = 1 IF CONTROL POINTS ARE TO BE CALCULATFO FOR THIS SECTION 
= 0 IF PREVIOUSLY CALCULATED CONTROL POINT~ ARE TO BE lJS~D 
NOTE. FOR THE SECONO CHORDWISE SECTION. FCN ~HnULD AE THE SAME AS 
THE CORRESPONDING FIRST CHORDWISE SECTION. 
SWK=L.F.. SWEEP ANGLE OF THE SECTION IN DEGREE~. 
E = HINGE LINf LOCATION IN FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD 
= 1. FOR CLEAN CONFIGURATION 






SWEP = swK 
DO IS J=ltNSW 
FJ=J 

























































































IF (OIHEU .GT. 5.) IOIH = 1 
OCOS(KK) = COS(DIHEO ~ PI / 180.) 
DSIN(KK)=SIN(OIHED ~PI/180.' 
IF (IWING .NE. 0 .AND. DCOS(KK) .lE. 0.001) IV=l 
IF (KK .EQ. NC) GO TO 16 
IF CIWING .NF-. 0 .AND. KK .EQ. NWING) GO TO 16 
CPS~/L (1) =0. 
CPSWLCNSW)=100. 
GO TO 17 
16 CPSWL(U=O. 
IF CIWGlT .EQ. 1 .AND. KK .EQ. NWING) CPSWl(NSW)=100. 
17 IF (K~ .EQ. NJW(ll» MJW1(l,lL)=IPANEl 
lR=(l-l)~NC+KK 
MC = FCN 
NCP = 0 
DETA = O. 
IF (MC .NE. 0) ~Z = KZ + 1 
CORR = O. 
CORK = O. 
COPl = O. 
IF (l .EQ. 2) GO TO 22 
IF (MC.EG.O) GO TO lq 
IF (NW(2).EQ.O) GO TO 18 
IF (KK.NE.NJWCLl» GO TO 18 
NCP = 1 
DETA = OF (ll) 
18 CONTINUE 
C DETEPMINE CONTROL POINT LOCATIONS BY 2-0 THFOPY 
CALL CONTRL (~,NW(I).NW(2).E,DETAtALPtCPCWL.NCP,K7) 
19 CORR = O. 
IF CAM .IT. 1. ) GO TO 20 
COpp = 0.03 
?o IF CSWEP .GT. 60.) CORK = .0035~CS~EP-60.) 
IF (KK .NE. NC) GO TO 185 
AR=YLC?)*YLC2)~2./HALFSW 
IF (TR .GT. 1.) TR = 1. 
COPl = .l4~(l.-TR)*~3/C?+AR) 
lAS CONTINUF 
IF (CORl .GT. CORK) CORK = CORl 
COPR= CaRR + CORK 
F(~Z,I)=F(KZ,l)+COPP 





















































DO 21 KQ = 2.N1 
F(KZ,KP)=F(KZ,KQ)+CORR*(NCW-KQ)/FLOAT(NCW) 
CONTINUE 
CALL PANEL (XXL,VL,XXT,CPCWL,CPSWL,NSW,IPANEL,LPANEL,F,PERCT,SWP, 
1 LR.7S,SVP.KZ,L) 
F(KZ.l)=F(K7,1)-CORR 





BREAK (KIO =YL (1) 
BPEAK(KK+l) = YL(2) 
IF (KK .EQ. NJW(LL» MJW2CL,LL)=LPANEL 
IF (IWING .NE. 0 .AND. KK .EO. NWING) GO TO 24 
IF (t<K .NE. NC) GO TO ?6 
IF (ICK .EQ. NC .ANn. IWING .NE. 0) GO TO 25 
CHOROTCL)=XXT(2)-XXLC2) 
HALFB=YL(2) 
YCN(L) = XXL(2) 
GO TO 26 
C~OROT(L+2) = XXT(2) - XXL(2) 
HALFBH = VL(2) 
YCN(L+2) = XXL(2) 
IF (Ktc .EO. NJWCLL» LL = LL + 1 
CONTINUE 
IF (L .EQ. 2) GO TO 30 
LPAN1 = LPANEL 
IF (NW (2) .EO. 0) GO TO 28 
L = 2 
New = NW(2) 
GO TO 13 
DO 29 I = I,NFP 





























































TWISTI = o. 
ITWST = 0 
ICAtA8 = 0 
HALFSH = O. 
THE FOLLOWING DATA APE NOT NEECED IF ALPCON = 1. 
TWIST1 = O. IF NO TWIST I~ PRESENT 
= 1. IF THERE IS TWIST 
RINC = ROOT C~OqD yNCIDENCE 




IF (TWIST1 .GT. 0.) IT\oIST = 1 
IF (ICAf.4 .EO. 2) ICAMS = 1 
IF (ITWST .EO. 0) GO TO 34 
YNUM = NUMBEP OF Y-COORDINATES TO BE INPUT TO DESCRIBE TWIST 
DISTRIflUTION 
Teupv = o. IF T~E TWIST DISTRIBUTION IS GIvEN PIErFWlsE LINEAR 
VARIATION 
= 1. OTHEPwISE 
READ (5, 140) YNU"'. TClJRV 
WRITE (6, 140) YNUM,TCURV 
NY~ = YNUM 
NTCV = TeURv 
READ IN THE NONOIMENSIONAL Y-COORDINATES AT WHICH TWIST ANr-L~S 
AQE DEFINED. LIMITED TO 21. 
READ IN THE CORPESPONDING TWIST ANGLES IN DEGR~ES. I.E. THE 
DIFFERENCE IN ANGLES OF ATTACK AT Y AND ROOT CHORD. 





























































READ (5, 140) (YTS(I), I = 1,NYM) 
READ (;, 140) (CA(I), I = ],NYM) 
WRITE (6. 140) (YTS(I). I = 1,NYM) 
WRITE (6, 140) (CA(I), 1= 1,NYM) 
IF (NTCV .EQ. 0) GO TO 32 
CALL SPLINE eNYM,YTS,eA.Ay,By,CCy.DY,1,1) 
GO TO 34 
00 33 J = 2,NYM 
A Y ( 1. J-l) = o. 
BY(l,J-l) = o. 
CCYCl,J-ll = (CA(J) - CA(J-U)/(YTSeJ) - YTS(J-U) 
DY(l,J-l) = eA(J-l) 
CONTINUE 
IF A TAIL IS PRESENT, READ IN 
TINC = INCIDENCE ANGLE IN DEGREES 
HALFS~ = HALF TAIL AREA 
IF THE TAIL 15 TO REPRESENT THE WINGLET, PUT HALFSH = HALFSW 
IF THE WINGLET IS IN80ARO OF THE WING TIP, PUT HALFSH = WINr,LET 
AREA 
pos = THE WINGLET POSITION INDICATOR WITH RESPECT TO WING TIP 
FOP DE'TAIL SEE INSTRUCTIONS 
CAMT = o. IF T~ERE IS NO CA~BER 
= 1. OTHFRWISE. 
IF <IWING .EQ. 0) GO TO 35 
READ (5, 140) TINC,HALFSH,POS,CAMT 
WRITE (6, 140) TJNe,H~LFs~,POS,CAMT 
CONTINUF 
IPOS = POS 
ICAHT = CAMT 
IF (IALP .EO. 1) GO TO 39 
RINe = RINe ~ PI I 180. 
TINe = TINC ~ PI I 180. 
TINP = TINC + ALP 
A'ITW = O. 
00 3A I = 1,NCS 
IF (IWING .NF. o. AND. I.GT.IWING) GO TO 36 
IF eITwsT .EO. 1) ~O TO 37 
ATW = O. 

























































































ALPH(I) = 1. 
GO TO 38 
ALPH (I) = 1. 
SNALP(I) = O. 
GO TO 38 
YC = YLE(I)/HALF~ 
CALL TWST(YC,ATW) 
SNALP(I) = SIN(ATW) 
ALPH(I) = COS(ATW) 
AVTW = AVTW + ATW 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
AVTW = AvTW/Nes 
WRITE (6. 142) HALFSW,CREF 
JWING=HHNG 
e~(50)=IV 
WRITE (6. 146) 
WRITE (6, 149) 
WqITE (6. 143) (XN(Itl) ,XN(I.2) ,YN(I.l) ,YN(I,2) ,BPFHM(!,l) ,BPRI"1(l 
1,3) .I=I,LPANEU 
WRITE (6, 147) 
WRITE (6, 148) 
WRITE (6, 143) (XCP(I) ,YCP(I) ,ZCP(I) .I=l.LPANEl) 
Jl=LPANEL+l 
81 = ARS(I.-A~~A~) 
MM = NW(1) 
NN = NW(I) 
lZ = 1 
8 = 81 
IPN = 1 
IF (NWe2) .E~. 0) GO TO 40 
II = 1+ NCS 
CHORD = CH(l) + CHell) 
GO TO 41 
CHORD = CH (l) 
CONTINUE 
CSD = DCOS (l) 
SSD = OSIN(l) 
Z8DXCl) = O. 
ZP = o. 
IF (IALP.EQ.l) GO TO 43 

















































IF (IeAM .EO. 3) XC = XCP(l) 
IF (ICAMS.Eo.l) GO TO 42 
YI<I = (YCP (1) -Y~I (1.1) ) / (YN (1.2) -YN (1.1) ) 
XKl = XN(1.1)+CXN(1.2)-XNCl.l»*YKI 
XK2 = XN(1,3)+CXNCl.4)-XNCl.3»*YKl 
Xl = (X~I-XLECt?»/C~ORD 
X2 = (XK2-XLEcIZ»/CHORD 
CALL 7CR (XC.YCP(1),ZCA.ZR,ICAM,Xl,X2,CHORD.Zy,O,IST) 
ZeDX(1) = ZR 
GO TO 43 
YC = YLE(IZ) 
XC = XCP(U 
CALL 7CDX (XC.YC,ZCA,ZR,ZY) 
Z80X (1) = ZR 
CONTINUF 
AV1C = ZSDX(l) 




ZI3DX(!J) = 0. 
IF (IALP.EO.1) GO TO 52 
IF (t-1\oI(2) .Ea. 0) (;() TO 45 
II=IZ+NCS 
CHORD = CH <tZ) + CH (II) 
GO TO 46 
Ct-IORO=CHCIZ) 
CONTINUE 
XC = (XCP(IJ) - XLECIZ»/CHORD 
IF CIZ .GT. JWI~G .AND. J~ING .NE. ° ) GO TO 51 
IF (ICA'" .EQ. 3) )tC = XCP(lJ, 
LCAM = ° 
IF (!r.A"'8.t:.0.1) GO TO 47 
YK1 = (YCP(IJ)-YN(IJ,I»/CYN(IJ,2)-YNCIJ,I» 
XK1 = xNcIJ.l)+(XN(IJ.2)-XN(IJ.1)'~YK1 
XK2 = XNCIJ.3)+CXNCIJ.4)-XN(IJ.3,,*YKl 
Xl = (XK1-XLE(I1)'/C~ORO 
x2 = (XK2-XLEcIz,'/CHORD 
ZR = O. 
CALL ZCR CXC.YCPcIJ,.lCA.ZR.ICA"',X1.X2,CHORO.1y,0,IST) 
ZPOXCIJ) = ZR 






























































































YC = YlEeIZ) 
XC = XCP(IJ) 
CALL ZCDX exc.YC.ZCA.ZR.ZY) 
ZBDXeIJ) = ZP 
CONTINUE 
IF CIJ .GE. tJJWl Cl.LL> .AND. IJ .lE. MJW2(1,lL» GO TO 50 
IF (lJ .GE. ~Jwl C?LL) .AND. IJ .LE. MJW2(2,lL» GO TO 49 
GO TO 52 
IF (Ll.EQ.NAl) GO TO 52 
ZBOX(IJ) = ZRDX(IJ)+TFlP(Ll) 
GO TO 52 
IF (IJ .EQ. MM) 1AOX(lJ) = Z8DXCIJ) + .5 00 TFlPCLL) 
GO TO 52 
IF CICA~T .F.:Q. 0) GO TO 52 
CAll 7CP (XC,YCP(IJ).ZCA,ZR.IeAM,Xl,X2,eHORO,ZY,IST,IST) 
Z8DX(IJ) = ZP 
CONTI ~luE 
AVZC = AVZC + 7BDXCIJ) 
IF CIJ .GE. lPANl .AND. IJ .LT. LPANEl) GO TO 53 
IF (IJ .EQ. tJJW2el.LL» II = Ll + 1 
GO TO 54 
NfV = NW(2) 
IF CIJ .EQ. ~JW?C2,lL» Ll = LL + 1 
CONTINUE 
IF CIJ .IT. M~) GO TO 56 
IF CIJ.LE.LPANl) XlLcIZ) = ~SD 
IF CIJ.LE.LPAN1) XTTCIZ) = CSO 
IZ=IZ+l 
~"'=MM+f\.lN 
IF CIWING .NF. 0 .A~ID. IZ .EO. (IWING+l) GO TO 55 
IF(IZ .GT. NCS) GO TO 55 
I F C V L E ( I Z ) .l T. Y BR E A I< C I P N) ) GO T 0 5 6 
CONTINUE 
IPN=IPN+l 
IF CIJ .EQ. LPANI .OR. IJ .EO. LPANEL> IPN=1 
CSD=('lCOSCIPN) 
SSD=DSINCIPN) 
IF CIJ .EO. lPANl) IZ=1 
IF CIJ .EQ. LPANl) LL=1 
IJ=IJ+l 
NJ=NJ-l 














































C CALCULATE THE DOWNWASH AND SIDEWASH INFLUENCE MATRICES BASED ON 
C LOCAL PANEL COORDINATES ANn STORE ON FILE (02) 
CALL ADIC~X (A~,XN,VN,ZN,XCP,YCP,lCP,LPANEL,RPRIM,AW.CA.IWING,XTT. 
1 XLL,YAREAK,IW~LT,Nr..WST,VST,NW,NCS,YL~,LPANl.IV.Ml.Z~DY) 
Kf'.'T = 0 
IF (NALP.GT.l) KNT=1 
ALP = ALPI 
AVZC = AVZC/LPANEL 
DO 13A JP = 1,NALP 
ALPHAQ = ALp 
ALPM = O. 
ALAV = ALP+RINC+AVTW-ATAN(AVZC) 
SK = 1. 
IF (ALAV .LT. 0.) SK = -1. 
IF (I~UP .EO. 1 .ANO. AM .GT. 1.) ALPM = SKO(-ABS(ALAV)-SQRT(AMoAM 
1-1.)O.5 0 PMWAVE(ALAV,AM» 
ALP~ = ALPMo.5 
IF(AM.GT.l.4) ALPM=ALPMoO.9797959/S0RT(A~oA~-I.) 
COSA = COS(ALP+RINC+ALPM) 
SINA = SIN(ALP+PTNC+ALPM) 
COSAT = COS(ALP+TnIC+ALP~) 
SINAT = SIN(ALP+TINC+ALPM) 
IF (IALP .EQ. 0) GO TO 57 
SINA = 1. 
eOSA = 1. 
SINAT = 1. 
cas AT =1. 
57 CONTINUE 
IJP = JP 
CALL SOLUTN (RAM~A.AW.CA.LPANEL,LPANl,XLL,XTT,SNALP,ALPH,ZPOX,7~DY 
1,IALP,eOSA,SINA,eOSAT.SINAT,IWING,Xep,yep,NW,YJP,KNT,OllM,OO,IO) 
eM(l)=ITWST 
00 SP I=l'LPANEL 
5A ep(I)=GA~MA(I) 
C CALCULATE EDRE SuCTION 
eTX = o. 
CALL GAMAX (AW,CA,LPAN1,LPANEL,CP,NC,BREAK,5WP,CHCPDT.IWING,NWING, 
1 HALFBH,YCN,CTP,CTX,IWGLT,IPOS,O,sVP.O.~ZDYT,TP.CTDS) 











































59 GA~~A(r)=O. SSC 557 
COSA = COS(ALP+RINC) ASH 60 -
SI~A = SIN(ALP+PINC) ASH 61 
COSAT = eOS(ALP+TINC) ASH 62 
SINAT = SIN(ALP+TI~C) ASH t,3 -
eLPP = o. SSC 558 
COPP = o. SSC 559 
eOVL = o. SSC 560 
IPN = 1 sse 5£,1 
zeB = O. sse 562 
YA = O. sse 563 
YBB = n. sse ~64 
CLT=O. sse 565 
CMT=O. SSC 566 
CoT=O. sse C;67 
CLL=O. SSC C;£,8 
CLW=O. SSC C;69 
CMW=O. SSC 570 
CDW=O. SSC 571 
CSL = o. SSC 572 
csxL = o. SSC 573 
CAV = o. sse 574 
I<C=l sse 575 
NeOL=Ml(1) sse 576 
I<LL=O sse 577 
MM=O SSC 57~ 
NeWl = NeW+1 sse S7Q 
NL = 1 sse SAO 
IF (JP .NE. 1) (;0 TO 80 sse 5f11 
DO 73 t = I,NCS SSC 582 
IF (f'IW (2) .EQ. 0) GO TO 60 sse 5A3 
11 = I + NCS sse 5~4 
CHORD = eH <I ) + eH(11) sse 5A5 
GO TO 61 sse SA6 
60 CHORo=CH(I) sse SA7 
61 CONTINUE sse 588 
DO £'9 J = I,New sse 5AQ 
NN=J+MM SSC 5QO 
IF (NW(2) .EG. 0) GO TO 62 sse sql 
IF (J .LE. NW (1» GO TO 62 sse 592 
LL = LPANI - NW(I) .. I + NN + NW(2) .. (I 
-
1> sse ~93 









II = NN 
CONTINUE 
XC = (XV(ll) - XlE(I»/CHOPD 
IF (JWING.NE. 0 .AND. I .GT. JWING) GO TO 67 
IF (tAlP .EQ.U GO TO 67 
IF (leAH .F.:Q. 3) XC = xv (ll) 
IF (ICA~e.EQ.l) GO Tn ~4 
Y~l = (YV(ll)-YN(ll,1»/(YN(ll,2)-YN(ll.1» 
XK1 = XN(ll,1)+(XN(ll,2)-XN(ll.1»oYKl 
XK2 = XN(ll.3).(XN(ll,4)-XN(ll,3»oYKl 
Xl = (XKI-XlEeI»/CHORD 
X2 = (XK2-XlEeI»/CHORD 
CAll ZCR (XC,YVCll),ZCA,ZR,ICAM,X1.X2,CHORD.ZY,Q.IST) 
ZeV(ll) = ZCA 0 C~ORO 
IF (ICAM .FO, 3) zeV(ll) = ZCA 
Z8DXVell) = ZR 
IF (IC~t-' .EQ, 3) ZAOYV(ll) = ZY 
GO TO 65 
YC = VlE(I) 
XC = XV(ll) 
CAll ZCOX (XC,YC.ZCA,ZR,ZY) 
ZAV(ll) = ZCA 
Z8DYVell) = ZY 
ZeDXV(ll) = ZR 
IF (Ll,GE.~JW1e2,Nl).AND.ll.lE.MJW2(2,Nl» GO TO 66 
GO TO 6A 
IF (Nl.EQ.NAl) GO TO 68 
ZeV(ll) = ZBV(ll) + (XCP(ll) -XlEeIl» 0 TFlP(Nl) 
Ze~XV(Ll) = ZPDXV(ll) • TFlP(Nl) 
GO TO 68 
ZPVell) = O. 
Z8DXVell) = Q. 
IF (ICAtAT .Eel. 0) GO TO 68 
CAll ZCR (XC,YV(Ll).7CA.ZR.ICA~,X1,X2,CHORO.ZY.IST.IST) 
ZPOXV(ll) = ZR 
Z8V(ll) = ZCAoCHORD 
CONTINIJE 
CONTINUE 
tAM = (NCW-NW(?»oI 
IF (ll.EQ.MJW2(2,NL» Nl = Nl+l 
IF (IAlP .EQ. 1) GO TO 71 
































































































IF (ICAM .EO. 3) XC = XLE(I) 
IF eJWING.NE.O.ANO.I.GT.JWING) GO TO 11 
IF eICAM8.EO.I) GO TO 10 
CALL 7C~ (XC,YLE(I).ZCA.ZR,ICAM.O •• O.,CHORo,ZV.O,IST) 
X (1, I) = ZR 
X(2.I) = zeA ~ CHORO 
IF (ICAP~ .EO. 3) X(3,1) = ZY 
IF (ICA'" .EO. 3) )«(2.1) = ZCA 
GO TO 72 
YC = YLE(I) 
XC = XLE ( 1) 
CALL ZCDX (XC,YC,ZCA.ZR.ZY) 
X (1. I) = ZR 
X(2,I) = ZCA 
X (3. I) = ZY 
GO TO 72 
XCI,I) = 0. 
X(2,I) = 0. 
IF .eICAMT .EO. 0) GO TO 12 
CALL ZCR (XC,VLE(I).ZCA.ZP,ICAM,O •• Q •• CHORn.ZY,IST.IST) 
X (1. I) = ZR 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF (rCAMS .EO. 1 .OR. ICAM .EO. 3) GO TO 78 
00 74 I = 1.NCS 
X(3,I) = 0. 
IF (IALP.EO.l> GO TO 78 
00 75 I = 1.LPANfL 
AWeI) = -ZBOXVCT) ~ 2. 
CALCULATE OZCDY AT PRESSUPE POINTS. 
CALL GAMAX CZAV,Z80VV,LPANl,LPANEL,AW,NC,RPEAK,SWP,CHOROT.IWING, 
1 NWINr"HALFSH,YCN.CTP.CTX.IWGLT,IPOS,1,svP,O,OZOYT.TP.~TOS) 
00 76 I = 1.NCS 
J = (I-l)~NW(1)+1 
ZRV(J) = X(?I) 
AW(J) = -XCl,I) ~ 2. 
CALCULATE OZCOY ALONG THf LEADING EOGE 
CALL GA,..AX e7Rv,OU~,LPAN1.LPANEL,AW.NC,8REAK,~WP,CHORDT,IWING, 
1 NWING,HALFRH,YCN.CTP,CTX,IWGLT,IPOS.2,SVP,Q,07DYT,TP,CTOS) 
DO 77 I = 1,NCS 
J = (I -1) ~NW (1) + 1 
































































































DO 79 I=l,LPANEL 
Z8(I) = sQRT(l •• Z~DYV(I)002) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
MM = 0 
DO 83 I = I,NCS 
TO FINO L.E. SUCTION FROM L.E. THRUST, OZOY IS ASSUMED ZERO. 
ZOY = o. 
FA = SIN(SWEEP(I»/COS(SWEFP(I» 
IF (IALP .EQ. 1) GO TO 81 
CK = XTT(I) 
IF (A8SCCK) .LE. 1.E-18) CK = 1.1:-18 
oZCOX=(-SNALPC1).X(I,I)OALPH(I»/CCKO(ALPHCI).X(I.I)OSNALP(I») 
OZCoY = (XLLCI)OALPHCI) • 7oYOCK)/(CKOALPH(I) -ZoYOXLLcI» 
ZLOY = OZCOxoFA • 01COY 
ORDY = SQRT(I •• FAoFA • ZLOY 0 ZLOY) 
Fe = f)ZCOX 
F1 = SORT(I •• FA 0 ~8 • oZCOY oDZCOY) 
F2= SQRT«DZCOY 0 ZLoy • 1.)002 + (-FB • OZCOY 0 FA) 002) 
FT = F1 0 ORoy I F2 
GO TO 82 
FT = SORT(l •• FA 0 FA) 
CSU ( I) = CT ( I) 0 FT 
CTCI) = ABS(CTCI» 
DO 102 I = I,NCS 
IF (NW(2) .E.Q.O) GO TO 84 
II = I.NCS 
Cf-IOPo = CH ( I) • CH ( II ) 
GO TO €IS 
CHORD = CH(I) 
CML = o. 
CLS ( I) = o. 
CL(I)=O. 
CO(I)=O. 
CL Y (I) = o. 
COPPS = o. 
CLPPS = o. 
CAVS(!) = O. 
DO 92 J = I. NCW 
~N = J.MM 
























































































IF eJ.LE.Nwel» GO TO B6 
LL =LPANl-NW(l)oI+NN+NweZ)oeI-l) 
IL = II 
JLL = J-NW e 1) 
L = 2 
FN = Nw(2) 
GO TO 81 
LL = NN 
IL = I 
JLL = J 
L = 1 
FN = Nwel) 
CONTINUE 
IF eIALP.EQ.l) GO TO 89 
CI<' = XTTCI) 
IF CARSCCK) .LE. 1.E-18) CK = I.E-IB 
DZCDX = e-SNALPet) + ?BDXVeLL)~ALPH(I»/eCI<'~eALPHCI) + ZBDXVeLL)* 
ISNALPCI») 
CZY = eXLLeI)OALPHeI)+ZBDYV(LL)~CK)/(CK~ALPH(I)-ZBDYVCLL)OXLLCI» 
CZYY = ZBDYV(LL) 
CS = COSA 
SS = SINA 
IF (JWING.NE.O.AND.I.GT.JWING) GO TO 88 
GO TO 90 
CS = roSAT 
ss = SINAT 
GO TO 90 
cs = 1. 
SS = 1. 
IF e~RseXTTeI».LE.I.E-18) CZY=I.EI8 
IF IARseXTTCI».GT.l.E-18) CZY=XLLeI)/XTTCI) 
IF eIALP.EQ.1) Zx=o. 







was = o. 











































IF CIALP. EQ. 1) GO TO 91 






CLCI) = CL(I)+GBsoPL 
CML = CML -GAsoPM 
CO(I)=CO(I) + GRSoPO 
COPPS = COPPS + GBSOCFMO(-ZXOCS + SS) 0 FAC 
CLPPS = CLPPS + r,~SoCFMoC ZXoSS + CS) 0 FAC 
CLSeI) = CLSCI)+WBS 
CLY(I)=CLYCI)+GRsoCFM/SQRT(I.+ZXoZX+CZYYoCZYY) 
92 CONTINUE 
IF (IALP.EQ.l) GO TO 94 
ZX = (-SNALPCI)+xCl.I)oALPHCI»/(ALPHCI)+X(l.T)OSNALP(I» 




XCC = XTE(I) 
IF (NW(2) .NE. 0) XCC = XTE(l) + XTE(I+NCS) 
IF (XC .LT. )rCC) GO TO 93 
ZXx=o. 
CZY = O. 
GO TO 190 
93 CONTINUE 
XY=(XC-XLE(I»/CHORD 
IF (ICAM .LE. 1) CALL ZCR (XY,YLECI),ZC.ZXX,ICAM.0 •• O •• CHOPO.C7Y,0 
l,IST) 
IF (ICAM.EQ.3) CALL zCR (XC.YLc(I),ZC,ZX)C,ICAM,XLE(I),PR,CHORO,CZY 
I.O,IST) 
IF CICAM .EQ. ?l CALL zcox (XC,YLECI),7A.ZXX.CZY) 
190 CONTINUE 
CI<' = XTT(l) 
IF (A8SCCK) .LE. I.E-IS) CK = 1.E-18 
CZY = (XLL(I)oALPH(I)+CZYoCK)/(CKoALPH(I).CZyoXLL(I» 
CYY = C7.Y 
FAC = 1./SQRT(I. + ZXxoZXX + CyyoCYY) 
GO TO 95 


























































































zxx = o. 
SS = o. 
es = 1. 
FAA = 1. 
FAe = 1. 
CONTINUE 
CL(I) = eL(I)~PI/eHORO+CT(I)~(SS-CS~ZX)~FAA 
CM(I)=CML~PI/(CPFF~CHOPO) 
CLPPS = eLPps~PI/eHORO 
CDPPS = CDPpS~PI/CHORO 
eO(I) = eU(I)~CI/CHORO-eT(I)~(CS+sS~ZX)~FAA 
eLS(I)=CLS(I)~PI/C~ORD 
CLY(I) = CLY(I)~pI/eHORO+CT(I)~(SS-CS~ZX)~FAA 











CLPP = CtPP + CLPPS ~ AA 
eopp = COPP + copPS ~ AA 
IF (I .GE. NVRTX) GO TO 91 
COVL = COVL + CSU(I)~(-ZXX~es • SS)~FAC~AA 
eSL = eSL + eSU(I) ~ (ZXX~SS + es) ~ FAC ~ AA 
CAVS(I) = CSU(I)~(-7XX)~FAC 
CAV = CAV + CAVS(I)~AA 
XP = )1'(2.1) 
PM = XLE(I) + XP~ZXX 
CSXL = CSXL - CSU(I)~PM~FAC~AA 
CONTINUE 
M~=(NCw-NW(2»~I 
IF (IwING .NE. 0 .ANO. I .EQ. IWING) GO TO 98 
IF (I .EQ. NCS) GO TO 101 
IF (YLE(I+l) .LT. YRREAI<(IPN» GO TO 101 
ZBe = 7BB + (YAREAI«IPN) - YB) ~ XLL(I) 
Y~P = yeB + (YBPEAK(IPN) - YB) ~ XTT(I) 
YB = YBREAK(IPN) 
SSC 802 










































IF (I~ING .NE. O.AND. I .EO. IWING) GO TO 99 
GO TO 100 
99 I~ (!wGLT .EO. 1) GO TO 100 
zeB = O. 
YB = O. 
YBEI = O. 
IF (IWGLT .NE'. 2) GO TO 100 
ZBB = YBREAK(NC-2) ~ XLL(l) 
YEIB = YBPEAK(NC-2) ~ XTT(l) 
YB = YRREAK (NC-2) 
100 CONTINUE 
IPN = IPN + 1 
101 CONTINUE 
IF (lL .EO. ~Jw2(?NL» Nl = NL + 1 
IF (IWHIG .EO. 0) GO TO 102 




102 eONT HIUE 







CLPP = eLPP 0 Pt I (?~ HALFSW) 
CDPP = COPP 0 PI I (? 0 HAlFSW) 
C~VL = CDVL ~ Pt I (2. ~ HALFSW) 
CAV = CAV~PI/(?~HALFSW) 
I P S1 = IPQS/10 
IW = 1 
IF (IWING.NE.O) IW=2 
covs = o. 
CLVS = o. 
e,",vs = o. 
DO 113 K = 1,I~ 
IPZ = 1 
eovss = o. 
CLVSS = o. 












































IF CK.EQ.2) IP7 = 3 
IF CCHOPDT(I?Z).LE •• 001) GO TO 113 
ISN = 1 
FN = NW(1) 
CHD = CHORDT(IPZ) 
C~ORD = CHD + CHORDTcIPZ+l) 
YO = HALFB 
DO 112 I = I,NCW 
J = I 
xl = YCNcIPZ) 
IF CK.EQ.2) GO TO 103 
IF (IPS1.Ea.2.AND.I.GT.NWC1» GO TO 112 
IF (IPS1.EQ.l) GO TO 112 
103 CONTINUE 
IF CI.LE.NW(l) GO TO 104 
ISN = 2 
FN = NW(2) 
J = I-Nw(l) 
Xl = YCNCIPZ+l) 
CHD = CHORDTCIPZ+l) 
104 FJ = J 
XM = X1+.50CHDoC1.-COSCC2.oFJ-1.)oPI/C2.oFN») 
II( = NCS 
IF (K.EQ.1.ANO.IWING.NE.O) IK = IWING 
IF (IALP.EO.l) GO TO 10q 
XC = (XM-XI)/CHORD 
IF (K.Ea.2) GO TO 108 
IF (ICAM .E~. 3) xC = XM 
IF (!CAM8.F.Q.1) GO TO 105 
YC = .9990HALF~ 
CALL ZCR (Xc.yc.zeA.ZR,IeA~,o.,O •• CHD,ZY.O,IST) 
DZX = ZR 
GO TO 106 
105 ye = HALFB 
xe = XM 
eALL zeDX (xe.Ye.ZCA,ZR,7Y) 
DZX = ZP 
DZY = ZY 
GO TO 107 
106 DZY = -DZxoTP(I,K)+OZDYT(I,K) 
107 CONTINUE 



















































IF (ARS(CK) .LE. 1.E'-18) CK = 1.E-18 
ZX = (-SNAL~(IK) + DZXOAL~H(IK»/(CKO(ALPH(IK,+DZXOSNALP(IK») 
CZY = XLL(IK)oAL~H(tK) 
CS = COSA 
SS = ~INA 
GO TO 111 
ZX = -SNALP(IK) 
CS = COSAT 
SS = SINAT 
IF (ICAMT .EO. 0) GO TO 110 
YC = .9990HALFBH 
CALL 7.CP (XC,YC.7.CA.DZX.ICAM.O •• O •• CHO,ZY,IST,IST) 
ZX = (_SNALP(IK)+DlXOALPH(IK»/(CKO(ALPH(IK)+DlxoSNALP(IK») 
GO TO 1l 0 
ZX = (\. 
CS = 1. 
55 = 1. 
CONTINUE 
IF (AAS(XTT(IK».LE.1.E-18) CZY=XLL(IK)Ol.E18 
IF (AAS(XTT(!K».GT.l.E-lR) CZY=XLL(IK)/XTT(IK) 
FAC = 1./SQRT(l.+ZX07.X+CZYoCZY) 
CLVSS = CLVSS+CTnS(I.K)O(ZXoSS+CS)OFACOSN(J,I~N)OCHOOCHORO/FN 
CDVSS = COVSS+CTDS(I,K)O(-ZxoCS+SS)OFACOSN(J.ISN)oCHOOCHORO/FN 
CMVSS = CMVSS_x~oCTOS(I.K)oFACOSN(J,ISN)OCHDOCHORO/FN 
CONTINUE 
CLVS = CLVS+CLVSS 
COVS = COVS.CDVSS 
C~VS = C~VS.CMVSS 
CONTINUE 
CLVS = CLVSoPI/(2. oHALFSW) 
COVS = CDVSoPI/(2. oHALFSW) 
C~VS = CMVSoPI/(2.oHALFS~oCPEF) 
CTI~ = CLVS 
IF (IALP.EO.l.AND.CLVS.GT •• 001) CTX=CMVS/CLV~oCREF 
COCL2=0. 
CSXL = CSXLoPI/(2. 0HALFSwoCREF) 
CSL = CSLoPI/(?o~ALFSW) 
IF (IALP.EQ.1) xBP = CMT/CLToCREF 
IF (ABS(CLTl .LE. O.OOll GO TO 114 
CDCL2=COT/(CLToCLT) 
CONTINUE 




























































































CALCULATf BENDING MOMENT DISTRIBUTION 
CALL 8ENDIN (NC,CLY,R.MP,IWING,BREAK,CBMP,CBTR,NWING.HALFSH,HALF8H. 
1DCOS,OSIN,IWGlT) 
CI3Ml=C8p.tR 
CBTl = CBTR 
00 115 I=I,NCS 
Btoll ( I ) =!wq ( I ) 
GO TO 119 
00 117 I=l,NCS 
YCON(I)=ClY(I)+CLS(t) 
CALL RENDIN (NC,yCON,RMP,IWI~G,BREAK,CB~R,C~TR.NWING,HALFSH,HALFBH 
1,~COS,DSIN'IWGLT) 
00 11A I=l,NCS 
YCON(I)=CLY(I)-CLS(I) 
CAll PENOIN (Ne,YCON.Bp.tL.IWING,8REAK,C8ML,eRTL,NWING,HALFSH,HALFAH 
1,oeos,DSIN,IWGLT) 
CONTINUE 
IF (IPT .Eo. 0) GO TO 130 
WRITF (6, 144) 
~RITE (6, lSI) 
WRITf (6, 144) 
ALP=ALpo180./PI 
WRITf (6, 152) 
IF (IALP .NE. 1) wpITE (6, 153) ALP 
IF (IALP .EO. 1) WRITE (6, 154) 
WRITE (6, 152) 
IF (LAT .E~. 0) WRITE (6. 155) 




IF (IwGL T .EO. 1) I\HNG = NCS 
DO 126 I=1,NCS 
IF (I .GT. IWING .AND. IWING .NE. 0) HAS=HALF9H 
IF (I .GT. IWING .AND. IWGlT .EO. 2) ~AP=HALFA 
IF (NW(2) .EO. 0) GO TO 120 
Il=I+Nes 
CHORO=CH(I).CH(Il) 
GO TO 121 
CHORD=eH{I) 
CO~~TINIJE 














































IF (N""(2) .EQ. 0) GO TO 122 
IF (J .LE. NW(I» GO TO 122 
LL=LPANI-NW(I'~I+JJ+NW(2)~(I-l) 




ETA=YV (LL> IHAP 
IF (lAT .EO. 0) GO TO 124 
CPR=CP(LL)+GA~~A(LL) 
CPL=CP(LL)-GA~MA(LL) 
WRITE (6, 1~1) KK,XI,ETA,CPL,CPR 
GO TO 125 





~IPITE (6. 158) 
HAS=HALF8 
00 129 I=1,NC~ 
IF (IWGLT .EO. 0) GO TO 121 
IF (I .EO. (JWING+l» WRITE (6. 160) 
GO TO 128 
127 CONTtNUE 
IF (JWING .NE. 0 .AND. I .EO. (JWING+l» WRITE (6. 159) 
128 CmITtNUE' 
IF (I~ING .NE. 0 .AND. I .GT. IWING) HAB=HALFRH 




1?q WRITE (6,1 61) YE,CLRT,CLLT,C~(I),CD(I).CT(I),CAVS(I) 
WRITE (6. 162) CL T 
WRITE (6. 163) COT 
WRITE (6, 164) CDCL2 
WRITE (6, 165) C~T 
130 CONTINUE 
IF (!ALP .EO. 0) GO TO 131 



















































WRITE (6, 168) 
WRITE (6. 166) CLT.CSL,CTIP 
WRITE (6, 167) X~P,XLEBAR,CTX 
WRITE (6, 144) 
CONTINUE 
IF (IPT.EQ.o) GO TO 133 
IF <IWING .N~. 0) GO TO 132 
IF (AAS(CLn .u::. 0.00l) GO TO 133 
IF (IDIH .NE. 0) GO TO 133 
CALCULATE FAR-FI~LD DRAG IN SUBSONIC PLANAR FLOW 
IF (A~.LT.l.) CALL DRAG (CLT,YRREA~,NC,TFLP,NAL) 
GO TO 133 
WRITE (6, 169) CLW 
WRITE (~t 170) cnw 
WPITE (6, 171) CMW 
CL TLW=CL T-CLIO/ 
CLTLH=CLTLW~HALFSW/HALFSH 
C"'TAIL=CMT-C~"I 
WRITE (6, 172) CLTLW,CLTLH 
WRITE (6, 173) 
WRITE (6. 174) CMTAIL 




WRITE (6, 176) H~,HALF8 
HA~=HALF8 
IF (IPT .EO. 0) GO TO 137 
WRITE (6. 177) 
DO 136 r=l,NCS 
IF (I~GLT .Ea. 0) GO TO 134 
IF (I .EO. (JWING+1) WRITE (6, 179) HW,HALF~ 
GO TO 135 
CONTINUE 
IF (JWING .NE. 0 oAND. I .. Ea. (JWING+l» WRITE (6, 178) H~H.HALFB 
IH 
CONTINUE 
IF (JWING .NE. 0 .AND. I .EQ. (JWING+l» WRITE (6. 180) 
IF (IWING .NE. 0 .AND. I .GT. IWING) HAS = HALFBH 
IF (I .GT. IWING .AND. IWGLT .EO. 2) HAS = HALF8 
YE = YLEeI) I HAq 































sse 1 O~5 
sse 1 0~6 
sse 10P-7 
SSC 1088 




sse 10 0 3 





















WRITE (6. leo) 
WRITF (6, lSI) CA~R,CBML 
IF (IWGLT .E~. 2) WRITE (6. 182) 
WRITE (6, leo) 
IF (IWING .NE. 0 .AND. IWGLT • NE. 1) WRITE (6, 183) eBTR,CBTL 
IF (IWGLT .EQ. 1) ~~ITE (6, lR4) CBTR,CBTL 
X(4.JP) = ALP~AQ 0 Ig0. / pI 
X(5.JP) = CLT 
X(6,JP) = COT 
X(7,JP) = Ct.4T 
x(e,JP) = CRMR 
Y(l,JP) = CLPP 
Y(2,JP) = CSL 
Y(3.JP) = CLVS 
Y(4,JP) = CDPP 
Y(5,JP) = COVL 
Y(6.JP) = Covs 
Y (7, JP) = CtAT 
Y(8,JP) = CSXL 
Y(9,JP) = Ct.4VS 
Y ClO,JP) = CAV 
ALP = ALPHAQ + ALPIN 
IWIN~ = JWI~IG 
CONTINUE 
IF (IALP .EQ. 1) GO TO 1 
CALL OUPT (X,y,NALP) 
GO TO 1 
STOP 
FORfoAAT (~Flo.6) 
FOR~AT (8 (fiX, 14» 
FOR~AT (10X,8~HALF SW=.EI2.5.10X,SHCQEF=,E12.S) 
FOR~AT (6F11).C;) 
FOR~AT (lHO,40HooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooOOOO) 
FORMAT (IHO.I0HINPUT DATA) 
FORfoAAT (lHO,44HPANFL ENDPOINT COORDINATES AND FDGE SLOpES = ) 
FOR~AT (l HO,26HCONTROL POINT COOROINATES=) 
FO~MAT (/4X.3HXCP,7x,3H V e p ,7x,3Hzep,7x,3Hxep,7X,3HVCP,7X,3H7CP) 
FORMAT (/4X,2HX1,8X.2HX2,eX,2HYl.8X,2HY2.ex.2HRP,6X,2HBP) 
FOP MAT (13A6) 




















SSC 11 i6 
sse 11 j7 
sse 11 i 8 





















IS2 FORMAT (/20X,42HXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX) 
IS3 FOR~AT CI20X,32~PRESSURE DI~TRIBUTION AT ALPHA =,F8.3,2X.4HDEG.) 
IS4 FORMAT C/20X.43HPRES~URE DISTRIBUTION AT ALPHA = 1.0 PADIAN) 
ISS FOR~AT C/3X,6HVOPTEX,14X,2HXV,17X,2HYV,19X.2HCP) 
156 FORMAT C/3X,6HVORTEX,14X,2HXV,17X,2HYV.1 7X,8HCPCLEFT),12X, 9HCP(RI 
IGHT) ) 
157 FORMAT (6X,I3,4C10X.FI0.5» 
158 FOR~ATC/9X,3HY/S,11x,9HCLCRIGHT),6X,8HCLCLEFT).10X,2HCM,12X.3HCDI, 
112X,4HCS*C,11X,3HCAV) 
159 FORMAT C/4X,42HTHE FOLLOWI~G ARE THE TAIL CHARACTERISTTCS) 
160 FORMAT (/4X,45HTHE FOLLOWI~IG ARE THE WINGLFT CHARACTERISTICS) 
161 FORMAT C8(5X,FIO.S» 
162 FOR~AT C/2X,24HTOTAL LIFT COEFFICIENT =.FI0.5) 
163 FOR~AT (/2X,32HTOTAL INDUCED DRAG COEFFIC!ENT =,FI0.5) 
164 FCP~AT C/2X.28HTHE INDUCED DRAG PARA~ETER =,F10.5) 
165 FORMAT C/2X,35HTOTAL PITCHH'G MC~ENT COEFFICIENT =,FI0.5) 
166 FORMAT (/2X.4HKP =.FI0.5.3X,6HKVLE =.FI0.5,3X,6HKVSE =,FI0.5) 
167 FORMAT CI2X.5~X~p =qFI0.5,3X,6HXBLE =,FI0.5,3X.6HX~SE =,FI0.5) 
168 FOR~AT C/66HTHF ~OLLOWING PARA~ETERS ARE USFD IN THE METHOD OF SUC 
ITION ANALOGy) 
169 FOR~AT (/5X,27HTHE WING LIFT COEFFICIENT =,FI0.5) 
170 FORMAT (/5X.35HT~E '~ING INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT =.FI0.5) 
171 FORMAT (/5X,3eHTHE WING PITCHING MOMENT COEFFTrIENT =.FIO.5) 
172 FORMAT C/SX,27HT~E TAIL LIFT COEFFICIENT =.F10.5.21H(BASED ON WING 
1 AREA),,2X'IH=,FI0.5.20H(8ASED ON TAIL AREA» 
173 FOqMAT (/5X.65HTHE TAIL PITCHING MOME~T COEFFIrIENT BASED ON REFER 
lENCE WING AREA) 
174 FORMAT (/I0X.49HAND MEAN WING CHORD, AND REFERRED TO THE Y-AXIS =, 
1 FlO.5) 
175 FORMAT (/5X,6~H(NOTE. THE INDUCED DRAG COMPUTATION IS FOR SYMMETPI 
lCAL LOADING ONLY» 
176 FCqMAT CI12Xt63HTHE FOLLOWING BENDING MOMENT COEFFICIFNT IS BASED 
ION Q~S*(8/2),,/15X.9~WHERE S =,FI0.5,2X,9HA~n B/2 =.Fln.5) 
177 FOPMAT C/QX,3HY/S.11X,9H~MCRIGHT),6X,8H~MCLFFT» 
17~ FORMAT (/4X.66HTHE FOLLOWING ARE THE TAIL CHARACTERISTTCS RASED ON 
1 TAIL GFOMETRy,,/10x.9HWHERE S =,F10.5.2X.9~AND B/2 =.FI0.5) 
179 FOq·'AT C/4X,68HTHF FOLLOWING ARE THE WINGLET rHARACTEPISTICS BASED 
1 ON WIN~ GEOMETRy,/I0X99~W~ERE S =,FI0.5'2X,9HA~D B/2 =,FI0.5) 
1~0 FORMAT (lHO) 
181 FORMAT C2X'6~HTHE BENDING MOMENT COF-FFICIENT ~ASEO ON wINr. HALF 5P 
IAN ANO ~ING ARFA, 115X.18HAT THE WING ROOT =.F10.6,2X,~HCPIGHT)., 
22x.1H=.F10.~,2X,6HCLEFT» 
182 FORMAT (/2X,6SHCNOTE. EFFECT OF WINGLET ON WING-ROOT BENDING MOMEN 
IT HAS NOT BEEN/8X,22HINCLUDED IN THE ABOVE» 
IB3 FOP~AT (2X,68HT~E RENDING ~O~ENT COEFFICIFNT BASED ON TAIL HALF SP 
IAN AN~ TAIL A~EA./15X,18HAT THE TAIL ROOT =,FIO.6,2X.8HCRIGHT)" 
22X.lH=,F10.6,2X.6HCLEFT» 
184 FOR~AT (?X'6~HTHE BENDING MOMENT COEFFICIENT RASED ON WING HALF ~P 












































SSC 11 AO 











SIX = 2.4494897 
A~2 = S~RT(AM6AM-1.) 
BETAI = ATAN(1./A~2) 
TANAI = SIN(8ETAI)/COS(BETAI) 
ATB = ATAN(SIX 6TANBI) 
eETA = BETAI - ABS(ALP) 
N = 1 
10 TAN8 = SIN(BETA)/CO~cBETA) 
F = -APS(ALP)+BETA-BETAI-SIX 6 CATANCSIX6TANB)-ATB) 
FP = -5./(1.+6.6TAN~6TAN~) 
BET = £lETA -F/FP 
IF (N .GE. 10) GO TO 20 
IF CAP-S(BET_BETA) .LE. 1.E-4) GO TO 20 
N = tl + 1 
BETA = BET 
GO TO 10 
?O SB = SIN(BET)~62/(1.4-COSC?~BET» 
SBI = SIN(BETAI)~62/C1.4-COS(2.~BETAI» 


































SUBROUTINE CONTRL (F,Nl,N2,E,OETA,ALP,XK,NCON,KZ) 
DI~ENs!ON F(5,20), XK(I), XI(20), CPN(20), CPX(20), CP(20), C(20), 
1 XJ(20) 
OI~ENSION AC20,20), B(20,20), S(20), 0(20) 
OI~ENSION KARRAY(7) 
PI = 3.141592"5 
SETDIM IS TO SET UP APRAY TABLES FOR ~ATRIX INVERS!ON, AND ~AY NOT 
eE NEEDED IN OTHF-P COMPUTER SYSTE~S 
LC = 5 
SINA = SIN CALP) 
IF (N2.NE.0) LC = 6 
N = Nl+N2 
IF (N?NE.O) GO TO 3 
00 1 I = I,N 
FCKZ,!) = .95 
XJ(I)=XK(I)/I00. 
XJ(N+l)=l. 
DO 2 I=I,N 
xp= 0.5 o (I.-COS«2. OI-l.)oPI/(2.oN») 
CPNCI)=4.*SQRT«1.-XP)/XP) 
GO TO S3 
TAU=ACOS(2.OE-l.) 
DO 4 1= ltN 
F(KZ,I) = .95 
XF = O. 
El = E' 
~W = Nl 
IN = 1 
JJ = 0 
CONTINUE 
00 7 I = I,NW 
Jl = I+JJ 
XJ(Jl) = XE + O.SO(I.-COS(CI-l.)*PI/NW»*EI 
XP = XE+0. 50 C1.-COS(C2.0!-I.)oPI/(2.oNW»)oEI 




GO TO 7 
CPNeJl) = 4. ° SORTeCl. - xP) I XP) 
CONTINUE 






















































IN = IN+l 
JJ = NW 
NW = Nt' 
XE = E 
E1 = l.-E 
GO TO 5 
XJ(N+I) = 1. 
L = 1 
CONTINUE 
DO 10 J = I,N 
XI(J) = xJ(J) + F(I<Z,J) .. (XJeJ+l) - XJ(J» 
DO 11 I = I,N 
00 11 J=I,N 
R = ABS«XJ(J)-XI(I»/(XJ(J+l)-XI(I») 
8 ( I ,J) = ALoe; (R) 
CONTINUE 
HE~INV IS A MATRIX INVERSION ROUTINE. B IS THE MATRI~ TO BE 
INVERTED, N IS THE ~ATRIX SIZE, AND 0 IS A wnPKING ARRAY. THE 
INVERTED ~ATRIX IS RETURNED IN B. 
I<ARRAY(l) = 10 
I<ARRAy(2) = N 
I<ARRAY(3) = N 
I<ARRAY(4) = 0 
I<APRAy(5) = 20 
I<ARRAY(6) = 0 
KARRAy(7) = 0 
CALL MATOPS(I<APRAy,~,J,JEL) 
DO 13 I=I,N 
CP (I) = o. 
DO 13 J=I,N 
IF (NCON.NE.O) GO TO 12 
W = 4."PI 
GO TO 13 
W = SINA ~ 4. ~ PI 
IF (J.EQ.Nl) W=~+2.~PI~DETA 
IF (J .GT. Nl) w = 4. ~ PI ~ (DETA + SINA) 
CP(I) = CP(T)+A(I,J)~W 
SUM = o. 
DO 14 I=I.N 
SUM = SUM + (CPN(I)-CP(I»~(CPN(I)-CP(I» 
StU = SQRT(SUM) 



















































IF (S(U.GE.S(L-U) GO TO 21 
CONTINUE 
DO 16 I=l.N 
CPX(I) = O. 
DO 16 K = 1.N 
CPX(I) = CPX(I) + CP(K)~(1./(XJ(K)-XI(I»-1./(XJ(K.1)-XI(I» ) 
DO 18 I = l.N 
DO 11 J = 1.N 
A(J,I) = O. 
DO 11 K =l,N 
W = o. 
IF (K.EQ.I) W = CPX(I) 
A(J.I) = A(J.I)+BeJ.K)~W 
CONTINUE 
CALL ~ATOPS(KAPRAY.A.J.JEL) 
DO lQ I = 1,N 
C(I) = o. 
DO 19 K = l.N 
C(I)=C(I)+A(I.K)~(CPN(K)-CP(K» 
DO 20 I = 1,N 
XI(!) = xI(I).C(!) 
FelfZ,I) =-(XI(I)-XJ(I»/eXJ(I+l)-XJ(I» 
IF (F(t<Z.I) .GT. 1.) F(KZ,I) = .95 
IF (F(KZ,I) .LT. 0.) F(K7.I) = .85 
CONTINUE 
L = L + 1 





































SUBROUTINE SOLUTN CGAMMA,AW,CA,LPANEL,LPAN1,SSO,CSn,TA,ALPH,ZeOX, 
lZeOY.IALP,COSA,~INA,COSAT,SINAT,IWING,XCP,YCP.NW,JP,KNT,OUM.O~,IQ) 
OI~ENSION GAM~ACl), AWel), CACl), 550(1), CSOCl), TACI). ALPH(I), 
lZeOX(!), XCP(11, YCpe!), NW(l), BW(200) 




IZ = 1 





DO 13 NI=I,LPA~EL 
IA=NI-~M+NCW 
IF CIA.GT.NW(1» GO TO 1 
I=NI-NW(2)OCIZ-l) 
GO TO 2 
I=NI+LPANI-NW(1)oIZ 
CONTINUE 
CSX = CSDCIZ) 
CZY = SSOCIZ) 
IF (KNT .EO. I .AND. JP .NE. 1) GO TO 4 
~EAD C02) (AW(~).K=l.LPANEL) 




no 3 K=I,LpANEL 
CD= Cs("CIP) 
SO = SS"CIP) 
DWASH = AWCK)OCD + BW(K)OSO 
SWASH = -AWCK)050 • BW(K)oCD 
AW(K) = CSXoD~ASH - SWASHoCZY 
IF CK .IT. Ml) GO TO 3 
Ml = ~l • Nl 
IP = IP • 1 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF CIALP.EQ.l) GO TO 6 






ASH 1 ~8 
SOL 8 
SOL 9 
















































CS = COSA 
SS = SINA 
IF (IWING.NE.O.ANO.IZ.GT.IWING) GO TO 5 
GO TO 7 
CS = COC;AT 
SS = SINAT 
GO TO 1 
CS = O. 
SS = 1. 
FAC = 1. 
COZDX = o. 
GO TO ?2 
CDZDX = (-TA(I7)+Z8DX(I)*ALPH(IZ»/(ALPH(I7)+7.RDX(I)*TA(IZ» 
CONTH'UE 
AW(Ll) = (-CDZOX*CS + CSX*SS)*2. 
DUM(NI)=AW(Ll) 
IF (KNT .EO. 0) GO TO 9 
IF (JP .NE. 1) r.o TO 12 
DO 8 K = I,LPANEL 
DQ(NI,K)=AW(K) 
GO TO 12 
CONTINUE 
IF (NY.EO.I) GO TO 10 
It<'=NI 
VMSEQN IS A SURROUTINE TO SOLVE SI~UTANEOUS EQUATIONS RY VECTOP 
~ETHOD. WHILE THE ~ATRIX IS NOT INVERTED. 
CALL VMSEQN CNJ.IK.AW,GA~~A,CA) 
GO TO 12 
DO 11 K = I.LPANEL 
GA~~A(K) = -AW(~+I)/AW(1) 
NJ = NJ-l 
TF (NI.LT.~M) GO TO 13 
t.4~ = M,..+NN 
IZ = IZ + 1 
CONTINUE 
IF (KNT .EO. 0) GO TO 17 
IF (JP .NE. 1) GO TO 15 




























































DO 14 I = 1,LPANEL 
~RITE (03) (DO(I,K).K=I,LPANEL) 
REWIND 03 
DO 16 I = 1.LPANEL 
GAt-4f.1A(I) = O. 
READ (03) (AW (K) .K=1 ,LPANEL) 
00 16 J = 1.LPANEL 
GA~t-4A<I) = GA~MA(I) - AW(J) ~ OUM(J) 
CONTINUE 




00 21 NI=I.LPANEL 
IA=NI-~M+NCw 
IF (I A • GT • NW ( 1» GO TO 1 9 
I=NI-NW(2)~(tZ-l) 
GO TO 20 
I=NI+LPANI-NW(I)~IZ 
GAt-4t-4A(I)=AW(NI) 








































SUBROUTINE OUPT (X,y,NALP) 
OIMEN~ION X(21.41), Y(21,41) 
WRITE (6, 5) 
WRITE (6, 6) 
W~ITE (6, 5) 
WRITE (6, 7) 
WRITE (6, 8) 
00 1 I = 1.NALP 
1 WRITE (6,9) X(4,I),X(5,I),)C(6.I),X(7,I).X(8.I) 
WRITE (6. 10) 
W~ITE (6, 11) 
DO 2 I = 1,NALP 
T = Y(l,I) + Y(2.I) + Y(3,I) 
2 WR I TE (6. q) X C 4.1) ,y Cl • I ) , Y (2, I ) • Y (3, I ) ,T 
WRITE (6, 12) 
00 3 I = 1,NALP 
T = Y(4,I) + Y(5.!) + Y(6,I) 
3 WRITE (6. 9) X (4.1) ,Y(4.I) .Y(5tI) ,Y(6tI) ,T,Y(lO,I) 
WRITE (6, 13) 
DO 4 I = 1,NALP 
T = Y(7,I) + y(a.I) + Y(9.I) 
4 WRITE (6,9) X(4.I),Y(7,I),Y(8,I),Y(9,I),T 
RETURN 
5 FOR~AT (/5X,40~XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX) 
6 FORMAT (/7X,36~OVEP-ALL AEPCOYNA~IC CHARACTEPISTICS) 
7 FOPMAT (1118X.13HATTACHEO FLOW) 
p FORMAT (/4X.5HALo~A,7X,2HCL,7X,3HCOI,aX,2HC~.8X,2HC8/) 
9 FOPMAT C3X,F8.4,S(2X.F8.S» 
10 FORMAT (1118X.14HSFPARATED FLOW) 
11 FOR~AT (/4X.5HALPHA,5X,3HCLP,7X,6HCLV.LE,5X.6HCLV,~E,6X,3HCL I) 
12 FORMAT (/4X.5HALPHA,~x,3HCDP,7X,6HCOV.LE,5X.6~COV,S~.6X,3HCOI,7)(. 
13HCAV/) 








































SUBROUTINE ZCDX (X.y.ZC,ZCX.ZCY) 
CAMBER SURFACE FOR L.C. S~UIRE'S WING 7 IN ARC CP-924 
Fl = 4. o Y/X 
F2 = Flo06 
F3 = F20Fl 
ZC = -.075o xoF3 
ZCX = .45 0 F3 




















CO~MON ITWSTll NYM,YTS(21),AYC1,20),BYC1,20),CCYC1,20),DYC1,20) 
PI = 3.14159265 
K = 1 
IF CY .GE. YTSCK) .AND. Y .IT. YTSCI<+1» GO TO 2 
I< = ~ + 1 . 
IF (I< .GE. NY~) GO TO 3 
GO TO 1 
Sp.t = Y - YTS(K) 
ATW = AYC1.K) ~S~~SM~SM + RY(l,l<) ~SM*SM + CCYC1,K) * SM + OYC1,K) 
ATW = ATW * PI I 180 s 
GO TO 5 
IF CY .IT. YTSCl) GO TO 4 
I< = ~lyM - 1 
GO TO 2 
K = 1 































SURROUTINE ZCP CX,Y,ZCX,ZR,ICAM,Xl,X2,CHO~D,n7DY,IMT,IST) 













































ZR = O. 
ZCX=O. 
DZDY = O. 
IF (YCAM .EO. U GO TO 5 
IF (ICAM .NE. 3) GO TO 6 
1=1 
IF (Y .GE. YLEFCItl) .AND. Y .LT. YLEF(I,2» GO TO ? 
IF( I .GE. 1ST) GO TO 6 
I = I + 1 
IF (I .EO. lU GO TO 6 
GO TO 1 
Y~=YLF(I,l)+SLPl(I)~(X-XLF(I,1» 
KCON=O 
IF (KY.NE.100) ~O TO 3 
XB=XLF (1,1) 
IF (SLPl(I).GT.l.E-l~) XB=XLF(1,l)+(Y-YLF(I,I»/SLPl(I) 
DX=X2/(XB-X1) 
IF (A8S(l.-DX).LE.O.1) KCON=1 
IF crCON.EQ.I) GO TO 4 
CONTINUE 
IF (Y .LT. YP) RETURN 
CONTINUE 
TEST1=PNLEF(X,Y,XLF,YLF,1,1,2) 
IF (AR5(TESTll .LT. I.E-8 .~ND. Y .GE. YLF(I,l» TESTI = 1.E-8 
IF (TESTl.LT.O.) RETURN 
TEST2=PNLEF(X,y.XLF,YLF,I,4,3) 
IF (~RS(TEST2) .LT. I.E-8 .AND. Y .LE. YLF(I,3» TEST? = -1.E-8 
IF CTF.ST2. GT.O.) RETURN 
ZR = -XNF(I)/ZNF(I) 
DZOY = -yNF(I)/ZNF(I) 
D=-XNF(I>*XLF(I,I)-YNFCI)*YLF(I,I) 
ZCX = -(D + XNF(I)*X + YNF(I)*Y) I ZNF(I) 











FUNCTION PNLEF (X,Y,XLF,YLF,I,J,K) 













CO~MON ICAMPI ICAM,IM(10),XT(10,21),AAM(10,20),BBM(10,?0), 
1CC~CIO,20)'DD~(10,20).YTC10),CURVe10).CHND(10) 
DIMENSION ZZ(2), ZX(?). XX(2), ZY(2), ZQ(2', e(lS) 
I = IMT 
ZZ(2) = O. 
IF (J .NE. 0) GO TO 2 
1=1 
1 IF (Y. GE. YT e I) • AND. Y • LT. YT (I + 1» GO TO 2 
I = I + 1 
IF cI .GT. 1ST) GO TO 17 
GO TO 1 
17 IF ( Y • l T. YT ( 1 » 1=1 
IF (y .GT. YT(r~T» 1= IST-1 
2 CONTINUE 
IK = 1 
XF = o. 
YF = Y 
ICV = CURveI) 
IF (rcv .EO. 1) GO TO 3 
XF1 = XT(I,2) 6 CHNDeI) 
IF (ARSCDDM(I,l» .lE •• 0001) XF1 = XTCI.l)6CHNOCI) 
XF2 = XT(I+1.2) 6 CHNDCI+1) 
YF = Cy-yT(I» I (YTcI+l)-YT(I» 
XF = (XFl+(XF2-XF1)6YF)/CHORO 
IF (Xl .GE. XF) GO TO 3 
FAC = CHND(I+l) 
IF (FAC .lr •• 0001) FAC = 1. 
DELTA = DDMCI,I)6CHNOCI) + (DDM(I+l.1)6FAC - DD MCI.1)6CHND(I»6YF 
DELTA = DELTA/CHORD 
IF (IM(I) .GT. 2) ZQ(l) = DDM(I.2) 0 CHNn(I) 
IF (I~(l) .lE. ?) ZO(1) = (CCM(l.1) + DDM(I,1) 6 CHNI)(I) 
IF (YM(I+1) .(;T. 2) ZO(2) = DD~(I+1,2)6FAC 
IF (IM(l+l) .lE. 2) ZO(2) = (CCM(I+l,1) + DD~cI+1,l» 6 FAC 
01< = cza(1) + (70(2) - ZO(1» 0 YF) / CHORD 
DELTA = DELTA - 01< 
GO TO 10 
3 K = 1 
zp = o. 
zcx = o. 
IF (YCV .Eo. 0) GO TO 16 

























































IF (I< .GE. I~(l» GO TO 6 
GO TO 4 
S~=X-XT(I,I<) 
ZZ(IK) = 3.~AAMeI.K)~SM~S~ • 2.~B8~(I,K)~SM • CC~(I,K' 
ZXeIK) = AA~(I,K)~S~~SM~SM • 88M(I.K)~S~~SM + CCM(t.K)~SM + DDM(I, 
1K) 
GO TO 8 
IF (X .IT. XTeI.I» GO TO 7 
K = I~ (I) - 1 
GO TO 5 
K=1 
GO TO 5 
IF (IK .EQ. 2) GO TO 9 
IF (lMT .NE. 0) GO TO 15 
I = I • 1 
IK = IK • 1 
GO TO 3 
YF = ey - YT(I-l» / (YTeI) - YT(I-U) 
ZCX = ZX(l) - eZXe1'-ZX(2»~YF 
ZP = ZZ(1) - eZZ(1) - ZZ(2» ~ yF 
GO TO 16 
CONTINUE 
IF (XF .GT. Xl .AND. XF .IT. X2) GO TO 11 
IF (X2 .lE. XF) GO TO 14 
IF (Xl .GE. XF) ZP = o. 
GO TO 16 
PI = 3.14159265 
IF (X .IT. XF) ZCX = DElTA~<1.-X/XF) • DK 
IF ()t .GE. XF) zex = o. 
JP = 15 
C(l) = -DELTA 
DO 12 J=2,JP 
XNPIXF = eJ-l)~PI~XF 
CeJ) = -2.~DElTA*SINeXNPIXF'/XNPIXF 
CONTINUE 
ZP = o. 
DO 13 J=l.JP 
XNPIX = eJ -l)OPI*X 
Z~ = lP + CeJ)~COS(XNPIX) 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 16 
ZP = -OELTA/XF 
ZCX = OELTA~<1._X/XF) + OK 
GO TO 16 
ZR = 1Z (1) 
























































SUBPOUTINE BENDIN CNC,CL,R~,IWING,BREAK,SUMM,StJMT,NWING,HALFSH.HAL 
IFBH,DC,DS,IWGLT) 
OI~ENSION A(30), 8M(1), H(30), PHI(30), BREAKCl), eLc!) 
DIMENSION DC(l), OS(I) 
COMMON IGEOMI HALFSW.XCP(200),YCP(200),ZCP(200),XLE(100),YLE(100), 
lXTE (100) ,PSI (30) ,CH(IOO) ,XV(200) .YV(200) .SN(20.2) .XN(;?00.4) .YN(200 
2.4),BPPIM(200,4),WIDTH(7).yCONCSl),SWEEP(lOO).HALFR.SJ(31.7) 
3,ZN(200,4) 








I~ CIWGLT .EO. 1) HAR=HALFB 
IF CIwGLT .EO. ?) AREA=HALFSW 
IF cIWGLT .Ea. 2) HA~=HALFe 
00 10 I=I.NC 
M=NC-I.l 
IF (I.NE.NC) DYHEFC=DC(M)oDC(M-l)+DS(M)ODS(M-l) 
IF CI.NE.NC) nrHEFS=OSC~)oDCCM-l)-OCCM)ODSC~-I) 
IF (I .EO. NC) DIHEFC=l. 
IF CI .Ea. NC) OIHEFS=O. 
WSPAN=wIDTHCM)OO.S 
MM=Ml(M)-l 
M~1 = MIcM) 
Ffot = ""~1 
IF (M .Ea. NWING) APEA=HALFSW 
I~ eM .EG. NwING) HAB=HAL~e 
00 1 J=I,MM 
FJ = J 
JJ=NST+J 
CHOPD=CH(JJ) 




00 3 J=I,MMI 
A(J)=O. 




















































00 2 K=I,MM 
AeJ) = A(J)+HeK)*COS«FJ-l.)*PHI(K» 
IF e J.EQ. 1) ACJ) = A(J)/Fp.. 
IF (J .NE. 1) AeJ)=A(J)*2./FM 
CONTINUE 
00 6 K=I,MMI 
JI<=f.4"'I-'< 
KI<=JK+~IST 
IF eK .EO. MM1) GO TO S 
BSPAN=RRE AK ef.4)-VLEeKK)+WSPAN 
SUf.4=Ael)o(ePI-PHleJK»oRSPAN+SINCPHIeJK»oWSPAN)-O.S*A(2)*WSPAN*e 
IPI-PHI(JK)-SIN(2.*PHI(JK)'/2.,-A(2,*SIN(PHI(JK»*BSPAN 










Pl=A(I)*PI oWSPAN/C2. oAREA*HAe) 
SUMF=eSUMF+Pl)ODIHEFC-SU~S*DIHEFS 
SUf.4s=esUMF+Pl)OOIHEFS+SUMSoDIHEFC 
IF eM .EC. eNWING+l) .AND. IWING .NE. 0) GO TO 7 
GO TO 8 
SUMT=SUMJA 




IF el .EO. NC) GO TO 9 
NST=NST- JA leM-l).l 


















































C ADICMX COMPUT~S AERO~YNAMIC DOWNWASH INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
C USING WOO~WAPUtS MET~OO. AN OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM ELIMINATES 
C REDUNDANT EVALUATIONS OF THE LIFTING SURFACE INTEGRAL AT CORNERS 




DIMEN~ION XN(200,4), YN(200,4), ZN(200,4), PPPIM(200,4), WSTUFF(20 
10,4). XCp(l), YCP(l), ZCP(l), AW(l), YE'REAK(ll. B(2), RW(l), V(4), 
2 OCOS(1), USIN(l), VST(200,4), W(4), TWO(2), CON(Z), A(2) 
DIMENSION NW(I), YLE(I), MI(I) 
DATA TWO/l.,-I.I.CON/.25,.5/,EPSLON/I.E-81 
PAl = 3.1415Q265 
PI2 = PAI/2. 
IWING = MAX 
C MACH NUMAEP R~GI~E 
IJ=1 
C 
IF (AM.GE.l.O) IJ=2 
8ETAl=1.0/SQPT(ABS(1.0-AM~AM» 
C MULTIPLY PANEL SLOPES AY TANAENT OF MACH ANGLE 
PAIBET=1.0/(BETA1*PAI) 
00 1 I=l,N 
00 1 J=1,4 
1 BpPIM(I,J)=AETAl*BPRtM(I.J) 
C 
C OOWNWASH MATRIX COMPUTATION 
C I IS INFLUENCED PANEL 
C J IS INFLUENCING PANEL 
C K IS CORNER OF PANEL J 
C II IS THE SI~E OF SYMMETPIC AIPPLANE PEING CONSIOERED 
C 
F5=O.O 
IPN = 1 













































MM=NCW ADI 44 
NN=NCW ADI 45 
ZP = o. ADI 46 
YB = O. ADI 47 
Y8B = o. ADI 48 
DO 46 NI=l,N ADI' 49 
I A=N I -~Hol +NCW ADI 50 
IF (IA.GT.NW(ll ) GO TO 2 ADI 51 
I=Nr-NW(2)~(I7-1) ADI 52 
GO TO 3 ADI 53 
2 I=NI+NI-NW(1)~I7 ADI 54 
3 CONTINUE ADT SCi 
IPM = 1 ADI 56 
IW = 1 ADI ~7 
NL=NCW ADI 58 
t-1,..=NCW ADI 59 
LZ = 1 ADI 60 
LCON = foAl Cl ) 
-
1 ADI 61 
7A = o. ADI 62 
YA = O. ADI 63 
YAA = o. ADI fl4 
IY=Q ADI 6S 
DO 42 NJ=I,N ADI 66 
IP=NJ-N~+NCw ADI 67 
IF CIR.GT.NW(l) ) GO TO 4 ADI (,8 
J=NJ-NW(2)~CIW-l) ADI 69 
GO TO S ADI 70 
4 J=NJ+NI-NW(1)~IW ADI 71 
r:; CONTINUE ADI 72 
JQ=NJ-IY ADT 73 
00 36 K=1.4 ADI 74 
IF CIW.EQ·ll GO TO 10 AOI 75 
IF CIW.EQ. CLCON+ll) GO TO 10 ADI 76 
IF (JQ.EQ.l) GO TO 9 ADI 77 
IF (K.EQ.4) GO TO 11 ADI 7~ 
IF (1<-2) 8. 7, 6 ADT 79 
6 W(K'=WSTU FF CNJ-NL,4) ADI PO 
V(I<)=V5T(NJ-NL,4) ADI 81 
GO TO 3S ADI A2 
7 W(K'=WSTU FF CNJ-l,4) ADI ~3 
V(K)=V5TCNJ-l.4) ADI 84 
GO TO 35 ADI A5 -
102 
c 
~ WeK)=WSTUFF CNJ-l,31 
VCK)=VST(NJ-l.3) 
GO TO 35 
q IF (K.EQ.2.0P.K.Ea.4) GO TO 11 
IF (K.Ea.3) GO TO 6 
WCKI=WSTUFFCNJ-NL,Z) 
V(K)=V~TCNJ-NL,?} 
GO TO 35 
10 IF eJQ.EG.U GO TO 11 
IF (K.Ea.3.0P.K.EQ.4) GO TO 11 
IF (K.EG.l) GO TO B 
IF Ct<'.EQ.2) GO TO 7 





C KK IS PANEL SLOPE SIGN FLAG 
KK=l 
IF CRP~.GE.o.O) GO TO 12 
KK=2 
8PM=-RP~ 
12 IF CSPM.LE.EPSLON) ePM=O.O 
IF CARSCBP~-l.).LE.EPSLON) PP~=l.O 
8P~2=PPM*tjPM 
PP=A8S(1.-~Pt-42) 
IF CIJ.EG.2) 8A=SQQTC8R) 





C y-PRIME OEPENDS ON II 
IS~ = 2 
C CHECK IF VEPTICAL TAIL EXI~TS 
IF (IV.EQ.l.ANO.IW.GT.IWING) IS~=l 
ACZ) = O. 
8(2) = o. 
00 34 II=l, ISM 
PS = OSINCIW) 
















AD I 100 










AD I 111 
ADI 112 
AD! 113 
AD I 114 
~DI 115 
AD I 116 
~D I 117 
ADI lIB 










QS = OSINeIz) 
QC = nCOSeIz) 
zc = ZCP(I)+ze+(YCpeI)-YB)~QS 
ZK = ZNeJ,K)+zA+eYNeJ.K)-YA)~PS 
DELZ = ZC-ZK 
YC = YRB+(YCpet)-Y8)~QC 
YK = YAA+(YN(J,K)-YA)~PC 
DELY = TWO(II)~YC-YK 
ZPPI~ = -UELY~PS+DEL7*PC 
SZ=SIGN(1.,ZPPIM) 
YPRI~ = OELY~PC+DELZ~PS 
IF (KK.EQ.2) YPRIM=-YPPIM 
P2=YPPIM~YPRIM+ZPRIM~ZPRIM 
GO TO e 14, 18), I J 
C SUBSONIC pEGIME 
C 
C FOP COMPUTfRS OTHEP THAN THE C~C 6000 SERIES, THE FOLLOWING 
C COMPUTATIONS ~AY PEnUIPE DOUBLE PRECISION EVALUATldN IF 
C EITHEP All OP A4 IS LESS THAN (-1000.) 
C 
14 PPM = SQPT(B2) 
DPM = SQPT(81+A2) 
Al = XIPRIt-A+DPt-A 





sn = SnRT(A3*A3+A33) 
SQA3=1./SQ 
A4=A2*SQA3 
IF (All.GT.(-lnoo.» Fl = ALOG(Al1+SQRT(Al1*Al1+1.» 
IF (Al1.LE.(-1000.» CALL F eXIPRIM,RQ,FI) 




GO TO 16 











AD I 136 
ADI 137 
ADI 138 
ADI 13 q 
ADI 140 










AD liS 1 








AD I 160 
ADI161 
ADI 162 













IF (A5.GT.EPSLON) F5=ALOG(A5) 
F6=A1/R2 
IF (ARS(ZPRI~).LT.EPSLON) GO TO 17 
G1=BPMORPMoRP~-XIPRI~oYPRIM 
F3 = ATAN2(ZPRr~oOPM.G1) 
F4 = -ATAN2(ZPPI~,YPRIM) 
GO TO 33 
17 AK = XIPRIM_~P~oYPRIM 
F3 = n. 
F4 = O. 
AKY = -YPRIMoAK 
IF (AAS(AKy) .~E. EPSLON) F3 = ATAN2(0 •• AKY) 
I~ (ABS(YPRI~) .GE. EPSLON) F4 = -ATAN2(0.,YPRIM) 
GO TO 33 
C SUPERSONIC REGIMF 
18 A1=tl2 
A2=SQPT (A 1) 
F3 = O. 
F4 = O. 
FS = 1'1. 




IF (8pM2.GE.l.) GO Tn 33 
TEST=YPRIM-RPMoXTPRIM 
IF (XIPRIM.EQ.A2) GO TO 1q 
IF (YPRI~ .LE. 0.) GO TO 33 
CONTL=RPMoYPPIM+RpoABS(7PRIM) 
IF (XIPRI~-CONTL) 33. 20, 19 
19 IF (TEST> 33, ?O, ~1 
20 F2=1.~7079633/P8 
F3=PI2°SZ 
GO TO 33 
21 F2=PAI/B8 
F3=PAIoSZ 
GO TO 33 
AD! 170 
AD I 171 































AD I l»03 
ADI l»04 
ADI 205 
AD I l»(lF. 
AD! l»07 
ADI 208 














IF IBPM2.EQ.l.) GO TO 31 
IF IBPM2.GT.l.0) GO TO 32 
F2=ll./BB) * ACOSCA7/A6) 
23 G1=8PM*AI-XIPRIM*YPRIM 
IF IZPRIM) 24, 25, 24 
24 FTR=r,I/SQRT(Al*(A4*A4+A5» 
IF (FTR .LE. -1.) r,0 TO 29 
IF (FTR .GE. 1.) GO TO 26 
FTR=ACOS(FTR)*S7 
GO TO 30 
?5 IF (PPM) 26, 28. 27 
26 FTR=O. 
GO TO 30 
27 IF (A4) 26, 28, 29 
28 FTR=PI2 
GO TO 30 
29 FTR=P~I*SZ 
30 F3=FTR 
GO TO 33 
31 F2=SQ~I/(XIpRIM-YPRIM) 
GO TO 23 
32 A8=A7/A6 
F2=(I./B8)*ALOGIAA+SQRTIA8*A8-1.0» 




S~j2 = 2.*PS*PC 
CS2 = pC*PC-PS*PS 
WCK) = A(I)+A(2,*CS2+SC2'*SN2 
V(K) = B(1)+AC2,*SN2-AC2)*CS2 







































AD I 24Q 
ADI 21:\0 











IF (NJ.LT.NM.OR.NJ.EQ.N) GO TO 42 
IF CIW.EQ.CLCON+l» GO TO 31 
GO TO 38 
31 LZ = lZ + 1 
LCON = LCON + Ml(LZ) - 1 
38 CONTINUE 
IW = !w+1 
NM = NM+NL 
IY = IY+NL 
IF (IWING.NE.~.AND.Iw.EQ.CIWING+l» GO TO 39 
IF (IW .EQ. CNCS+l) GO TO 42 
IF (YLE(IW).LT.YRPEAKCIPM» GO TO 42 
3q ZA = 7A + (YBREAKCIPM)-YA) ~ OSINCIW-l) 
YAA = yAA + CYBREAKCIP~) - VA) ~ DCOSCIW-1) 
YA = Y~PEAKCIPM) 
IF CIWING.NE.O.ANO.IW.EQ.(IWING+l» GO TO 40 
GO TO 41 
40 IF (tWGL.~Q.l) GO TO 41 
ZA = O. 
YA = O. 
YAA = o. 
IF (IWGL.NE.2) GO TO 41 
ZA = YAREAK(NC-2)~DSINC1) 
YAA = YBpEA~CNC-2) ~ DC05(1) 
YA = Y~REAK(NC-2) 
41 IP~ = IPM+1 
42 CONTINUE 
WRITE (02) CAW(J) ,J=l,N) 
WRITE (02) (EW(J),J=1.N) 
IF (NI.LT.~M) GO TO 46 
IZ = 11+1 
~~ = ~M+NN 
IF (I~1NG.NE.O.ANO.IZ.EQ.(IWING+l" GO TO 43 
IF (Il .EQ. CNCS+l) GO TO 46 
IF (YLECIZ).LT.YAREAKCIPN» GO TO 46 
43 Z8 = lR + CYBREAKCIPN)-YB) ~ nSIN(IZ-l) 
YBR = yAS + (yPRfAKCIPN)-Y8) ~ DCOS(IZ-1) 
Y~ = Yf!REAKCIPN) 
IF (IWING.NE.O.ANO.IZ.EQ.(IWING+l)} GO TO 44 
GO TO 45 
44 IF (IWGL.EQ.l) GO TO 45 
Z8 = O. 
Y8 = O. 
Y8B = O. 
IF (IWGL.NE.2) GO TO 45 
Z~ = YRREAK(NC-2)oDSIN(1) 
YBe = y8REAK(NC-2}~OCOSCl) 
ye = VRREAKrNC-2) 












































AD I ?94 
AD r 205 
AD I ?96 
AD I ~07 
ADI ?9R 












AD I 311 
ADI 312 
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SUBROUTINE F (A2.A3,FUNCT) 






















SUBROUTINE PANEL eXXL,YL.XXT.CPCWL,CPSWL.NSW,IPANEL.LPANEL.F,PERCT 
I,SWP,LR.ZS,SVP,KZ,L) 
oI~ENSION XXLel), YLel), XXTel), CPCWLel), CPSWL(I), PERCT(l) 
oIMEN~ION SWpe20,10), SVPe20,lO), FeS,20) 
CO~MON ISCHEMEI C(2).Xe21.4l).Y(21,4l).SLOPE(21).XL(2.21),XTT(41). 
lXLL(41) 




COMMON ICONSTI ~CS,NCW,Ml(7),MJWl(2,5),MJW2(2,S),NJW(5),NFP,NW(2) 
PI=3.14l59265 
NSWI=NSW-l 
NCWl = NCW+I 
IP = 0 
IF eL .EQ. 2) IP = NW(l) 
DO 1 1=1,2 
CeI)=xXT(I)-XXLeI) 
1)0 1 J=l,NCWl 
XLeI.J)=XXL(I)+CPCWLeJ)~CCI)/IOO. 
SPAN=YL(2)-YLCI) 
DO 2 J = 1.NCWI 
SLOPE (J) = (XL e2.J) - XL e 1.J» I SPAN 
CONTINUE 
DO 3 J = 1,NCW 
JJ = J + IP 
A = XL(l,J) + (XLCl,J+1) - XLCl,J» ~ PERCTeJ) 
8 = XLe2,J) + eXLe2,J+1) - XLe2,J» ~ PERCTeJ) 
AS = eP - A)/SPAN 
SWpeJ,LR) = ATA~eAB) 
Cl = XL(ltJ) + eXLCl,J+l) - XLCl,J» ~ F(KZ,JJ) 
C2 = XL e2.J) + exL C2.J+l) - XL (2,J» ~ F eK7,JJ) 
CO = eC2 - Cl) I SP~N 
SVpeJ,LP) = ATANeCO) 
CONTINUE 
DO 4 K=l,NSW 
Y~=CPSWLeK)~SPAN/IOO. 






























































































XTT Cl) =XXT Cl) 
DO 5 I=2,NSW 
XLL(I)=XLLCI-l)+(XXL(2)-XXL(I»O(Y(I,I)-Y(I,I-I»/SPAN 
XTT(I)=XTT(I-l).(XXTC2)-XXT(1)~\1(1,I)-Y(1,I-l»/SPAN 









YK = .5 * SPAN * (1. - COS(KOPI/FLOAT(NSW») 
DO 8 J=l,NCW 
JJ = J + IP 
NPANEL=(K-I)*NCW +J-l+IPANEL 
DO 7 I = 1,4 
KIl = K • I - 1 
KI3 = K+I-3 
IF (I .LE. 2) GO TO 6 
XN(NPANEL,I) = X(J.I,KI3) 
YN(~PANEL,I) = Y(J+l,KI3) 
ZN(NPANEL,I) =ZS 
8PPI~(NPANEL,I) = SLOPE(J+l) 
GO T(I 7 
XN(NPANEL,I) = X(J,Kll) 
YN(NPANEL,I) = Y(J,Kll) 
ZNeNP~NEL,I) = ZS 
8PRI~(~PANEL.I) = SLOPE(J) 
CONTINtJE 
Al = X(J+I,K)-X(J.K) 
A2 = x(J.l,K+l) - X(J,K+l) 
B = Y (J,K+l) - Y (J,K) 
YBAR = YK - CPSWL(K) 0 SPAN I 100. 
XBAR = X (J,K) + yeAP 0 (X (J,K+l) - X (J,K» I P 
CBAR = Al + (A2 - A 1> * YRAR I B 
YCP(NPANEL) = Y(J,K) + YRAP 
XCP(NPANEL) = XRAR + F(KZ.JJ) 0 CBAR 
ZCP(NPANEL) = 7S 
























































SU~ROllTINE DRM~ (CLT.YBREAK,NC,TFLP,NAL) 
DIMENSION ALPHI(SO), YRREAK(l), TFLP(l), XXV(SO), YYV(50) 
COMMON IGEOMI ~ALFSW,XCP(200),YCP(200),ZCP(200).XL~(lOO),YLE(100). 
lXTE<lOO) ,PSI (30) ,CH(100) ,XV(200) ,YV(200) ,C;N(20,2) .XN(200,4) ,YN(200 
2,4),8PRI~(200,4).WIDTH(7),YCON(Sl),SWEEP(100),HALFR,SJ(31,7) 
3.ZN(20Q,4) 
CO~~ON IAEROI A~,B,CL(50),CT(50),CD(50),CM(50) 






DO 1 I=l,NS 
F!=! 
J=M-I 
XXVII) = SIN(FI*PI/FM) 
XXV(J) = XXV(I) 
YYV(I) = -COS(~I*PI/FM) 
YYV(J) = -YVV(!) 










SA = VYV(II) * HALF~ 








DO 7 J=~ST,MEND 
IF (~IW(2) .EO. 0) GO TO 4 
































































DO 6 K=MST,~ENO 





CO(I) = CD(I)/SQRT(I.-YYV(II)~~2) 
CONTINUE 
DO 14 1= 1, ~'S 
ALPHI (0=0. 
IN=NS+I 
DO 13 J= 1 • M~' 1 
IF (J .EQ. IN) GO TO 9 
I NDEX=I ASS (J- HI, 
FACTOR = 2.o(-1.)~~INDEX-1.)OXXV(J)/(F~O(YYV(J)-YYV(IN»002) 
GO TO 10 
FACTOR = FM/XXV(J) 
IF (J .GT. NS) GO TO 11 
JJ=~-J-NS 







DO I&; I=1.NS 
IN=NS+I 
COl = COl + CnCI)oYCONCI)OALPHICI)OXXV(IN) 
CDI=cnIoHALFROPI/(HALFSWOFM) 
COL2 = cnI I CCLT 0 CLT) 
COL2=cnI/(CLTOCLT) 
WRITE (6. 16) COl 
WRITE (6. 17) C~L2 
RETUR~I 
FORMAT (/2x.23HFAR-FIELO INDUCED ORAG=,FI0.5) 























































SUPROUTINE VMSFQN (~Cl,K,AA,A.CA) 









00 3 I=ltNCl 
SU~2=O. 
JJ=I+l 









00 6 I=l,NC 
IF CI.GT.KNC) GO TO 5 
~~=CM-1)~NCl+1 

































































SU8POIlTINE GA~AX (AW.CA,LPANl,LPANEL.GA~MA.NC.BREAK.SWP,CHORDT.TWI 
lNG,NWING.HALFPH.YCN,CTIP,CTX,IWGLT.IPOS,NCON,SVP,NC2,DyT.TP,CTDS) 
DI~ENSION DYT(20.2', TP(20.2), CTDS(20,2), SWP(20,10), SVP(20,10) 
DIMENSION A(20), F(20), THETA(20), G(20,2) 
DI~E~~ION AW(l), CA(I). GAM~A(I). BREAK(I) 
OIr.-ENSION CTIP(!), CHORDT(U. YCN(l) 




COMMON IAEROI AM.8.CL(50),CT(50),CD(50),C~(50) 
COM~ON ICONSTI NCS,NCW.Ml(7),~JWl(2,5),~JW2(2.5),NJW(5"NFP,NW(?) 





IF (NCON.NE.O) ~o TO 12 







DO 2 J=l,NwW 
KfC'=NK+J 
IF (NA .EQ. 2) KK=MI<'+J 
FJ=J 
THETACJ)=(2.6FJ-l.)6PI/C2.*FN) 
FCJ) = r.AMMACt<'I<) 6 SNCJ,ISN) 6.5 
CONTINUE 
THETACN1)=PI 
00 4 J=1,Nl 
ACJ)=O. 
FJ=J 
DO 3 K=l,Nww 
AeJ)=AcJ)+Fct<')*roseCFJ-l.)*THETA(I<» 
IF (J .FQ. 1) A(J)=A(J)/FN 
IF (J .NE. 1) AcJ)=A(J)*2./FN 
CONTINUE 



















































If (NW(2).Nf.O) CHOPD=CH(I)+CH(I+NCS) 
Rf=CH(T)/CHOPD 
CT C I) = A ( 1 ) 
DO 5 J = 1,NWW 
CTCI) = CTCI)+A(J+}) 
SP = CnSCSWEEPCI» 
A~ = A~~AM~SP~SP 
IF (AR.GE.1.) GO TO 6 
.dC = SQPT(l.-AP) 
CTL = PI~AC/(8.0SP) 
AKK = (,T(l) 
FAC = 1. 
IF CAKK.LT.O.) FAC=-1. 
CT(I'=CTL~fAC~AKK~AKK~PF 
GO TO 7 
CT <I) = o. 
CONTINlJE 
DO 9 K=ltN1 
KK=NK+K 
If (NA .EQ. 2) KK=~K+K 
SU~=A(I)~THETA(K) 




IF' (NA .EO. 2) IZ=I+NCS 
SU~=-O.S~CHCIZ'~SU~+SU~I 
IF Cf'.'A .EQ. 1 .AND. t< .1:0. N1' GO TO 9 
~W(KK)=SUM 
CONTINUE 
IF (~A .EQ. 2) GO TO 10 






GO TO 1 
CONTINllE 













































12 CONTINUE GAM A6 
NI<W = NCW GA~ A7 
IF (NCON.EO.2) NKW = 1 GA~ FIB 
NKl=O GA~ A9 
NI<2=LPANI GAM 90 
no 44 I=I,NC GAM 91 
p.A=Ml(I) GAM 92 
FtJ=M GAM 93 
Mp.A=~~-1 GAtJ 94 
DO 43 J = 1, NI<W GAM 95 
IF (IWING .NE. 0 .AND. I .EO. NWING) GO TO 13 GAM 96 
IF C! .En. NC) GO TO 13 GAM 97 
GO TO 14 GAM 9A 
13 CONTINUE GAt-! 99 
IW=1 GA~ 100 
IPZ=1 GAM 101 
IF ( I .GT. NwING) IW=2 GAp.A 102 
IF ( I .GT. NwING) IPZ=3 GAM 103 
G(J.HI)=O. GAtA 104 
DYTeJ,IW) = O. GA~ 1(15 
14 CONTINUE GAtA 106 
IK=O GAM I/)7 
IS=O GA~ lOP 
HAS=HALF8 GA~ 10 9 
AA=-l. GA~ 110 
88=1. GA~ 111 
FT=I. GAM 112 
BR=F!RfAI«I) GAM 113 
IF (J .GT. NW ( 1 ) , GO TO 19 GAM 114 
NI<=Nl<l GAtJ 115 
LI<=O GAM 116 
IRl=I GAM 117 
JJ=J GAM 118 
"'1<=NW(l) GAtA 11 9 
IF ( I .GT. NWHJG) GI') TO 15 GAM 120 
IF (IPSI .EO. 2) 15=1 GAt-! 1?1 
IF (IPSI .EO. 1) GO TO 16 GAM 1?2 
IF (IP51 .EO. 2) GO TO 11 GAM 1?3 
GO TO 21 GAt-! 124 
15 IF CIPS2 .En. 1 ) GO TO lA GA"" If'S 
16 HAB=HALFI3H GAM 1?6 
IF (IwGLT .En. 2) HAB=WIDTHeI) GAM 1'"'-
116 
IF (lwGL T .I:n. ?) B~=O. 
GO TO 21 
17 t4A8=HALF'~ 













IF (I .GT. NWING) Gn TO 20 
IF (IPS1 .fO. 1) 15=1 
IF (IPSI .EO. 1) GO TO 17 
IF (IPSI .EO. 2) GO TO 16 
GO TO 21 
20 IF eIPS2 .En. 2) GO TO 18 
GO TO If, 
?1 IF' eJ.EO. 1 .oP. J .Ea. (NWel)+I» GO TO 22 
GO TO 25 
22 CONTINUE 
DO 24 JP = I,M~ 
FJ=JP 
YCON(JP)=COS(FJ*PI/~~) 
IF' (~CON.NE.O) GO TO 23 
Y=0.5*~IDTHeI)Oe1.-YCONeJP»+8R 
PSI(JP) = SQPTeeRR-Y/HA8)O(Y/HA8-AA»*FT 
GO TO 24 






IF (NrON .NE. 2 .AND. NC2 .EO. 0) SP = SWP(JJ,IRl) 
IF' (NCON .NE. 2 .AND. NC2 .EQ.l) SP = SVP(JJ,IRl) 































GAt-4 1 ':-7 
GAM 1 E::~ 
GAtA 1 c;Q 





















IF C II< .EQ. 1) GO TO 28 
DO 27 LQ=I,MM 
LP=Ll+CLQ-l)*~K 
AA=1. 
DO 26 LS=I,m" 
LN=Ll+(LS-l)o~1< 





GO TO 29 
GA~AO=O. 
CONTINUE 
IF C NCON .NE. n) GO TO 30 
IF CIS .EQ. 1) GO TO 33 
IF CIwING .NE. 0 .AND. I .EO. NwING) GO TO 33 
IF CI .EQ. NC) GO TO 33 
CONTINUE 
S~=O. 
DO 32 LQ=l,~M 
LP=L1+(LO-1)o",K 
AA=I. 
DO 31 LS=1,MM 
LN=L1+(LS-1)OMK 





GO TO 34 
GAMAN=O. 
DO 3~ K=I,MM 
LL=NK+CK-l)oMK+J-LK 
CA(LL>=O. 
DO 36 KK=I,,..~ 
LI=NK+(KK-l)OMI<+J-LI< 











































GAM 21 L 
CACLL)=CACLL)+2.*C-l.)**CK+KK)* AWeLI)*PSI(KK)/(WIDTHCI)*eYCONCK GAM 212 
lK)-VCONCK») GAM ?13 
GO TO 36 GA~ 214 
35 CACLL)=CACLL)+ AWCLL)*PSICK)*YCONCK)/CWIDTHCI)*SJCK.I)*SJCK.I» GA~ ?15 
36 CONTINUE GAM ?16 
IF CIK .EQ. 0) FK=VCPCLL)/CHAB*HAB) GAM ?17 
IF elK .EQ. 1) FK=-(1.-2.*CVCPCLL)-HALFB)/HAR)/CO.5*HAB) GA~ 218 
IF CNCON.Nt.O) FK = 0 GAM 219 
CAeLL)=CACLL)+GAMAO*C-l.)**K/Cl.-YCONeK»/WIDTHCI)-GAMAN*C-l.)**cM GAM 220 
I+K)/Cl.+yCONeK»/WIDTHeI)+AWCLL)*FK/PSICK) GAM 221 
CACLL)=CA(LL)/PSI(K) GAM 222 
CL(K) = CA(LU GAM 223 
IF CIWING .NE. 0 .A~D. I .Eo. NWING) GO TO 37 GAM 224 
IF CI .EQ. NC) GO TO 37 GAM 225 
GO TO 38 GAM 226 
37 CONTINUE GAM 227 
IF (CHOROT(IP7) .LE. 0.00l> GO TO 3~ GAM 22R 
IF (NeON.NE.O) GO TO 38 GAM 229 
GCJ,IW)=G(J.IW)+AW(LL)*PSI(K)*e-l.)**eK+M)/Cl.+YCONeK» GAM 230 
3e CACLL) = TAN*eAM~ACLL)*0.5+CA(LL) GAM 231 
IF CJ .EQ. N~(1» NKl=LL GAM 232 
IF CNCOf'J .EQ. 2)·NKl = LL+NWCl>-1 GA~ 233 
IF eNCON .EQ. 1 .AN~. NC2 .Ea. 0) GO TO 40 GAM 234 
IF (~CON.NE.O) GO TO 43 GAM 235 
IF CI .Ea. NC) GO TO 39 GA~ ?36 
IF CIWING .N~. 0 .AND. I .EO. NWING) GO TO 39 GAM ?~7 
GO TO 43 GAM ?3R 
39 CONTINIJE GAM 239 
IF CCt-IORDT(IPZ) .LE •• 001) GO TO 43 GAM 240 
GeJ,IW)=2./WIDTHCI)*r,eJ,IW)+O.5*e-l.)**M*GAMAO/WIDTHeI) ~A~ 241 
IF eI~ .EO. 0) GeJ.IW)=G(J.I~)*SORT(HAB)/2.P2A427124 GAM 242 
IF (t~ .Eo. 1) GeJ.IW)=G(J,IW)*SI)RT(t-IAE1)/4. GAM 243 
GO TO 43 GAf.A 241.. 
40 su = O. GA~ 245 
DO 42 LQ = 1.",M GA'" 26.6 
LP = Ll+(LO-l)*M~ GAM 26.7 
AA = 1. GAM ?4P. 
DO 41 LS=l,"'foA GAM 24q 
LN = Ll+cLS-l)*M~ GAM ?~O 
IF CLS.EQ.Lo) GO TO 41 GAM 251 
AA = AA*(BR~AKeI+l)-YCP(LN»/(YCP(LP)-YCPCLN» GAM 2~? 
41 CONTINUE GAf.A 2'53 
119 
42 SM = SM+AA~CL(L~) GAt.4 254 
DYTeJ,IW) = SM GAM 255 
TP(J,IW) = TAN GA~ ?~6-
43 CONTINUE GAM ?57 
NI<2=LL GAM 258 
44 CONTINUE GAM 25C; 
IF eNrON.NE.O) GO TO 48 GAM 2FtO 
DO 47 l<=l,IW GAM 261 
CTIP(I<)=O. GAM ?Ft2 
IPZ = 1 GAM 263 
IF (I< .EO. 2) IPZ=3 GAM ?64 
IF (CHORDT(IPZ) .lE. 0.001) GO TO 47 GAM 265 
CHn=CHO~DT(IPZ)+CHORnT(IPZ+l) GAM ?66 
CHORD=CH(l) GAt.4 267 
IF (NW(2) .NE. 0) C~O~D=CH(l).CH(l.NCS) GAM ?('8 
DO 46 I=1,NCW GAM 269 
J=I GAM ?70 
IF e I .GT. NW ( 1> ) J=LPANl.I-NW(l) GAM ?71 
XC=(XV(J)-XLE(l»/CHOPD GAM 272 
CTDS(I,K) = o. GAM 273 
IF (I< .EO. 2) GO TO 45 GAM 274 
. IF (IPSl .Ea. 2 .AND. I .GT. NW ( 1 ) ) GO TO 46 GAp.t 275 
IF (IPSl .EO. II GO TO 46 GAM 276 
4S CONTINUE GAM ?77 
FCD = 1 • GAM 27~ 
IF (G(I,I<) .IT.O.) FCD = -1 GAM ?79 
CTDS(I,I<) = 2.~PI~G(I,I<)~G(I,I<)/CHD~FCD GAM 2120 
46 CONTINUE GAM 2Al 
47 CONTINUE GAt.4 2P2 
4):1 RETURN GAp.4 283 











SUP-ROUTINE SPLINE (N,X,y.A,B,C,D,U .. ,NP) 
CUBIC ~PLINE INTFRPOLATION 
DIMENSION S025,. H(22), CA(22), Xnlt YCl) 






HO) = X(3) - X(2) 
H(2) = -X(3) + X(I) 
H(3) = X(2) - X(l) 
DO 1 1<=4,N 
H(I<)=O. 
DO 2 t<'=l,N 
S(I<)=-~CI<+1)/H(1) 
NJ=N-1 
DO 7 I=2,N 
IF (I .Ea. N) GO TO 3 
HeNI) = -6. 00 «YcI+l> - YCI» / extI+l) - X(1» - (V(I) - V(I-I» / 
1 eX(I) - XCI-l») 
GO TO 4 
t-'CN!)=O. 
DO 6 J=1,N 
H(J)=n. 
IF CI .Ea. N) GO TO 5 
IF (J .LT. (1-1) .OR. J .GT. cI+1) GO TO 6 
H(I-ll = XCI) - XCI-1) 
Hel) = 2 • .0 (XCT+ll - X(I-l» 
HCI+!) = XCI+1) - XCI) 
GO TO 6 
H(N-2) = XCN) - XCN-l) 
H(N-l) = -XCN) + X (t-1-2) 
HeN) = XCN-l) - XeN-~) 
CONTINIIE 
II=t 
CALL v~SEQN (NJ,II.~,S,CA) 
NJ=NJ-l 
CONTHHfE 
DO e I=l,Nl 
AeL,I) = CS(1+1) - Sf!)~ / e6. 0 eX(I+!) - X(T») 
eeL,I) = seI) / 2. 
CeL,I) = CYCI+1) - V(l)) / e~fl+l) - X(l,) - (xcl.U- x(l)) 0 e2. 0 
15(1) + scI+1)) / 6. 
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